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Abstract 

I argue that the justice cascade—the recent trend toward holding leaders 

accountable for massive human rights violations—produces both positive and negative 

effects by influencing the post-tenure fates of leaders. On the negative side, the justice 

cascade exacerbates conflict. By undermining the possibility of a safe exile for culpable 

leaders, the pursuit of international justice incentivizes such leaders to cling to power 

and gamble for resurrection during conflicts when they would otherwise flee abroad. 

On the positive side, the justice cascade deters atrocities. Precisely because leaders know 

that committing gross human rights violations will decrease their exit options if they 

need to flee abroad, international justice effectively increases the cost of atrocities. Taken 

together, these predictions form the justice dilemma: ex ante deterrence and ex post 

gambling for resurrection are two sides of the same coin. 

To test my argument, I exploit remarkable variation over time in the threat 

international justice poses to leaders. Specifically, I examine the arrest of former Chilean 

leader Augusto Pinochet in the United Kingdom in 1998—the first time a leader was 

arrested in a foreign state for international crimes—as the watershed moment in the 

push for international accountability for culpable leaders. Before 1998, leaders lived in 

an impunity era where the expected probability of international punishment for 

atrocities was virtually zero. Starting in 1998, the world shifted toward an accountability 
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era in which a slew of culpable leaders have been arrested and transferred to 

international courts, causing other leaders to update their beliefs on the likelihood of 

facing international justice. 

Three main empirical results provide compelling support for the theory. I show 

that the decision of leaders to flee into exile is conditional on their expectations of post-

tenure international punishment. Whereas culpable leaders are no more or less likely to 

flee abroad than nonculpable leaders before 1998, culpable leaders are about six times 

less likely to go into exile than nonculpable leaders after 1998. Rather than flee abroad, 

culpable leaders now have incentives to fight until the bitter end. Indeed, while there is 

no evidence of a relationship between leader culpability and conflict duration before 

1998, I demonstrate that civil conflicts last significantly longer when culpable leaders are 

in power during the post-1998 period. This dark side of justice, however, creates a 

benefit: deterrence. Since leaders want to keep the exile option open in the event they 

need it, leaders are about five times less likely to commit mass atrocities after 1998 than 

they were previously. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 The Quest for Global Justice 

Something is happening in the world of international justice. Until quite recently, 

advocates of global accountability had little to celebrate. Despite employing lofty 

rhetoric about “ending impunity” for the world’s worst war criminals, tangible 

successes were elusive. Indeed, proponents of international justice—relying on the idea 

that some crimes are so heinous that the perpetrator should be punished even when 

domestic courts are unwilling or unable to prosecute—were frequently mocked as out of 

touch idealists.1 It was hard to argue with this critique when the Adolf Hilters, Pol Pots, 

and Idi Amins of the world consistently escaped justice. Indeed, dictators had little 

reason to fear any kind of judicial punishment and all too often perpetrated crimes on a 

massive scale. Even when domestic opposition groups somehow overcame the odds to 

remove despotic leaders, the prospects for justice were bleak: oppressive leaders simply 

went into exile in posh locales such as the French Riviera where they could retire 

without fear of prosecution.  

Today, however, the landscape is different. A variety of international criminal 

tribunals have proliferated in recent years. To address mass atrocities, the United 

                                                      

1 See, for example, the tribulations of Raphael Lemkin—widely considered the father of 

the Genocide Convention—as he attempted to outlaw the “crime without a name” 

(Power 2003).  
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Nations created ad hoc international tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda 

and quasi-international tribunals to judge war criminals in Sierra Leone, East Timor, 

Cambodia, and Chad. These international tribunals are complemented by foreign courts 

that make aggressive use of universal jurisdiction laws. The tribunal-building process 

culminated with the establishment of the International Criminal Court, the first 

permanent international court with broad jurisdiction over mass atrocities. Even more 

importantly, many of the world’s most powerful states—especially Western 

democracies—provide the muscle to make these tribunals work by apprehending and 

transferring indicted criminals. The results have been dramatic. In the largely tedious 

world of international legal proceedings, few scenes are as striking as watching once 

untouchable tyrants face justice for their misdeeds. Though the march toward global 

accountability remains a work in progress, it is hard to disagree with former Special 

Court for Sierra Leone Judge Geoffrey Robertson’s claim that “international justice is 

here to stay.”2  

This dissertation is about the effects of this dramatic change in world politics, 

sometimes called the “justice cascade” (Sikkink 2011) or the “revolution in 

accountability” (Sriram 2005). More specifically, I examine the effects of the recent trend 

                                                      

2 Geoffrey Robertson, “War Crimes: Charles Taylor Now, Bashar Al-Assad Next,” The 

Guardian, 30 May 2012. 
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toward international prosecutions of heads of state for committing gross human rights 

violations. The issue at stake here is not normative. I do not make claims about the 

appropriateness of international actors seeking to punish those responsible for 

committing mass atrocities. Instead, the questions I address are positive: What are the 

political consequences of the justice cascade? Do high profile trials of culpable leaders 

deter other leaders from launching campaigns of mass killing? Does international justice 

come with a price for conflict resolution? What are the causal mechanisms through 

which these processes occur?  

Current academic research on these questions is surprisingly incomplete. The 

recent international arrest warrants for leaders such as Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi and 

the Ivory Coast’s Laurent Gbagbo generated controversy and provoked debate on the 

merits of international justice in the op-ed pages of world newspapers. With only a few 

exceptions, however, political scientists have been slow to study the effects of 

international justice. As one recent study put it, “The study of the practical impacts of 

international criminal law is characterized by an absence of empirical evidence” 

(Cronin-Furman 2013, 435). Most existing work, however, is a debate between global 

accountability optimists and pessimists.  

The optimist position holds that the threat of international justice deters 

atrocities. The underlying logic draws heavily from rationalist theories of domestic 
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criminal punishment, which assert that crime decreases as the likelihood and/or severity 

of punishment increases. Since the international legal regime is designed to increase 

likelihood of punishment for mass atrocities (but not necessarily the severity of 

punishment), many scholars argue that it should create a deterrent effect (Akhavan 2001, 

2009; Gilligan 2006; Kim and Sikkink 2010; Olsen, Payne, and Reiter 2010; Sikkink 2011). 

This view also enjoys widespread popularity with policymakers and activists. 

Consistent with the claim of Kenneth Roth of Human Rights Watch that, “Behind much 

of the savagery of modern history lies impunity” (Roth 2001, 150), the presumption is 

that the promise of legal accountability can prevent the next Holocaust, Cultural 

Revolution, or Rwandan Genocide. Indeed, policymakers often cannot help but use 

triumphalist language when describing the development of international criminal law, 

arguably the international community’s landmark achievement in the post-Cold War 

era. For example, then-United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan proclaimed that 

international criminal tribunals would “bring nearer the day when no ruler, no state, no 

junta and no army anywhere will be able to abuse human rights with impunity.”3  

The pessimist perspective explores an unintended and negative consequence of 

global accountability. If leaders are vulnerable to international criminal prosecution, 

                                                      

3 For the Annan quote, see Marlise Simons, “Without Fanfare of Cases, International 

Court Sets Up,” New York Times, 1 July 2002.  
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they may decide to keep fighting when they otherwise would give up power (Goldsmith 

and Krasner 2003; Snyder and Vinjamuri 2003; Vinjamuri 2010). This view is 

considerably less popular among policymakers and pundits, but it occasionally receives 

attention in the public sphere. During the Libyan civil war, for instance, the Washington 

Post’s Jackson Diehl speculated that “Libyans are stuck in a civil war in large part 

because of Gaddafi’s international prosecution.”4 Even more recently, former Secretary 

of State Hillary Clinton implicitly endorsed this view when discussing the humanitarian 

catastrophe in Syria. Clinton acknowledged that the actions of the Bashar al-Assad 

regime make him a war criminal, but she warned that initiating an international 

prosecution could “complicate the resolution of a difficult, complex situation because it 

limits options perhaps to persuade leaders to step down from power.”5  

There is a glaring problem with the existing literature, sometimes labeled the 

“peace vs. justice” debate. The study of international justice comes with political, legal, 

and moral strings attached, and current scholarship tends to reflect preexisting 

individual convictions and biases. The result is that scholars hypothesize causal effects 

in one direction only. More specifically, existing studies look exclusively for “good” 

                                                      

4 Jackson Diehl, “After the Dictators Fall,” Washington Post, 5 June 2011.  
5 For the Clinton quote, see Richard Spencer, “Bashar al-Assad Could Be Regarded as a 

War Criminal, Says Clinton,” The Telegraph, 28 February 2012.  
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effects (i.e., deterring atrocities) or “bad” effects (i.e., prolonging conflicts).6 By contrast, I 

will argue that existing work fails to see the bigger picture: the atrocity deterring and 

conflict prolonging effects of international justice are two sides of the same coin. Hence, 

one of the major contributions of this dissertation is to show both theoretically and 

empirically that these effects—the positive and the perverse—are intimately linked. In 

other words, the global accountability regime is helpful in some ways and harmful in 

others. 

 

1.2 The Argument in Brief 

I employ a simple rational actor framework that examines how the threat of 

international justice affects the decision calculus of leaders. My central claim is that the 

justice cascade—which I define as the recent trend toward holding leaders accountable 

for gross human rights violations—produces both positive and negative effects by 

influencing the viability of exile as a post-tenure option for embattled leaders. 

My argument starts with the simple yet underappreciated observation that exile 

is a useful solution to political conflict. To see why, consider a standard bargaining 

                                                      

6 As one scholar recently acknowledged when summarizing the existing literature, 

“Trying to find someone who believes pursuing international criminal justice helps in 

some cases and hinders in others would take a very long time” (Kersten 2011). 
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model in which a leader and an opposition are engaged in conflict.7 Bargaining models 

show that credible commitment problems are often a barrier to conflict resolution. 

Indeed, negotiated settlements to civil conflicts create a commitment problem regardless 

of whether they keep the old regime in power or bring a new one into office. Settlements 

that keep the old regime in power typically require the rebel group to demobilize and 

disarm in return for some policy concession. Yet once the rebel group demobilizes, it no 

longer possesses the military capabilities to force the state to abide by the terms of the 

recently struck bargain (e.g., Walter 1997). On the other side—and especially pertinent to 

my argument—negotiated settlements that bring the opposition into office create a 

different commitment problem. Once power is transferred to the former opposition, it 

has the ability to renege on the agreement it made with the ex-ruler.8 In this case, the 

opposition cannot commit to restraint against the leader and his supporters, which 

limits the ability of the two sides to reach a negotiated transition. For these reasons, 

conflicts sometimes drag on even after it is clear one side is almost certain to lose. 

Exile is a valuable political tool because it can help overcome the credible 

commitment problem inherent to conflict termination. As the preceding discussion 

implies, a leader has little incentive to step down when he expects the opposition to 

                                                      

7 For the canonical bargaining model of war, see Fearon (1995). 
8 The literature on democratic transitions makes a similar point. See, for example, 

Przeworski (1991). 
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settle old scores. A leader will want an “exit guarantee” that protects him from 

punishment even after he is out of power (Dix 1982; Sutter 1995). Yet, it is hard for the 

opposition to create a credible exit guarantee for the leader because the opposition can 

cheat on any promise it gives the leader once he steps down. When a leader can go into 

exile in a third-party state, however, he no longer needs to fear punishment since he is 

outside the grasp of the former opposition. In fact, physically leaving the state he once 

ruled is the best exit guarantee a leader can have against retribution from his old 

adversaries. Therefore, as the likelihood of their ouster increases, leaders become more 

likely to view exile abroad as the best option available. Though they give up power, 

leaders manage to avoid punishment and can live out their years abroad.  

A credible threat of international justice, however, complicates the decision-

making calculus of leaders. By making it more costly for third-party states to shelter 

culpable leaders, the global accountability regime reduces the credibility of the exile 

option for these oppressive leaders. Importantly, nonculpable leaders—those who do 

not commit mass atrocities—still have a reliable exile option if they are overthrown 

because there will be few, if any, costs for the third-party states that shelter such leaders. 

So while exile remains a viable exit strategy for merely corrupt leaders like Kyrgyzstan’s 

Kurmanbek Bakiyev and Burkina Faso’s Blaise Compaore, a similar retirement for mass 

killers like Muammar Gaddafi and Bashar al-Assad is increasingly problematic.  
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Since a credible threat of international justice makes the availability of a safe 

post-tenure exile conditional on a leader’s behavior while in power, it generates two 

effects that pull in opposite directions. On the negative side, the justice cascade 

exacerbates conflict. By undermining the possibility of a safe exile for culpable leaders, 

the pursuit of international justice incentivizes such leaders to cling to power and 

gamble for resurrection during conflicts when they would otherwise flee abroad. On the 

positive side, the justice cascade deters atrocities. Precisely because leaders know that 

committing human rights abuses will decrease their exit options if they need to flee 

abroad, international justice effectively increases the cost of atrocities. Taken together, 

these predictions form the justice dilemma: ex ante deterrence and ex post gambling for 

resurrection are two sides of the same coin. 

 

1.3 Looking for Evidence 

To test my argument, I exploit remarkable variation over time in the threat 

international justice poses to leaders. Whereas realpolitik strategies and respect for 

sovereignty consistently trumped concerns about international justice until recently, 

powerful states now frequently coordinate with foreign and international courts on the 

apprehension and transfer of international criminals. The rapid change in enforcement 

in recent years provides a unique opportunity to estimate the effects of international 
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justice. Though they do not pursue this empirically, Kim and Sikkink (2010, 944) go so 

far as to speculate that “the international realm may provide some kind of natural 

experiment…because a major change in the key variable, the likelihood of sanction, has 

occurred in a relatively short period of time.”  

Building on this strategy, I contend that the arrest of former Chilean leader 

Augusto Pinochet in the UK in 1998 was the watershed moment in a broader set of 

processes pushing for international accountability for culpable leaders. The Pinochet 

arrest provided a powerful demonstration effect because it marked the first time a 

current or former head of state was arrested in a foreign state for international crimes. 

As such, Pinochet’s arrest was a dramatic change to the status quo that altered the 

expectation of impunity leaders previously enjoyed. Moreover, the Pinochet arrest 

rapidly ushered in a new era of holding leaders accountable for their crimes. Since 1998, 

several leaders who were once considered untouchable—such as Slobodan Milosevic, 

Charles Taylor, Khieu Samphan, Laurent Gbagbo, and Hissene Habre—have been 

apprehended and transferred to international criminal tribunals. The implication for 

other leaders was clear: If these once powerful tyrants could face international justice, 

everyone was vulnerable. The Pinochet arrest therefore marks the beginning of a shift 

from an era of impunity to one of accountability.  
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This empirical strategy yields three main predictions about the effects of the 

justice cascade. The first concerns exile: leader culpability (whether leaders have 

previously committed mass atrocities) should have no effect on an embattled leader’s 

decision to flee into exile before 1998, but culpable leaders should be less likely to go into 

exile in the post-1998 period. The second addresses civil war duration: leader culpability 

should have no effect on how long conflicts last before 1998, but culpable leaders should 

fight longer civil wars in the post-1998 period. The third involves mass atrocities: leaders 

should be less likely to initiate campaigns of mass killing after 1998 than they were 

previously.  

The bulk of my dissertation’s empirical section is devoted to examining these 

three hypotheses using large-N statistical tests. The quantitative approach presents 

several advantages. By establishing correlations between independent and dependent 

variables across a variety of contexts, the statistical tests demonstrate the generalizability 

of the theory. The quantitative approach also allows me to assess the relative importance 

of competing explanations for exile, war duration, and mass killing onset. Moreover, it 

prevents “cherry-picking” cases that support the theory. Methodologically, this 

represents a marked improvement over much of the existing literature, which often 

focuses on only a small handful of cases without justifying the case selection. Therefore, 

I use a variety of quantitative techniques—including logistic regression, change point 
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analysis, event history modeling, and others—to demonstrate how my theory helps 

explain patterns of exile, civil war duration, and mass killing onset. 

Despite the many advantages of quantitative research, qualitative approaches are 

generally better at showing causality. If my theory is correct, we should not only observe 

the predicted correlation between variables, but we should also see leaders reasoning 

and behaving in a manner consistent with my theory’s expectations. Admittedly, 

qualitative evidence is hard to obtain in the context of this project. It unfortunately is not 

possible to get inside the heads of leaders while they weigh the costs and benefits fleeing 

into exile or gambling for resurrection. Moreover, leaders rarely stop to write down their 

thoughts during moments of acute regime crisis, leaving a relatively thin historical 

record. This makes it unlikely that we will find indisputable “smoking gun” evidence. 

Nonetheless, if we turn to creative sources of data such as interviews with exiled 

leaders, the testimonies of arrested leaders, and the accounts of killed leaders’ top 

deputies, it is possible to reconstruct the basic decision-making processes of embattled 

leaders. To probe my theory’s causal mechanisms in greater detail, I examine two cases 

that I predict correctly (Idi Amin’s decision to go into exile in 1979 and Muammar 

Gaddafi’s decision to fight to the bitter end in 2011) and one case that is partially 

inconsistent with my theory’s expectations (Charles Taylor’s decision to flee into exile in 

2003 and his subsequent extradition to an international tribunal in 2006).  
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Taken together, the combination of quantitative and qualitative evidence 

provides compelling support for the theory. I first examine patterns of exile to test an 

observable implication of the theory’s causal mechanism. I find that the justice cascade 

helps explain which leaders take the exile option when facing threats against their 

regimes and how the trend in exile has changed over time. I then turn to the conflicting 

effects of international justice on internal violence. On the one hand, I document how the 

rise of a global accountability regime undermines conflict resolution by giving culpable 

leaders an incentive to keep fighting even when the prospects for victory are slim. On 

the other hand, I show that this dark side of justice creates a benefit: deterrence. 

Precisely because leaders want to keep the exile option open in the event they need it, 

leaders are now less likely to commit mass atrocities.  

 

1.4 Broader Implications 

For scholars, the theory and evidence presented here shed light on three major 

puzzles. First, why do some leaders choose to fight until they are killed or captured? 

Why not simply save oneself by going into exile? The recent behavior of leaders like 

Muammar Gaddafi and Laurent Gbagbo was particularly puzzling because both leaders 

had offers of asylum abroad, which appeared better for their physical safety and 

financial interests. Many journalistic accounts speculated that the refusal to go into exile 
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was the result of delusional leadership,9 but my work suggests that it was a rational 

response to the changing incentives international criminal accountability creates. Thus, 

my theory helps explain why ousting a brutal leader occurs easily in some cases but 

requires the complete defeat of the ancien règime in others.  

Second, why do some civil wars last so much longer than others? In the existing 

literature, most accounts of civil war duration examine characteristics of the state or the 

rebel group. One set of explanations for conflict duration highlights variables that are 

thought to augment or limit state capacity such as economic development, rough terrain, 

and the presence of foreign patrons. Another set of explanations for war duration 

focuses on a rebel group’s capacity to resist the state by examining the rebel group’s 

military strength, political and ethnic cohesiveness, and ability to secure funding. While 

these factors are doubtlessly important, my dissertation makes a new contribution by 

examining how the pursuit of international justice affects the decision to keep fighting or 

make peace.  

Third, why has state-sponsored violence against civilians fallen so drastically in 

recent years? Indeed, the decline of violence over time has been widely celebrated in 

academia. Current explanations focus on psychology (Pinker 2011) and peacekeeping 

(Goldstein 2011), but many scholars believe these accounts are incomplete at best. As 

                                                      

9 For an example of this genre, see Kaplan (2011). 
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Valentino (2014, 91) argues, scholars have “failed to provide convincing explanations for 

the dramatic decline in the incidence and severity of political violence that has occurred” 

recently. The evidence reported here, however, supports an alternative account: the 

credible threat of international punishment can stay the hand of would-be killers.  

By looking to the international environment for answers to these puzzles, I join 

an emerging literature on how international factors shape internal conflict. In recent 

years, for instance, scholars have shown how international and transnational variables 

such as the end of the Cold War (Balcells and Kalyvas 2014; Kalyvas and Balcells 2010), 

foreign military intervention (Kuperman 2008; Wood, Kathman, and Gent 2012), 

humanitarian assistance (Lischer 2003), cross-border refugee flows (Krcmaric 2014; 

Lischer 2005; Salehyan and Gleditsch 2006), and transnational diasporas (Collier and 

Hoeffler 2004) influence the onset and dynamics of civil conflict. This work is important 

because it advances our understanding of civil war by adopting an “open polity” 

perspective that combines insights from both international relations and comparative 

politics.  

For policymakers, my dissertation’s findings are controversial. Since ex ante 

deterrence and ex post gambling for resurrection are two sides of the same coin, 

international justice creates a dilemma. Strengthening the deterrent effect of the 

international criminal regime will exacerbate the perverse incentives leaders encounter 
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after atrocities do occur, and mitigating the perverse incentives will weaken deterrence. 

Some scholars and policymakers have argued for a more flexible regime that strikes 

bargains with culpable leaders to resolve intractable conflicts (e.g., Ritter and Wolford 

2012). For instance, a leader guilty of committing atrocities could be allowed to bargain 

away his indictment if he steps down peacefully and leaves the country. In fact, British 

Prime Minister David Cameron recently suggested that a similar strategy might coax 

Syria’s Bashar al-Assad out of power.10 This approach, however, ignores the tradeoffs 

involved in international justice. If leaders know they can bargain away an indictment 

and find a safe haven abroad, the deterrent effect of international justice is undermined. 

Looking ahead, policymakers face difficult choices on whether to prioritize preventing 

atrocities or resolving intractable conflicts. 

 

1.5 Roadmap 

In the next chapter, Chapter 2, I develop my theory about the justice dilemma 

and derive testable hypotheses on how international justice shapes patterns of exile, civil 

war duration, and mass killing onset. The rest of the dissertation then empirically tests 

the predictions generated in this chapter.  

                                                      

10 Mohammed Abbas and Khaled Yacoub Oweis, “Bombings Rock Damascus, Brother of 

Parliament Speaker Killed,” Reuters, 6 November 2012.  
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Chapter 3 presents evidence on patterns to exile. To the best of my knowledge, 

this chapter includes the first quantitative test of when and why leaders go into exile. I 

show that the decisions of leaders to flee into exile is conditional on their expectations of 

post-tenure international punishment. Whereas culpable leaders are no more or less 

likely to flee abroad than nonculpable leaders before 1998, culpable leaders are about six 

times less likely to go into exile after 1998.  

Chapters 4 and 5 examine the conflicting effects of the justice cascade. Chapter 4 

investigates how the push for international justice affects civil war duration. Rather than 

flee abroad, I show that culpable leaders now have incentives to fight until the bitter 

end. Indeed, while there is no evidence of a relationship between leader culpability and 

conflict duration before 1998, I demonstrate that civil conflicts last significantly longer 

when culpable leaders are in power during the post-1998 period. In Chapter 5, I show 

that precisely the same conditions that exacerbate conflict also create deterrence. 

Specifically, because leaders want to keep the exile option open in the event they need it, 

leaders are about five times less likely to commit atrocities after 1998 than they were 

previously.  

Chapter 6 bolsters the quantitative findings by delving into a small handful of 

cases in greater detail. Specifically, I examine three cases of embattled leaders weighing 

how to respond to armed challenges against their rule. Each case illustrates a different 
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aspect of my theory. The Idi Amin case shows how the threat of international justice was 

simply a nonfactor during the impunity era. In the past, even a notoriously brutal leader 

like Amin could flee abroad without fear of facing any kind of international punishment. 

The Muammar Gaddafi case demonstrates how the justice cascade altered the decision-

making of culpable leaders. Indeed, the evidence reveals that Gaddafi was sufficiently 

worried about international justice to risk fighting to the death rather than give up 

power and flee abroad. Finally, the Charles Taylor case highlights how international 

pressure affects the willingness of third-party states to shelter culpable leaders in the 

accountability era. Though my theory fails to predict Taylor’s exile in 2003, it explains 

why Nigeria ultimately decided to turn Taylor over to the Special Court for Sierra Leone 

in 2006. 

Chapter 7, the concluding chapter, summarizes the theory and the supporting 

empirical evidence. I also offer a discussion of the theoretical and policy implications 

that follow from my results. In a world where the pursuit of peace and the demands of 

justice conflict with each other, how should we think about international criminal 

accountability?   
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2. Theory: The Justice Dilemma 

How does international justice shape internal conflict? I start by briefly sketching 

the key concepts and historical evolution of international criminal law. I then summarize 

the main perspectives in the existing literature on how international justice influences 

political violence and identify some of the shortcomings of the literature. Lastly, I 

introduce my theory of the justice dilemma. I argue that it is a mistake to view 

international justice as simply helpful or harmful. Instead, the justice cascade produces a 

tradeoff. By influencing the viability of exile as a post-tenure option for embattled 

leaders, it both deters atrocities and undermines conflict resolution. 

 

2.1 Crime and Punishment in International Law 

International criminal law is “a body of international rules to proscribe certain 

categories of conduct…and to make those persons who engage in such conduct 

criminally liable” (Cassese 2008, 2). It is closely related to international humanitarian 

law, the set of laws governing the conduct of armed conflict, because a central concern of 

both is protecting the lives of civilians. Thus, the proscribed categories of conduct in 

international criminal law—typically called international crimes—include crimes against 

humanity, genocide, and war crimes. These main international crimes are defined as 

follows.  
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Crimes against humanity, as defined in Article 6 of the Nuremberg Charter, 

include “murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation, and other inhumane acts 

committed against any civilian population, before or during the war; or persecutions on 

political, racial or religious grounds in execution of or in connection with any crime 

within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in violation of the domestic law of 

the country where perpetrated.” 

Genocide, as defined in Article 2 of the Genocide Convention, includes “any of the 

following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, 

racial or religious group, as such: (a) Killing members of the group; (b) Causing serious 

bodily or mental harm to members of the group; (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group 

conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; 

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; (e) Forcibly 

transferring children of the group to another group.” 

War crimes refer to serious violations of the laws of war and have been defined in 

several different contexts such as the Hague Conventions, Geneva Conventions, and 

Nuremberg Trials. Most recently, as defined in Article 8 of the Rome Statute, war crimes 

include “any of the following acts against persons or property protected under the 

provisions of the relevant Geneva Convention: (i) Willful killing; (ii) Torture or inhuman 

treatment, including biological experiments; (iii) Willfully causing great suffering, or 

serious injury to body or health; (iv) Extensive destruction and appropriation of 
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property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly; 

(v) Compelling a prisoner of war or other protected person to serve in the forces of a 

hostile Power; (vi) Willfully depriving a prisoner of war or other protected person of the 

rights of fair and regular trial; (vii) Unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful 

confinement; (viii) Taking of hostages.” 

The modern understanding of international criminal accountability was 

developed in the wake of the horrors of World War II.1 Until that point, international 

law was silent on the punishment of mass atrocities. For instance, Herbert Pell, the 

American representative to an Allied commission on German war crimes, lamented in 

1944 that “there is no such thing as international criminal law; there is no penalty settled 

for the violations of the rules of war” (Townsend 2014, 125). Reflecting this lack of legal 

precedent, Britain’s Winston Churchill and the United States’ Franklin Roosevelt both 

initially favored summary executions for captured Nazis before eventually throwing 

their support behind the idea of international tribunals. Seen against this backdrop, the 

Nuremberg Trials were extraordinary. The victorious Allied forces created the 

International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg to prosecute the most prominent 

surviving members of the Nazi party. In addition to trying the Nazis for waging an 

                                                      

1 Antecedents of international criminal law can be traced back to earlier efforts to combat 

piracy. Additionally, the Versailles Treaty stipulated that an international tribunal 

should be set up to try Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II. However, Wilhelm II fled into exile 

in the Netherlands at the conclusion of World War I. When the Netherlands declined to 

extradite the Kaiser, plans for the tribunal were dropped.  
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aggressive war, the Nuremberg Trials defined a new legal concept: crimes against 

humanity. This was an important step for international criminal justice because previous 

laws of war regulated conflict between states but said little about a state’s treatment of 

its own citizens. Indeed, the conventional wisdom was that a state’s rulers had every 

right to treat their subjects however they wished, even if that entailed massive human 

rights abuses.2 Defining the international crime of “crimes against humanity,” however, 

established legal limits on how a state could treat its own people. The Tokyo Trials, 

established a year after Nuremberg, applied similar standards to Imperial Japan.  

Of the many legal precedents established at the Nuremberg and Tokyo Trials 

that would become crucial to the development of international criminal law, arguably 

the most important was the doctrine of individual criminal accountability for 

international crimes. Individual accountability may seem natural given its domestic 

analog. Until recently, however, only states were held accountable in the international 

realm. For example, the indiscriminate bombing of civilian populations once entailed 

international legal repercussions for the state guilty of such action (e.g., reparations), but 

the doctrine of individual accountability holds that the specific persons guilty of 

ordering and carrying out the attack bear criminal responsibility. In the words of 

                                                      

2 The historically pervasive tolerance for massive human rights abuses arose primarily 

out of respect for sovereignty, the notion that all states are equal under international law 

and therefore each state has the right to govern itself without outside interference. 

Starting with Nuremberg and continuing with the broader justice cascade, however, the 

traditional Westphalian notion of sovereignty has been increasingly under attack. 
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Ciorciari (2011, 1110), international criminal law’s “signal achievement has been to move 

beyond the law’s traditional remedy of imposing collective civil penalties against states, 

‘pierce the sovereign veil,’ and hold individuals responsible for their crimes.” Building 

on the Nuremberg precedent, the notion of individual criminal responsibility was 

developed further in a series of treaties, most notably the Genocide Convention, the 

Geneva Conventions (and the Additional Protocols), and the Torture Convention, which 

assert that signatories have a duty to prosecute individuals guilty of specified 

international crimes.  

Despite these notable developments in international law, early efforts to 

prosecute international crimes generally floundered. The international justice landscape, 

however, saw a burst of activity in the 1990s. In response to widespread ethnic cleansing 

in Bosnia and other parts of the Balkans, the UN Security Council created the 

International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in 1993. Just one year 

later, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) was created to prosecute 

those responsible for instigating and carrying out the country’s genocide that claimed 

800,000 lives in a one hundred day killing spree. Since then, a host of other international 

and quasi-international criminal tribunals have proliferated, such as those addressing 

violence in Sierra Leone, East Timor, Cambodia, and Chad.  

The tribunal-building process culminated with the establishment of the 

International Criminal Court (ICC), the first permanent international court with broad 
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jurisdiction over mass atrocities. The Rome Statute establishing the ICC was adopted in 

1998 and entered into force in 2002. The Court is responsible for prosecuting crimes 

against humanity, genocide, and war crimes. The Court can exercise its independent 

jurisdiction under two conditions: if the accused is a national of a signatory party or if 

the alleged crime took place in the territory of a signatory party. Additionally, the ICC 

can prosecute individuals outside the Court’s standard jurisdiction if the UN Security 

Council refers a case to the Court.3  

To be clear, modern international criminal law has revolutionized the 

jurisdictional issues surrounding mass atrocities. In contrast to the long established 

tradition of territorial jurisdiction, in which each state exercises justice within its 

sovereign territory, international criminal law has gone global. According to former US 

ambassador at large for war crimes David Scheffer (2012, 2), this trend is “one of the 

most ambitious judicial experiments in the history of humankind—a global assault on 

the architects of atrocities.” This global assault takes place in both international and 

foreign courts, which approach the jurisdictional challenges of international criminal 

accountability in slightly different ways.  

                                                      

3 There presently are 121 state parties to the ICC and another 32 states that signed but 

did not ratify the Rome Statute. 
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In an international prosecution, an international court tries the alleged war 

criminal.4 International tribunals—ranging from Nuremberg to the ad hoc tribunals 

addressing specific instances of mass atrocities to the permanent ICC—can exercise 

extraterritorial jurisdiction over mass atrocities. International tribunals exercise 

extraterritorial jurisdiction (rather than truly global jurisdiction) because there are some 

handicaps on their ability to prosecute. For example, the ICTY could only indict 

individuals guilty of crimes connected to the conflict in the former Yugoslavia. Even the 

ICC, as mentioned earlier, has jurisdictional limitations built into the Rome Statute, 

although the possibility of UN Security Council referrals gives the ICC potentially 

worldwide jurisdiction. In addition to moving beyond territorial jurisdiction, 

international criminal tribunals push the boundaries of global accountability by 

violating what Chayes and Chayes (1993, 179) call “the most basic principle of 

international law,” which is that “states cannot be legally bound except with their own 

consent.” This is a crucial development for global accountability: states do not need to 

select into any international judicial agreement for their leaders to be held accountable 

before an international tribunal.  

International tribunals are complemented by foreign courts that make use of 

universal jurisdiction laws. In a foreign prosecution, one state uses its national courts to 

                                                      

4 In the international category, I include so-called “quasi-international” or “hybrid” 

tribunals that mix domestic and international elements (e.g., The Special Court for Sierra 

Leone or The Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia). 
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try an individual from another state after arresting him within its own territory or 

extraditing him from another country. Foreign prosecutions rely on universal 

jurisdiction, a legal principle holding that some crimes are so heinous that the 

perpetrator should be punished even if his national courts do not or cannot prosecute 

the crime. As a result, universal jurisdiction allows foreign courts to claim jurisdiction 

over international crimes regardless of where the alleged crime took place or the 

accused’s nationality. Amnesty International (2011) estimates that 145 states have laws 

allowing universal jurisdiction, although only a few states use them frequently. 

Taken together, the ad hoc international tribunals, the permanent ICC, and 

foreign courts exercising universal jurisdiction form a “decentralized, interactive system 

of global accountability” (Sikkink 2011, 97). Three aspects of this accountability regime 

are worth highlighting. First, the system is decentralized because there is no single court 

responsible for international prosecutions. Indeed, these frequently overlapping legal 

instruments sometimes generate competition, such as when former Chadian dictator 

Hissene Habre was indicted by a foreign court using its universal jurisdiction law 

(Belgium) and an international tribunal (the Extraordinary African Chambers). Second, 

the accountability regime is global. By going global, international criminal law makes it 

harder for war criminals to evade the long arm of the law for jurisdiction reasons. Third, 

the entire international legal edifice faces a common challenge: enforcement. Though 

international tribunals and foreign courts can issue indictments, they cannot call upon 
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an international police force to bring oppressive leaders to justice. Instead, enforcement 

depends on the willingness and ability of states to apprehend and transfer indicted 

individuals.  

 

2.2 The Peace vs. Justice Debate  

How do international prosecutions influence political violence? In the existing 

literature, sometimes called the “peace vs. justice” debate, there are three different 

viewpoints.5 I refer to these distinct groups of scholars as optimists, pessimists, and 

naysayers. Below, I describe the major claims of each school of thought, summarize the 

empirical evidence in favor of each, and identify some of the shortcomings of the 

existing literature.  

 

2.2.1 The State of the Literature 

The optimist position, which nearly all international lawyers and human rights 

activists embrace, holds that the threat of international justice deters atrocities. The 

underlying logic draws heavily from rationalist theories of domestic criminal 

punishment (e.g., Becker 1968), which assert that crime decreases as the likelihood 

and/or severity of punishment increases. Since the international legal regime is designed 

                                                      

5 A related research agenda traces the emergence and spread of human rights 

prosecutions. On this topic, see Brysk (2009); Kim (2012); and Sikkink (2011).  
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to increase likelihood of punishment for mass atrocities (but not necessarily the severity 

of punishment), many scholars argue that it should create a deterrent effect (Akhavan 

2001, 2009; Gilligan 2006; Kim and Sikkink 2010; Olsen, Payne, and Reiter 2010; 

Orentlicher 1991; Sikkink 2011). Moreover, in the policy realm, there is an almost 

dogmatic belief that prosecutions produce deterrence. In the words of former ICC 

prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo, “My mission is to end impunity for these crimes in 

order to contribute to the prevention of future crimes” (Council on Foreign Relations 

2010). 

Of the three viewpoints, optimists may have the most evidence in their favor. 

Indeed, they can point to both the case study literature (e.g., Akhavan 2001) and several 

statistical results. There have been two attempts to identify the universe of human rights 

trials—including domestic, foreign, and international trials—and then test their effects 

on subsequent human rights violations.6 Kim and Sikkink (2010) collect data on human 

rights prosecutions to provide “the first full quantitative analysis on the impact of such 

prosecutions on human rights practices” (Kim and Sikkink 2010, 940). They find 

evidence of deterrence. Specifically, their statistical tests show that transitional countries 

(i.e., countries emerging from civil war or moving toward democracy) pursuing human 

                                                      

6 Lumping these three types of trials together relies on the assumption that domestic, 

foreign, and international trials produce similar effects. In the theory section, I will make 

the case that foreign and international trials are different than domestic trials because 

they produce a unique set of incentives for belligerents by undermining the exile option.  
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rights prosecutions are less repressive than transitional countries not pursuing 

prosecutions. Using a separate dataset, Olsen, Payne, and Reiter (2010) also find 

evidence that human rights trials create a deterrent effect, especially when they are 

selectively paired with amnesties.  

The pessimist perspective explores an unintended and negative consequence of 

global accountability. The basic idea is that if leaders are vulnerable to international 

criminal prosecution, they may keep fighting to avoid punishment. This view traces its 

origins to research on “spoilers” in civil war peace processes. For example, in an early 

and influential peace, Snyder and Vinjamuri (2003) critique the view that justice—

whether domestic or international—should be applied to all cases of atrocities. Instead, 

they argue that neutralizing potential spoiler groups (typically the losing side in a civil 

war) should take precedence over retroactive punishment. More recently, this line of 

reasoning has been applied to how international tribunals might shape the incentives of 

leaders in places such as Darfur and the former Yugoslavia (Goldsmith and Krasner 

2003; Vinjamuri 2010). Hence, international justice may create perverse incentives for 

leaders to prolong conflicts and ultimately increase civilian victimization.  

The evidence in favor of the pessimistic viewpoint is relatively thin since many 

scholars working in this tradition seem more interested in speculating on the future 
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effects of trials than in examining their past performance.7 Arguably the most 

compelling evidence comes from Snyder and Vinjamuri (2003), who present a medium-

N analysis of the role of international and transitional justice in 32 civil wars between 

1989 and 2003. After examining this subset of conflicts, they conclude that “the 

prosecution of perpetrators according to universal standards…risks causing more 

atrocities than it would prevent” (Snyder and Vinjamuri 2003, 5.) This finding echoes the 

prediction of Goldsmith and Krasner (2003, 51) that “a universal jurisdiction prosecution 

may cause more harm than the original crime it purports to address.” Yet, several other 

scholars push back against this idea. Gilligan (2006) develops a formal model of how one 

specific international tribunal, the ICC, should influence civil conflict. In his model, the 

ICC allows states to refrain from offering asylum to an oppressive leader when they 

know the leader would willingly surrender to the ICC. Gilligan explicitly rejects the idea 

that the international criminal regime will create perverse incentives for brutal leaders, 

arguing that “the reign of atrocity-committing dictators will not be prolonged” (Gilligan 

                                                      

7 However, there is more systematic evidence in related literature on transitional justice 

and democratization. Much of this literature builds on Huntington's (1991) classic work 

on the dilemmas of punishing outgoing autocratic regimes in the “third wave” of 

democratization. More recently, Folch and Wright (Forthcoming) find that an increase in 

the number of human rights prosecutions in neighboring countries decreases the 

likelihood that autocratic regimes democratize. Nalepa and Powell (2014) reach a similar 

conclusion, although their key independent variable is ratification of the Rome Statute. 
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2006, 937).8 Moreover, Kim and Sikkink (2010) attempt to test the pessimistic argument 

quantitatively and conclude that the justice cascade does not produce perverse effects.9 

The naysayer position holds that international justice will have no effect 

whatsoever. The reasoning behind this view is that the lack of enforcement mechanisms 

in international criminal law makes it irrelevant. By enforcement mechanisms, scholars 

generally refer to some sort of international police force that can apprehend and transfer 

indicted war criminals to international or foreign courts. Goldsmith (2003, 92) succinctly 

sums up the nature of the enforcement challenge in his critique of the ICC, although it 

applies to the global accountability regime writ large: “[T]he ICC is unlikely to punish 

the Husseins and future Milosevics of the world because it is unlikely to get its grip on 

them…It depends completely on member states to arrest and transfer defendants.” 

Other scholars reach a similar conclusion by arguing that international law fails to 

change the cost-benefit calculus of human rights violators because such individuals 

either are extremely risk acceptant (Ku and Nzelibe 2006) or are irrational evil-doers 

                                                      

8 Since Gilligan’s model shares some similarities with my theory, it is worth examining 

why we reach different conclusions. Two factors stand out. First, Gilligan is interested in 

the effects of the ICC per se, whereas I am interested in the larger trend toward holding 

leaders accountable. Second—and closely related to the first point—Gilligan’s result 

hinges on the assumption that it is costless for third-party states to shelter leaders that 

flee into exile. Since the ICC has no independent enforcement powers, this is a 

reasonable assumption if the ICC is viewed in complete isolation. However, as I show 

later, states—especially powerful Western democracies—can generate costs for the third 

parties that shelter culpable leaders. 
9 Their sample of cases, however, only includes countries already transitioning to peace 

or democracy, so the results should be interpreted cautiously. 
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who will kill regardless of their own fates (Cobban 2006). The primary naysayer critique, 

however, is that the absence of enforcement mechanisms prohibits international courts 

from generating meaningful political effects.10  

There are few attempts to test the naysayer position, likely because it predicts a 

null result. There is, however, some evidence consistent with this view. In a micro-level 

analysis of how the ICTY’s actions shape societal peace in Bosnia, Meernik (2005) finds 

that indictments and arrests of war criminals have little effect on the amount of conflict 

between ethnic groups. Similarly, in a sample of post-conflict states, Meernik, Nichols, 

and King (2010) find that domestic human rights trials and international tribunals have 

no discernible effect on the recurrence of civil war or respect for human rights. Finally, 

after a broad survey of the transitional justice literature, Mendeloff (2004) finds little 

evidence to suggest that standard instruments in the justice toolkit such as trials and 

truth commissions influence peacebuilding efforts for better or for worse.  

 

2.2.2 Shortcomings of the Existing Literature  

While the existing literature offers useful insights, it is plagued by several 

notable shortcomings. First, before delving into specifics, there is confusion in the 

existing literature on something as basic as where to look for evidence. Many studies 

                                                      

10 See Gilligan (2006) for an argument that enforcement may not be necessary for the ICC 

to deter some atrocities at the margin.  
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completely disregard the overall trend of the justice cascade and therefore miss the 

opportunity to exploit remarkable over-time variation. Instead, many studies pick up on 

only one small aspect of the global accountability regime by focusing on a specific 

tribunal or sometimes even one specific indictment. As Kaminski, Nalepa, and O’Neill 

(2006, 298) put it, “Scholars, like policy makers, have often treated each case as special 

and not drawn on cross-national data or a common methodological framework.” To give 

just one example, scholars have provided nuanced case studies of the ICTY (e.g., Bass 

2000; Hagan 2003) and rigorous quantitative analyses of the effects of ICTY indictments 

(e.g., Meernik 2005). However, by focusing on one tree instead of the whole forest, this 

sort of analysis misses the remarkable changes in the international justice landscape that 

have occurred in a relatively short time span.  

Second, the evidence presented by both sides of the peace vs. justice debate is 

shaky at best. The pessimists, for instance, suffer from a dearth of empirical testing. To 

the extent that scholars in this tradition conduct empirical work, a common strategy is to 

examine a specific international indictment and then assess whether it was effective or 

counterproductive in resolving the conflict (e.g., Akhavan 2009; Ku and Nzelibe 2006). 

However, this is an indeterminate research design because it selects only cases where 

international courts are involved. Even the most compelling evidence for the pessimistic 

perspective, the survey of 32 conflicts in Snyder and Vinjamuri (2003), only mentions 

most of the cases in passing. As far as I know, there is no systematic evidence showing 
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that international justice actually prolongs conflict or exacerbates human rights 

violations. 

Optimists, at a first glance, seem able to marshal considerably more evidence in 

support of their arguments. Upon deeper inspection, however, their claims become 

more dubious. For instance, there is a notable mismatch between how deterrence is often 

theorized to work and how scholars typically attempt to measure it. Existing work 

primarily examines the effect of prosecutions on subsequent behavior in the same state. 

But if, as many policymakers argue, high-profile trials are effective because they send 

“shockwaves into the homes of other leaders” (Goldstone 2000, 136), then deterrence 

should operate across borders. If correct, a leader could be deterred from committing 

mass atrocities even though his country has not yet experienced a single human rights 

prosecution. To their credit, Kim and Sikkink (2010) very briefly consider the possibility 

of deterrence across borders and find some evidence consistent with such an effect,11 but 

the existing literature overwhelmingly misses this possibility. Perhaps even more 

problematic, the evidence in favor of a deterrent effect faces a difficult but rarely 

acknowledged endogeneity issue. The decision to initiate a human rights trial is 

presumably endogenous to the strength of political actors. If countries are more likely to 

                                                      

11 Specifically, they find evidence of regional deterrence: prosecutions in a country’s 

neighbors decrease repression in the particular country. They do not explore the 

possibility of international deterrence nor do they examine variation over time in the 

threat international justice poses to leaders.  
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hold trials when human rights abusers are already weak, the estimated effect of 

prosecutions will be biased. 

These empirical limitations in the existing literature beg the question: what do 

we really know about the effects of international justice? When discussing the literature 

on deterrence, one scholar goes so far as to say, “The study of the practical impacts of 

international criminal law is, in general, characterized by an absence of empirical 

evidence…On the question of deterrence, specifically, there has been almost no work” 

(Cronin-Furman 2013, 435). On the other hand, when summarizing the literature on the 

alleged perverse effects of international justice, scholars have noted that “there are many 

claims about the negative effects of trials but relatively little solid evidence to support 

them” (Sikkink and Walling 2007, 429) and that “practically no systematic evidence has 

been produced to date to support such concerns” (Jo and Simmons 2014, 5). Though 

these statements may seem to contradict one another, they are simultaneously true: 

scholars have failed to generate a body of knowledge about the effects of international 

justice.  

Third, the greatest shortcoming in the existing literature is theoretical rather than 

empirical. Scholars take excessively narrow views on the possible effects of global 

accountability by arguing that international justice exclusively produces “good” effects 

such as deterring atrocities or exclusively produces “bad” effects like prolonging 

conflicts. Indeed, not a single scholarly work argues that the justice cascade is helpful in 
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some ways and harmful in others. By taking this approach, scholars fail to see the bigger 

picture: ex ante deterrence and ex post perverse incentives are two sides of the same 

coin. As a result, one of the major contributions of this dissertation is to show both 

theoretically and empirically that these two phenomena are intimately linked. If the 

threat of international punishment lacks credibility, we should see neither effect. If the 

threat of international punishment is sufficiently credible, we should see both the 

positive and perverse effects together. 

 

2.3 The Justice Dilemma 

The rest of this chapter presents my theory of the justice dilemma. Before 

speculating on the effects of international justice, I first build the microfoundations of 

my theory by describing leader preferences and the nature of the bargaining space 

during civil conflict. One key observation is that exile offers a valuable solution to the 

credible commitment problem in conflict resolution. I then employ a simple rational 

actor framework that examines how the threat of international punishment alters the 

decision calculus of leaders. My central claim is that the justice cascade—the recent 

trend toward holding leaders accountable for gross human rights violations—produces 

both positive and negative effects by influencing the viability of exile as a post-tenure 

option for embattled leaders. On the one hand, international justice prolongs conflict by 

incentivizing culpable leaders to cling to power during conflicts when they would 
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otherwise flee abroad. On the other hand, international justice deters atrocities because 

leaders know that committing human rights abuses now will decrease their exit options 

if they need to flee abroad in the future.  

 

2.3.1 Theoretical Framework 

Scholars have long assumed that leaders choose policies to maximize the 

probability of staying in office, but recent work in international relations shifts the focus 

to the consequences of losing office. If we add the uncontroversial assumption that 

leaders prefer a cushy post-tenure fate over punishments like death or imprisonment, 

leaders might not always pursue strategies that maximize their tenure in office. Instead, 

leaders’ behavior may reflect a desire to avoid post-tenure punishment. This literature 

on war and punishment in international relations convincingly shows that the 

anticipated domestic punishment for leaders affects several aspects of international 

conflict (Chiozza and Goemans 2004; Croco 2011; Debs and Goemans 2010; Downs and 

Rocke 1994; Goemans 2000; Weeks 2012). My dissertation, by contrast, examines the 

opposite dynamic—how do expectations of international punishment for leaders 

influence domestic conflict? A focus on the consequences of losing power, I will show, 

helps explain the effects of international justice. 

To start, consider a standard bargaining model in which a leader and an 

opposition are engaged in conflict (e.g., Fearon 1995). Bargaining models show that 
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credible commitment problems are often a barrier to conflict termination. Indeed, 

negotiated settlements to civil conflicts create a commitment problem regardless of 

whether they keep the old regime in power or bring a new one to office. Settlements that 

keep the old regime in power typically require the rebel group to demobilize and disarm 

its members in return for some policy concession. Yet once the rebel group demobilizes, 

it no longer possesses the military capabilities to force the state to abide by the terms of 

the recently struck bargain (Walter 1997). On the other side—and especially pertinent to 

my argument—negotiated settlements that bring the opposition into office create a 

different commitment problem. Once power is transferred to the former opposition, it 

has the ability to renege on the agreement it made with the ex-ruler.12 In this case, the 

opposition cannot commit to restraint against the leader and his supporters, which 

limits the ability of the two sides to reach a negotiated transition. For these reasons, 

conflicts sometimes drag on even after it is clear one side is almost certain to lose. 

Exile is a valuable political tool because it can help overcome the credible 

commitment problem inherent to conflict termination. As the preceding discussion 

implies, a leader has little incentive to step down when he expects the opposition to 

settle old scores. A leader will want an “exit guarantee” (Dix 1982; Sutter 1995) that 

protects him from punishment even after he is out of power. Yet, it is hard for the 

opposition to create a credible exit guarantee for the leader because the opposition can 

                                                      

12 For a similar point, see the literature on democratic transitions (e.g., Przeworski 1991). 
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cheat on any promise it gives the leader once he steps down. When a leader can go into 

exile in a third-party state, however, he no longer needs to fear punishment since he is 

outside the grasp of the former opposition. In fact, physically leaving the state he once 

ruled is the best exit guarantee a leader can have against retribution from his old 

adversaries. Therefore, as the likelihood of their ouster increases, leaders become more 

likely to view exile abroad as the best option available. Though they give up power, 

leaders manage to avoid punishment and can live out their years abroad.  

Historically, leaders—including many notorious for committing atrocities—often 

took the exile option when facing major threats against their regimes. In 1979, Ugandan 

dissidents and their Tanzanian allies marched on Kampala with the goal of ousting 

Ugandan dictator Idi Amin. Despite claiming to be the indispensable “Big Daddy” of 

Uganda, the brutal Amin opted not to make a last stand against his adversaries. Instead, 

he quickly fled into exile and eventually settled in Saudi Arabia, where he lived out his 

days in comfort. Other examples of brutal leaders seeking the safety of exile abound. For 

instance, when Haiti’s Jean-Claude Duvalier faced a popular uprising in 1986, he went 

into exile in France and enjoyed a luxurious lifestyle on the Riviera. Similarly, as the 

People Power Revolution gained momentum in the Philippines, Ferdinand Marcos 

simply called the White House and arranged for safe passage to Hawaii. Thus, exile 

traditionally has been an attractive exit option for all embattled leaders when their 

regimes end.  
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An international accountability regime designed to arrest and prosecute leaders 

anywhere affects whether leaders view exile as a viable post-tenure fate. Of course, legal 

doctrines devoted to ending impunity mean little if advocates of justice cannot get 

culpable leaders into court. The central challenge for international justice is enforcement: 

foreign and international courts can issue indictments, but they have no police force to 

track down oppressive leaders. Instead, they must rely on states to apprehend and 

transfer indicted criminals. As eminent legal scholar Antonio Cassese (2011, 273) wrote, 

“International courts have been bestowed with the sceptre and the gavel, not however 

with the attendant sword. It follows that they can only operate as long as sovereign 

states are prepared to lend them a helping hand.” Even when states are willing to lend a 

helping hand, there is a crucial distinction between apprehending current and former 

heads of state.  

I make no assumption that foreign states will dislodge oppressive leaders from 

power and bring them to justice.13 In fact, enforcing an indictment against a sitting head 

of state is an extraordinarily difficult task. Though international actors can issue threats, 

enact sanctions, and publicly shame current leaders for their human rights violations, 

such efforts are unlikely to succeed because current leaders have the willingness and 

                                                      

13 Such an assumption would be untenable. As Bass (2000) details, even liberal states are 

rarely willing to risk the lives of their own soldiers to enforce international arrest 

warrants, making a full-scale foreign military intervention to bring war criminals to 

justice unlikely.  
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ability to resist international pressure. A sitting head of state is highly resolved to resist 

international pressure because his own survival is at risk. Furthermore, current leaders 

are highly capable since they have their nation’s armed forces at their disposal. As a 

result, even infamous human rights violators can remain safe behind their own borders 

as long as they remain in power.  

As an example, consider the long and ineffective struggle to bring current 

Sudanese President Omar Bashir to justice. The ICC issued an arrest warrant for Bashir 

in 2009 for war crimes and crimes against humanity committed in the Darfur region of 

Sudan. International actors have tried to put pressure on Bashir. For instance, the United 

States and its allies enacted economic sanctions, the UN sent a peacekeeping force to 

Darfur, and NGOs raised awareness with campaigns such as “Save Darfur.” Despite 

these efforts, Bashir remains free since he unsurprisingly has not surrendered himself to 

The Hague. Absent the emergence of a domestic challenger that can unseat Bashir, the 

prospects for justice are bleak. 

By contrast, after a leader flees into exile in a third-party state, the strategic 

environment is fundamentally different. In this case, international actors only need to 

exert enough pressure on the third-party state to convince the state that it is better off 

giving up the ex-leader. Though the former leader’s survival is at risk, the stakes are 

considerably lower for the host state. Of course, the host state may have a weak 

preference for protecting a longtime ally or a likeminded ideologue, but an ex-leader 
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provides few, if any, benefits to his host. The third-party state will therefore have a low 

cost tolerance for international pressure. Hence, host states have little reason to continue 

protecting a former leader if international actors can generate even minimal costs of 

protection. 

To illustrate this point, consider the saga of former Liberian President Charles 

Taylor. During the civil war in Liberia and Sierra Leone—where Taylor’s forces 

committed widespread atrocities—Taylor agreed to give up power in 2003 in return for 

a supposedly safe exile in Nigeria. Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo even 

explicitly announced that he would not turn Taylor over to an international court. 

Nigeria, however, soon faced a torrent of pressure from international actors interested in 

bringing Taylor to justice. Human rights groups raised awareness of Taylor’s 

culpability, and powerful Western states demanded that Nigeria hand him over to the 

UN-sponsored Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL). Not surprisingly, the Nigerian 

government eventually decided sheltering Taylor was not worth the cost. They caved to 

international pressure in 2006 and agreed to extradite Taylor to the SCSL.  

Though leaders are unlikely to face international justice until after falling from 

power, the anticipation of post-tenure international punishment influences their 

decision calculus while they are still in office. Specifically, the threat of international 
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justice complicates the decision-making of culpable leaders.14 By increasing the costs 

third-party states suffer for sheltering culpable leaders, international pressure reduces 

the credibility of the exile option for such leaders. Even if a friendly government offers 

sanctuary, an embattled leader has good reasons to doubt that his potential protector 

will shelter him over the long haul if it will soon face a barrage of threats or take a major 

reputational hit. If a culpable leader thinks a third-party state will not be able to 

withstand international pressure on his behalf, an offer of protection abroad loses its 

attractiveness.  

Undermining the possibility of a safe exile has implications for how leaders 

respond to challenges against their rule. Recall that exile was a valuable political 

solution because it avoided the credible commitment problems associated with civil war 

termination. Removing the exit guarantee that exile affords gives culpable leaders an 

incentive to cling to power because they have no other way out. A domestic retirement 

is fraught with danger because leaders risk severe punishment—imprisonment or even 

death—at the hands of their newly empowered adversaries. An international retirement 

is perilous because leaders risk landing in the jail cell of an international tribunal. In 

such a scenario, culpable leaders have a strong motive to keep fighting—even when the 

                                                      

14 At the conceptual level, leader culpability simply refers to whether or not leaders have 

previously committed atrocities that expose them to the global accountability regime. I 

will define and operationalize leader culpability in detail in the empirical portion of the 

dissertation.  
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prospects for victory are slim—and hope to turn the tide of the conflict. Thus, by 

undermining the possibility of a safe exile, the threat of international justice encourages 

culpable leaders to gamble for resurrection.15 

Importantly, the threat of international justice undermines the possibility of a 

safe exile for culpable leaders only. Nonculpable leaders—those who do not employ 

mass violence against civilians—still have a reliable exile option if they are overthrown 

because there will be little, if any, international pressure on the third-party states that 

might shelter such leaders. For instance, in April 2010 opposition protests against the 

corruption and general economic ineptness of Kyrgyzstan’s Kurmanbek Bakiyev gained 

momentum. Bakiyev—though a staunch autocrat—refrained from using overwhelming 

force against the opposition and presumably knew that pressure to extradite him to an 

international court would be low. As a result, he was confident enough to flee abroad 

when protestors stormed government buildings. By contrast, a similar retirement for 

                                                      

15 One might argue that international actors can work their way out of the situation 

described above by pledging not to punish culpable leaders that agree to step down 

without a fight to the end. This perspective, however, ignores the time inconsistency 

problem. Even if no indictment is issued during a crisis, international tribunals and 

foreign courts can prosecute culpable leaders after they give up power, and powerful 

states can exert pressure on the third-parties that might shelter such leaders. 

Anticipating this, culpable leaders will be reluctant to give up power and flee abroad 

even if they do not face an indictment at the time of the conflict. Hence, the inability of 

international actors to commit to future restraint incentivizes culpable leaders to cling to 

power. The decision of Syria’s Bashar al-Assad (who did not face an indictment) to 

gamble for resurrection rather than flee abroad when it appeared his regime would fall 

in the early stages of Syria’s civil war is consistent with this view. 
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mass killers like Bashar al-Assad and Muammar Gaddafi is increasingly problematic. 

Therefore, a credible threat of international justice makes the attractiveness of the exile 

option—and consequently whether a leader has incentives to fight to the bitter end—

conditional on a leader’s culpability.  

This dark side of justice counterintuitively produces a benefit. Given that the 

credibility of a safe exit option depends on a leader’s actions while still in power, 

international justice should also deter atrocities. Since leaders know that committing 

atrocities will decrease their exit options if they need to flee abroad, international 

accountability effectively increases the cost of atrocities. Hence, leaders will be more 

hesitant to initiate campaigns of mass atrocities. Put another way, no leader wants to get 

trapped in a position where the only option is to gamble for resurrection. Of course, the 

threat of international punishment is not a perfect deterrent. Since international justice 

poses little threat to current heads of state, a leader may rationally decide to commit 

atrocities if he believes the advantage they provide is large enough to keep him in 

power. However, if the advantage a leader gains from committing atrocities is not 

sufficiently large, the threat of post-tenure international punishment can deter the leader 

from committing mass atrocities when he otherwise would have done so.  

To recap, the availability of exile as a post-tenure option is the causal mechanism 

that connects international justice to two related but conflicting effects. On the one hand, 

the justice cascade exacerbates conflict. By undermining the possibility of a safe exile for 
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culpable leaders, the pursuit of international justice incentivizes such leaders to cling to 

power and gamble for resurrection during conflicts when they would otherwise flee 

abroad. On the other hand, the justice cascade deters atrocities. Precisely because leaders 

know that committing human rights abuses will decrease their exit options if they need 

to flee abroad, international justice increases the cost of atrocities. Taken together, these 

predictions form the justice dilemma: ex ante deterrence and ex post gambling for 

resurrection are two sides of the same coin. 

 

2.3.2 Hypotheses 

Using the theoretical framework outlined above, this section derives empirically 

testable hypotheses. Ultimately, the theory’s predictions—for both the positive and 

negative effects of international justice—hinge on leaders’ evaluations of their exit 

options. Put another way, my hypotheses depend on the threat international justice 

presents to leaders after fleeing abroad if and when their regimes end.  

My research design rests on leveraging variation over time in the threat 

international justice poses to leaders. Until recently, prohibitions against mass atrocities 

existed on paper only. Though the key legal doctrines of international criminal law were 

long established—in fact, the core international crimes of crimes against humanity, 

genocide, and war crimes were all defined by 1948—enforcement was nonexistent. 

Today, however, powerful states frequently coordinate with international and foreign 
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courts on the apprehension and transfer of international criminals. The rapid change in 

enforcement in recent years provides a unique opportunity to estimate the effects of 

international justice. Though they do not pursue this empirically, Kim and Sikkink 

(2010, 944) go so far as to speculate that “the international realm may provide some kind 

of natural experiment…because a major change in the key variable, the likelihood of 

sanction, has occurred in a relatively short period of time.”  

In the past, enforcement was nonexistent for two reasons. The first was the Cold 

War. Due to ideological competition between the superpowers and the high geopolitical 

stakes, realpolitik strategies consistently trumped concerns about international justice. 

The second factor was a lingering reluctance to discard head of state immunity. In 

simple terms, head of state immunity refers to the international legal principle that a 

leader cannot be arrested in another state or tried by its courts.16 Though international 

tribunals going all the way back to Nuremberg have rejected the principle of head of 

state immunity,17 states have traditionally respected it because head of state immunity is 

                                                      

16 There is no treaty to clarify the murkier areas of head of state immunity. Instead, it 

developed and more recently evolved through international custom (i.e., it took on a 

law-like quality through objective state practice).  
17 The International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg rejected head of state immunity. In 

a sense, however, it was a moot point. Adolf Hitler, along with some of his top deputies 

such as Joseph Goebbels and Heinrich Himmler, were not tried at the Nuremberg Trials 

because they had previously committed suicide. Similarly, the Tokyo Trials rejected 

head of state immunity as a legal defense, but President Truman and General 

MacArthur chose to grant Emperor Hirohito immunity to legitimize the American 

military occupation of Japan.  
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useful for the conduct of foreign policy. By allowing a nation’s leader to engage in his 

official duties by traveling abroad without fear of arrest or detention, head of state 

immunity has long been viewed as crucial to diplomacy.18 Of course, unpopular leaders 

could never count on immunity when facing the wrath of their own people, as examples 

ranging from the guillotining of France’s Louis XVI to the show trial of Romania’s 

Nicolae Ceausescu illustrate dramatically. But at the international level, respect for the 

principle of head of state immunity ensured that leaders were inviolable.  

A strong head of state immunity doctrine clashes directly with the goals of the 

global accountability regime. It is hard to end impunity for the world’s worst criminals 

when brutal leaders can rely on a legal doctrine that shields them from prosecution. 

States traditionally valued head of state immunity over global accountability, but that 

has changed recently. Indeed, many of the world’s most powerful states—especially 

Western democracies—now view international criminal accountability as a policy 

priority. Interest in international justice regained momentum throughout the 1990s and 

was manifested in the creation of the ad hoc tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda, the 

signing of the Rome Statute of the ICC, and more adventurous applications of universal 

jurisdiction laws in foreign courts. These developments all signaled that the 

international community was interested in pursuing global accountability. For 

                                                      

18 For example, without head of state immunity it is hard to imagine some of history’s 

great diplomatic breakthroughs that involved leaders traveling abroad to engage with 

their one-time rivals (e.g., Nixon to China). 
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international justice to pose a serious threat to leaders, however, it was necessary for 

states to fill the enforcement gap in international law and start apprehending culpable 

leaders.  

Building on this strategy, I contend that the arrest of former Chilean leader 

Augusto Pinochet in the United Kingdom in 1998 on a Spanish arrest warrant was the 

watershed moment in a broader set of processes pushing for international accountability 

for oppressive leaders. The Pinochet arrest provided a powerful demonstration effect 

because it marked the first time a current or former head of state was arrested in a 

foreign state for international crimes. As such, Pinochet’s arrest was a dramatic change 

to the status quo that altered the expectation of impunity leaders previously enjoyed. 

The “bombshell” decision to apprehend Pinochet captured the world’s attention and 

became “the moment when the technical lawyers’ concern with ‘universal jurisdiction’ 

made headlines” (Falk 2004, 97). As Tunks (2002, 659) put it, the Pinochet arrest 

“sounded the death knell for head-of-state immunity for international crimes.” Whereas 

leaders previously had good reasons to view international punishment for human rights 

violations as far-fetched, the threat of international justice suddenly seemed more 

realistic after Pinochet. 

Moreover, the Pinochet arrest in 1998 rapidly ushered in a new era of holding 

leaders accountable for their crimes. Simply put, the Pinochet arrest redefined the realm 

of the possible for international accountability. As one scholar put it, “international 
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lawyers knew it was legally possible, but no one knew it was politically possible” 

(Sikkink 2011, 121). According to Special Court for Sierra Leone judge Geoffrey 

Robertson, “Nobody thought a head of state could be arrested in another country and 

brought to book…as happened with Pinochet” (Totaro 2011, 36). Almost immediately 

after Pinochet’s arrest, foreign courts were flooded with universal jurisdiction cases 

attempting to bring other brutal leaders to justice in what has been called “the Pinochet 

effect” (Roht-Arriaza 2005). Few of these foreign prosecutions progressed, but 

international courts have fared considerably better in their attempts to bring major war 

criminals to justice. Since 1998, several leaders who were once considered untouchable—

such as Slobodan Milosevic, Charles Taylor, Khieu Samphan, Laurent Gbagbo, and 

Hissene Habre—have been apprehended and transferred to international criminal 

tribunals (see Table 1). The implication for other leaders was clear: If these once 

powerful tyrants could face international justice, everyone was vulnerable. 

Table 1: Fates of Leaders Indicted in International Courts since 1998 

Leader Country Year Court Outcome 

Slobodan Milosevic Serbia 1999 ICTY Arrested 

Charles Taylor Liberia 2003 SCSL Arrested 

Johnny Paul Koroma Sierra Leone 2003 SCSL Killed before arrest 

Omar Bashir Sudan 2009 ICC Still in power 

Khieu Samphan Cambodia 2010 ECCC Arrested 

Laurent Gbagbo Ivory Coast 2011 ICC Arrested 

Muammar Qaddafi Libya 2011 ICC Killed before arrest 

Uhuru Kenyatta Kenya 2011 ICC Still in power 

Hissene Habre Chad 2012 EAC Arrested 
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Of course, this empirical approach assumes that leaders form expectations on the 

likelihood of international punishment based on what happens to other leaders. This 

perspective has roots in social learning theory, which examines the “rational processing 

of information gained by observing others” (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1998, 

153). The assumption that leaders update their beliefs after observing their counterparts 

is intuitively appealing because leaders commonly do so across a variety of contexts.19 In 

the context of international prosecutions, there is ample evidence that leaders closely 

follow the fates of their peers. For instance, after the Pinochet arrest, former British 

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher claimed, “Pandora’s box…has been opened” and “all 

former heads of government are potentially at risk” (Bronner 2014, 37). Other evidence 

of leaders updating is more subtle. For instance, former Guatemalan President Rios 

Montt had also been indicted in a Spanish court, but he stopped traveling abroad only 

after the Pinochet arrest (Sikkink 2011, 175-76). Importantly, the lessons of the Pinochet 

arrest have been repeatedly reinforced over time as a host of other leaders have faced 

justice in international tribunals, causing other leaders to continually update their 

expectations of international punishment. For instance, after Charles Taylor was arrested 

                                                      

19 To give just one example, scholars have shown that the fall of rogue leaders without 

nuclear weapons taught Kim Jong-Il the importance of never giving up his nuclear 

weapons program (Waltz and Rapp-Hooper 2011). 
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and sent to the Special Court for Sierra Leone, Muammar Gaddafi lamented, “This 

means that every head of state could meet a similar fate. It sets a serious precedent.”20  

To summarize, the Pinochet arrest in 1998 was a watershed moment marking the 

beginning of a shift from an era of impunity to one of accountability. It certainly was not 

the only factor that mattered, but it was the key point in the broader justice cascade at 

which international justice began to threaten leaders credibly. Of course, this does not 

imply that every perpetrator will now be held accountable. It does mean, however, that 

culpable leaders must now factor the possibility of facing international justice into their 

decision-making.  

The preceding logic suggests three hypotheses about the effects of the justice 

cascade. The first hypothesis addresses an observable implication of the theory’s 

mechanism. By making it more costly for third-party states to shelter culpable leaders, 

the global accountability regime reduces the credibility of the exile option for such 

leaders. 

Exile Hypothesis: A leader’s decision to flee into exile is conditional on 

expectations of post-tenure international punishment. Before 1998, there is no 

relationship between leader culpability and exile. After 1998, culpable leaders are 

significantly less likely to go into exile than nonculpable leaders. 

 

The second hypothesis addresses the negative aspect of international justice. As 

the appeal of the exile option falls, culpable leaders have greater incentives to cling to 

                                                      

20 “How the Mighty are Falling,” The Economist, 5 July 2007. 
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power and gamble for resurrection during civil wars even when the prospects for 

victory are slim. 

Civil War Duration Hypothesis: A leader’s decision to gamble for 

resurrection during civil conflict is conditional on the availability of a safe exile 

option. Before 1998, there is no relationship between leader culpability and civil 

conflict duration. After 1998, civil conflicts with culpable leaders last 

significantly longer than conflicts with nonculpable leaders. 

 

The third hypothesis addresses the positive aspect of international justice. 

Precisely because international criminal accountability constrains the exit options of 

culpable leaders, it should also increase the expected cost of atrocities and create a 

deterrent effect.  

Mass Atrocities Hypothesis: A leader’s decision to commit mass atrocities is 

conditional on whether doing so will limit the availability of a safe exile option. 

After 1998, leaders are significantly less likely to initiate campaigns of mass 

killing than they were previously. 

 

The rest of this dissertation is devoted to testing these three hypotheses. The next 

chapter, Chapter 3, presents evidence on how the threat of international justice 

influences patterns to exile. Chapters 4 and 5 then examine the conflicting effects of the 

justice cascade. Chapter 4 investigates how the push for international justice affects civil 

war duration, while Chapter 5 examines how it shapes the onset of mass atrocities. 

Lastly, Chapter 6 moves beyond the statistical correlations and delves deeper into three 

cases to see if leaders reason and behave in a manner consistent with my theory’s 

expectations.
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3. The Mechanism: Exile Large-N 

This chapter tests my hypothesis on patterns of exile. Namely, is the decision to 

flee into exile conditional on the threat international justice poses to leaders? I expect 

that there is no relationship between leader culpability and exile before 1998 because all 

leaders had a reliable exile option if they were overthrown regardless of their behavior 

while in power. After 1998, however, culpable leaders should be significantly less likely 

than nonculpable leaders to go into exile because culpable leaders have good reason to 

fear post-tenure international punishment.  

My investigation into patterns of exile opens a new line of inquiry in the political 

science literature: Why do some embattled leaders desperately cling to power while 

others quickly flee abroad? Though historians have written a good deal about specific 

high-profile cases of exiled leaders such as Napoleon Bonaparte and the Shah of Iran, a 

more systematic, social-scientific exploration of the phenomenon is missing. To the best 

of my knowledge, this chapter includes the first empirical test of when and why leaders 

go into exile. 

To test my theory’s prediction, I estimate models of exile using a large dataset of 

all heads of state worldwide over the last 50 years. Relying on a variety of statistical 

techniques, I find robust support for my hypothesis: culpable leaders are less likely to go 

into exile during the post-1998 period only. Indeed, the substantive effect of the justice 

cascade on the likelihood that a leader flees into exile is remarkable. Whereas culpable 
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and nonculpable leaders go into exile at nearly identical rates before 1998, culpable 

leaders are over six times less likely to go into exile after 1998. 

 

3.1 Data 

The dataset is comprised of all heads of state between 1960 and 2010. Specifically, 

the unit of analysis is the leader year. There is an observation for each leader that held 

power for at least part of one year, which means there can be multiple leader years for a 

country in a given year (i.e., years with leadership transitions). I identify leaders using 

the Archigos dataset (Goemans, Gleditsch, and Chiozza 2009), which codes the 

“effective ruler” of each country. The effective ruler is the individual that actually holds 

political power rather than the formal head of state (though these are typically the same 

person). For example, in some countries a monarch is formally the head of state, but 

political power is delegated to an elected prime minister. In such cases, the prime 

minister is coded as the effective ruler. The Archigos data are only available through 

2004, so I extended the data on leaders through 2010 using the coding rules set forth in 

Goemans, Gleditsch, and Chiozza (2009) to ensure a post-1998 sample large enough for 

statistical analysis.1  

The dependent variable is a binary indictor for whether each leader goes into 

exile in a given year. I use the Archigos coding of each leader’s “post-exit” fate to 

                                                      

1 My data collection efforts yielded 1,120 additional observations.  
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identify cases of exile. The post-exit variable records the fate of each leader during the 

first full year after the leader is out of power.2 Since Archigos’ coverage does not extend 

beyond 2004, I coded the exile variable for the last six years of the data using news 

reports and secondary sources according to the criteria established in the Archigos 

codebook. There are 132 cases of exile between 1960 and 2010. For a complete list of 

these exiled leaders, see the Appendix. 

The independent variable of interest is leader culpability. At the conceptual level, 

culpability simply refers to whether leaders have previously committed atrocities. 

Leader culpability is distinct from whether a leader is indicted in an international 

tribunal or foreign court since a culpable leader may or may not face an indictment at 

any given time. I opt not to focus on indictments because doing so ignores the time 

inconsistency problem: even if a culpable leader does not face an indictment at the time 

of a crisis, the leader knows that he may be prosecuted after giving up power and will 

adjust his behavior accordingly. For instance, the decision of Bashar al-Assad—an 

obviously culpable leader who still has not been indicted—to gamble for resurrection 

during the early phases of Syria’s civil war is a perfect example.3 Therefore, I focus on a 

                                                      

2 Archigos also codes other post-exit fates such as “death,” “imprisonment,” and “OK.” 
3 Indeed, Assad had good reasons to anticipate a push for international justice after 

giving up power. Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said that the actions of the 

Assad regime made him a war criminal, but she warned that bringing a case against him 

in the ICC would “complicate the resolution of a difficult, complex situation because it 

limits options perhaps to persuade leaders to step down from power.” See Richard 
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purely behavioral indicator by coding whether or not leaders have committed mass 

atrocities in the past. 

To create my leader culpability variable, I measure state-sponsored atrocities 

using Ulfelder and Valentino’s (2008) Mass Killing Dataset. They define mass killing as 

“any event in which the actions of state agents result in the intentional death of at least 

1,000 noncombatants from a discrete group in a period of sustained violence” (Ulfelder 

and Valentino 2008, 2). Therefore, in my dataset, Culpable Leader is a dummy variable 

that equals 1 starting in the leader year in which the mass killing episode begins and 

every year thereafter during the leader’s tenure.4 To give an example of how I coded 

leader culpability, Ahmed Sekou Toure of Guinea ruled from 1958 to 1984 and presided 

over a campaign of mass killing that lasted from 1960 to 1980. He is coded as culpable 

starting in 1960 and lasting until his tenure ends in 1984.  

                                                      

 

Spencer, “Bashar al-Assad Could Be Regarded as a War Criminal, Says Clinton,” The 

Telegraph, 28 February 2012. However, the damage was done when Clinton 

acknowledged that she believed Assad was a war criminal. Even if Assad is not indicted 

now, an international tribunal or foreign court could indict him after he gives up power. 
4 Of course, this variable technically measures the actions of the leader’s regime, not the 

individual leader. It is reasonable to assume, however, that the mass killing data aptly 

capture leader culpability since the international legal regime takes a leader-centric 

approach to justice. As the United States’ first ambassador-at-large for war crimes put it, 

the task of international justice is not to prosecute “foot soldiers,” but rather the 

“political and military leaders” that enable mass atrocities (Scheffer 2012, 3). 
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Using the mass killing data to proxy leader culpability is preferable to alternative 

measures of mass atrocities. For example, the Genocide Convention defines genocide as 

acts committed with the “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial 

or religious group, as such.” This definition creates practical problems for researchers. 

First, political groups are excluded, which means that some of the most brutal 

campaigns of civilian victimization do not qualify as genocide. Second, genocide 

requires the “intent to destroy” the targeted group. Coding genocide therefore 

necessitates making a sometimes difficult judgment call on the ultimate intentions of the 

perpetrators. Other potential proxies for leader culpability have shortcomings as well. 

Commonly used measures of political repression (e.g., Cingranelli and Richards 2009; 

Gibney, Cornett, and Wood 2009) are problematic in this context because they provide 

indices rather than a dichotomous indicator and include relatively minor events (e.g., 

political imprisonment) that are unlikely to trigger international action. Consequently, 

the mass killing data, which avoids these problems by using an objective numerical 

death threshold, is best available indicator for leader culpability. 

For additional covariates, there are no established conventions due to the dearth 

of research examining exile as a dependent variable. However, I attempt to control for 

additional factors that might influence a leader’s decision to flee abroad. Since the 

decision to go into exile is partially a function of the degree to which the opposition 

threatens the leader, I capture the threat the opposition presents by controlling for 
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conflict intensity. I proxy conflict intensity with battle deaths, a measure of all people 

killed in direct combat situations. Importantly, one-sided state violence against civilians 

is excluded from this measure. Battle deaths is a good indicator for conflict intensity 

because, as Lacina and Gleditsch (2005, 148) note, “Measuring battle deaths answers the 

question of how many people were killed in military operations during a war and, 

therefore, it is the best measure of the scale, scope, and nature of the military 

engagement that has taken place.” Therefore, the variable Conflict Intensity takes the 

value of 2 if there are over 1,000 battle deaths in a given year (a full-scale “civil war”); 1 

if there are between 25 and 999 battle deaths (a “civil conflict”); and 0 otherwise.5 

An opposition movement can also threaten a leader’s hold on power outside the 

context of organized armed conflict. For example, mass protests demanding regime 

change have been sufficient to drive leaders into exile, such as when the People Power 

Revolution in the Philippines toppled the Marcos regime. To account for this dynamic, 

Revolutionary Activity is a variable from the Banks Cross-National Time-Series Data 

                                                      

5 The battle deaths data are from the UCDP/PRIO armed conflict dataset. Other datasets 

attempt to code the exact number of battle deaths (e.g., Lacina and Gleditsch 2005). 

These datasets, however, have two limitations for my purposes. First, none cover the 

entire period under study here. Second, there is a substantial amount of missing data for 

the “best estimate” of battle deaths. Therefore, I use the ordinal variable provided in the 

UCDP/PRIO dataset, which avoids both problems.  
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(Banks and Wilson 2013) that measures the number of attempts in a year, if any, to 

change the ruling elite through irregular means.6   

I also control for Leader Tenure, the amount of time each leader has spent in office. 

Leaders that are better at holding onto power are presumably less likely to need the exile 

option when facing domestic opposition. For instance, a leader who has held power for 

decades such as Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe is more likely to have an established 

internal security apparatus to fend off challengers than a newly installed leader. Hence, 

the leader tenure variable serves as a proxy for the extent to which each leader has 

consolidated power.  

Lastly, I account for international factors that may influence the availability of 

the exile option for each leader. Since powerful Western states play a dominant role in 

enforcing international criminal law, it is possible that leaders more closely aligned with 

the West are less likely to face international justice. To address this possibility, the 

variable Western Affinity controls for each leader’s position toward the U.S.-led liberal 

international order using a dynamic ordinal spatial model of voting patterns in the UN 

General Assembly (Bailey, Strezhnev, and Voeten 2013). Additionally, because a similar 

mechanism may occur for the leaders of democratic states, I include a Democracy dummy 

variable from Geddes, Wright, and Frantz (2012).  

The summary statistics for the independent variables are reported in Table 2. 

                                                      

6 This is variable Domestic7 (“Revolutions”) in the Banks and Wilson (2013) data.  
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Table 2: Summary Statistics for Variables in Exile Models 

Variable Mean S.D. Min. Max. 

Culpable Leader .21 .41 0 1 

Conflict Intensity .23 .54 0 2 

Revolutionary Activity  .23 .56 0 9 

Leader Tenure 5.83 7.22 0 49 

Western Affinity -.02 .93 -2.49 3.01 

Democracy  .41 .49 0 1 

 

3.2 Main Results 

Using the data described above, I estimate a series of logistic regression models 

of exile with standard errors clustered on the leader. In line with my theoretical 

expectations, I disaggregate the data into two periods: the impunity era (1960-1997) and 

the accountability era (1998-2010).7 If my argument is correct, Culpable Leader should be 

statistically insignificant in the pre-1998 period but statistically significant and negative 

in the post-1998 period. 

The results are reported in Table 3. Model 1 probes the relationship between 

leader culpability and exile in the pre-1998 period. I find that the estimated parameter 

for Culpable Leader is well outside any reasonable threshold of statistical significance (p-

                                                      

7 Estimating a single model for the entire 1960-2010 period that interacts leader 

culpability with a dummy variable for the post-1998 period yields similar results (see the 

Robustness Checks section). I prefer the period sub-samples over the interaction model 

for two reasons. First, unlike the interaction model, using the period sub-samples does 

not force the other covariates to be equal across the time periods. Second, the period 

sub-samples obviate the difficult task of interpreting interaction terms in nonlinear 

models (Ai and Norton 2003).  
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value of .69). Thus, the effect of leader culpability on exile is statistically 

indistinguishable from zero in the 1960-1997 sample. Model 2 examines the effect of 

leader culpability on exile in the post-1998 period. As predicted, Culpable Leader is 

statistically significant and negative.  

Table 3: Logit Models of Exile 

 (1) (2) 

 1960-1997 1998-2010 

Culpable Leader -0.113 -2.129** 

 (0.284) (0.871) 

Conflict Intensity 0.405* -0.203 

 (0.217) (0.652) 

Revolutionary Activity 0.855** 1.895** 

 (0.284) (0.436) 

Leader Tenure 0.020 0.015 

 (0.016) (0.030) 

Western Affinity 0.194* -0.444* 

 (0.111) (0.256) 

Democracy -0.572* 0.394 

 (0.344) (0.598) 

Constant -4.544** -5.531** 

 (0.258) (0.545) 

N 5257 2224 

AIC 859.28 214.86 

BIC 905.25 254.81 

Standard errors clustered by leader in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 

 

Since logistic regression models are difficult to interpret directly, I calculate 

substantive effects. I use the estimates obtained in Table 3 to generate the predicted 

probability of culpable and nonculpable leaders fleeing into exile in a given year during 

the impunity era and the accountability era, respectively. The results, which are shown 
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in Figure 1, are compelling.8 Before 1998, culpable and nonculpable leaders go into exile 

at nearly identical rates. After 1998, however, is there a substantively large difference 

between culpable and nonculpable leaders, with culpable leaders being over six times 

less likely to go into exile.  

 

Figure 1: Predicted Probability of Exile by Leader Culpability and Time Period 

 

Overall, the results—both the regression estimates and the substantive effects—

offer convincing support for the first hypothesis. During the impunity era, embattled 

leaders went into exile regardless of whether they had previously committed atrocities. 

                                                      

8 The simulations are conducted using Clarify (King, Tomz, and Wittenberg 2000). 
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During the accountability era, however, leaders’ decisions to flee into exile are 

conditional on their past behavior.  

 

3.3 Change Point Analysis 

When, exactly, did culpable leaders stop going into exile? Though the previous 

results offer clear support for my argument, they are point estimates across relatively 

large time periods. My theory also makes a more specific prediction about the change in 

the likelihood of exile over time. If the Pinochet arrest was a watershed moment for the 

global accountability regime that caused culpable leaders to start anticipating post-

tenure international punishment for the first time, we should see a noticeable break in 

the rate of exile for culpable leaders around 1998.9  

To check, I conduct a change point analysis. This test makes no assumption 

about when the change “should” occur and instead allows for endogenous estimation of 

the break date. I use the method developed in Zeileis et al. (2002), which is applied to a 

single panel of times series data. Therefore, I collapse my data into a panel measuring 

the proportion of culpable leaders worldwide going into exile for every year from 1960 

to 2010. The change point analysis suggests that the best fitting model (by Bayesian 

Information Criterion) contains only one break. This break occurs at 1998, lending 

                                                      

9 Since both my theoretical expectations and the previous results show that the 

likelihood of exile for nonculpable leaders remains relatively constant over time, the 

change point analysis focuses on culpable leaders only. 
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considerable support to my argument.10 To visualize how the rate of exile for culpable 

leaders changes, I use a loess function—which employs a locally weighted nearest 

neighbor smoothing method—to fit a line on either side of the break.11 The black line 

represents the estimate, and the shaded area captures the 95 percent confidence interval 

(see Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2: Rate of Exile for Culpable Leaders by Year 

                                                      

10 Since the data are yearly, we can interpret the break as occurring at either the start of 

1998 or the end of 1997. Either way, this is an impressive result given that exile is a rare 

event and that other factors (which by necessity are excluded from the change point 

analysis) likely influence the observed empirical patterns.  
11 To estimate these functions and their confidence intervals, I used the ggplot2 package 

in R (Wickham 2009), employing a first degree polynomial and the default span. On the 

left of the dashed red line are data for 1960-1997; on the right are data for 1998-2010.  
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3.4 Robustness Checks 

The regressions reported in Table 3 offer, in my view, the most appropriate 

manner in which to model exile. However, a number of different modeling strategies 

and variable definitions offer reasonable alternatives. To the extent that these various 

quantitative techniques produce similar results, our confidence in my findings increases. 

Therefore, I subject my results to several robustness checks.  

First, because leaders go into exile infrequently, I guard against rare events bias. 

Rare events bias can occur in datasets with many times more zeros (i.e., nonevents) than 

ones (i.e., events) and causes the standard logistic regression model to underestimate the 

probability of the rare events. Since there are only 132 cases of exile in my dataset, it is 

possible that my analysis suffers from rare events bias. Therefore, I reestimate the 

models in Table 3 with a rare events logistic regression technique that corrects for this 

potential bias (Tomz, King, and Zeng 2003). My results are consistent (see Table 4). 

Second, I address whether the end of the Cold War is a confounding factor. The 

impunity era mostly consists of leader years during the Cold War, whereas the 

accountability era exclusively contains leader years after the Cold War. Thus, it is 

possible that factors associated with the end of the Cold War—and not the justice 

cascade—drives patterns of exile over time. To ensure that changes linked to the end of 

the Cold War do not distort my findings, I limit my impunity era sample to the post-

Cold War period (1989-1997). I find that Culpable Leader remains statistically 
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insignificant, reaffirming that there is no relationship between leader culpability and 

exile in the impunity era (see Table 5). 

Third, instead of using period subsamples, I estimate a single model for the 

entire 1960-2010 period that interacts leader culpability with a dummy variable for the 

post-1998 period. By virtue of estimating a separate coefficient for every variable across 

the two time periods, the subsamples approach approximates a fully interactive model 

(i.e., it is equivalent to using the full temporal span and interacting every variable with a 

post-1998 dummy, but it has the advantage of obviating the difficult task of interpreting 

such a model).12 The interaction model reported here, by contrast, only includes the 

interaction of theoretical interest and forces the other covariates to be consistent across 

the time periods. Restricting the effects of the other variables across the two periods may 

be dubious since many other factors might change over time, but nonetheless my results 

hold in this interaction model (see Table 6). 

Fourth, I consider a potential source of endogeneity bias. If leaders commit 

atrocities with expectations of the exile option in mind, it is plausible that the leaders 

who still decide to initiate campaigns of mass killing in the post-1998 era are 

substantively different (e.g., they might be particularly risk acceptant). To address this 

possibility, I estimate a bivariate probit model (Maddala 1983). The bivariate probit 

simultaneously estimates a selection equation (whether leaders engage in mass killing) 

                                                      

12 For more on this point, see Marinov and Goemans (2014). 
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and an outcome equation (whether leaders go into exile) while controlling for the 

correlation in errors between the two equations. The bivariate probit model covers the 

post-1998 era only because this is the only time period in which an endogenous 

relationship might threaten my inferences. The outcome equation is identical to Model 2 

in Table 3, and the selection equation includes the variables from the baseline mass 

killing model in Chapter 5. I find that the correlation in errors is not statistically 

significant, meaning that endogeneity bias is unlikely. Moreover, Culpable Leader remains 

significant and negative in the bivariate probit model (see Table 7). 

Fifth, I use an alternative definition of the independent variable. Despite the 

aforementioned challenges associated with coding genocide, I employ data on genocides 

and politicides from the Political Instability Task Force (Marshall, Gurr, and Harff 2014) 

to generate an alternative leader culpability variable. This dataset codes genocides and 

politicides as events that “involve the promotion, execution, and/or implied consent of 

sustained policies by governing elites or their agents…that result in the deaths of a 

substantial portion of a communal group or politicized non-communal group” 

(Marshall, Gurr, and Harff 2014, 14). The difference between the two categories rests on 

the identity of the victimized group. Genocide victims include ethnolinguistic or 

religious groups, whereas politicide victims are marked by their political opposition to 

the regime. This robustness check ensures my findings produced with the Ulfelder and 

Valentino (2008) mass killing data are not a fluke confined to one definition of leader 
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culpability. Using this alternative measure, I reach substantively similar conclusions (see 

Table 8).13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

13 In fact, when using this alternative definition of leader culpability, not a single 

culpable leader goes into exile in the post-1998 period. While this makes it impossible to 

estimate a coefficient and standard error for leader culpability in this time period, the 

perfect prediction of zero cases of exile for culpable leaders strongly supports my 

theoretical claims.  
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Table 4: Rare Events Logit Models of Exile 

 (3) (4) 

 1960-1997 1998-2010 

Culpable Leader -0.102 -1.865** 

 (0.284) (0.868) 

Conflict Intensity 0.408* -0.133 

 (0.217) (0.650) 

Revolutionary Activity 0.847** 1.846** 

 (0.283) (0.435) 

Leader Tenure 0.021 0.018 

 (0.016) (0.030) 

Western Affinity 0.194* -0.408 

 (0.111) (0.255) 

Democracy -0.557 0.342 

 (0.343) (0.596) 

Constant -4.519** -5.365** 

 (0.257) (0.544) 

N 5257 2224 

AIC . . 

BIC . . 

Standard errors clustered by leader in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 5: Logit Model of Exile, 1989-1997 

 (5) 

 1989-1997 

Culpable Leader -0.356 

 (0.529) 

Conflict Intensity 1.363** 

 (0.329) 

Revolutionary Activity 0.282** 

 (0.115) 

Leader Tenure 0.029 

 (0.028) 

Western Affinity 0.012 

 (0.267) 

Democracy -1.105 

 (0.725) 

Constant -4.905** 

 (0.500) 

N 1489 

AIC 224.64 

BIC 261.78 

Standard errors clustered by leader in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 
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Table 6: Interaction Logit Model of Exile 

 (6) 

 1960-2010 

Culpable Leader * Post-1998 -1.457* 

 (0.779) 

Post-1998 -0.108 

 (0.269) 

Culpable Leader -0.137 

 (0.277) 

Conflict Intensity 0.324 

 (0.212) 

Revolutionary Activity 0.980** 

 (0.276) 

Leader Tenure 0.019 

 (0.013) 

Western Affinity 0.088 

 (0.104) 

Democracy -0.363 

 (0.295) 

Constant -4.638** 

 (0.246) 

N 7481 

AIC 1077.25 

BIC 1139.53 

Standard errors clustered by leader in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 7: Bivariate Probit Model of Exile, 1998-2010 

 (7) 

Outcome Equation (Go into Exile)  

Culpable Leader -0.969** 

 (0.368) 

Conflict Intensity 0.051 

 (0.178) 

Revolutionary Activity 0.766** 

 (0.152) 

Leader Tenure 0.007 

 (0.014) 

Western Affinity -0.139 

 (0.167) 

Democracy 0.157 

 (0.247) 

Constant -2.654** 

 (0.261) 

Selection Equation (Engage in Mass Killing)  

Conflict Intensity 0.569** 

 (0.108) 

Political Stability -0.002 

 (0.003) 

Democracy -0.795** 

 (0.192) 

Exclusionary Ideology 0.174 

 (0.202) 

Ethnic Polarization -0.370 

 (0.403) 

Trade Openness -0.001 

 (0.001) 

Constant -1.706** 

 (0.276) 

Rho 0.091 

 (0.235) 

N 1649 

AIC 504.77 

BIC 585.89 

Standard errors in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 8: Logit Models of Exile (Alternative Leader Culpability Definition) 

 (8) (9) 

 1960-1997 1998-2010 

Culpable Leader 0.240 . 

 (0.309) . 

Conflict Intensity 0.321 -0.527 

 (0.227) (0.665) 

Revolutionary Activity 0.855** 1.644** 

 (0.279) (0.341) 

Leader Tenure 0.018 0.013 

 (0.015) (0.023) 

Western Affinity 0.218** -0.279 

 (0.110) (0.224) 

Democracy -0.561 0.182 

 (0.344) (0.596) 

Constant -4.567** -5.429** 

 (0.259) (0.481) 

N 5273 2175 

AIC 859.12 220.20 

BIC 905.11 254.31 

Standard errors clustered by leader in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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3.5 Conclusions 

The evidence presented in this chapter supports my prediction that a leader’s 

decision to flee into exile is conditional on the threat of international justice. The 

statistical tests show there is no relationship between leader culpability and exile during 

the impunity era because all leaders had a viable exile option if they were overthrown. 

During the accountability era, however, I found that culpable leaders—those who have a 

good reason to fear post-tenure international punishment—are significantly less likely to 

flee abroad. The results are not only statistically significant but also substantively 

meaningful. Whereas culpable and nonculpable leaders go into exile at nearly identical 

rates before 1998, culpable leaders are over six times less likely to go into exile after 1998. 

What should we make of this result? Is it good or bad? Advocates of global 

justice would certainly view the fact that fewer culpable leaders are able to go into a 

comfortable exile as a good thing. Indeed, ensuring that former oppressors cannot find a 

quiet retirement is a key part of the quest to end impunity. Yet, a more nuanced 

understanding is required. The exile finding, on its own, is a neutral result. The 

availability of the exile option is the causal mechanism that connects the justice cascade 

to both positive and perverse effects. On the one hand, the justice cascade exacerbates 

conflict. By undermining the possibility of a safe exile for culpable leaders, the pursuit of 

international justice incentivizes such leaders to cling to power and gamble for 

resurrection during conflicts when they would otherwise flee abroad. On the other 
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hand, the justice cascade deters atrocities. Precisely because leaders know that 

committing human rights abuses will decrease their exit options if they need to flee 

abroad, international justice effectively increases the cost of atrocities. The next two 

chapters explore these conflicting effects in detail.  
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4. The Perverse Effect: Civil War Duration Large-N 

This chapter tests a second observable implication of my theory. If culpable 

leaders in the accountability era are reluctant to go into exile because they anticipate 

post-tenure international punishment, they should also be more willing to gamble for 

resurrection during civil conflicts. Put differently, removing the exit guarantee that exile 

affords gives culpable leaders an incentive to cling to power because they have no other 

way out. In such a scenario, culpable leaders have a strong motive to keep fighting—

even when the prospects for victory are slim—and hope to turn the tide of the conflict. 

Consequently, I expect that leader culpability has no effect on conflict duration before 

1998. After 1998, however, conflicts with culpable leaders should last longer than 

conflicts with nonculpable leaders. 

Civil war duration is an important topic because a civil war is one of the greatest 

catastrophes a country can experience. In addition to the obvious cost in terms of human 

lives lost, civil wars can decimate a country in more subtle ways. In fact, scholars have 

found that civil wars retard economic growth (Collier 1999; Murdoch and Sandler 2004), 

undermine public health and contribute to the spread of infectious disease (Ghobarah, 

Huth, and Russett 2003), displace civilians and generate massive refugee flows (Iqbal 

and Zorn 2007; Weiner 1996), and even spread conflict into neighboring countries 

(Krcmaric 2014; Salehyan 2009; Salehyan and Gleditsch 2006). The costs of civil war are 
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so high that one prominent economist argues they should be understood as 

“development in reverse” (Collier 2008, 27). 

Yet civil wars show substantial variation in how long they last and, 

consequently, how costly they are. For instance, Cunningham (2006) found that about a 

quarter of civil wars are resolved within a few months, but 8% of civil wars last over two 

decades. As a more concrete example, consider the civil wars in Macedonia and Sudan, 

respectively. The conflict in Macedonia in 2001, in which ethnic Albanian rebels 

challenged the Slav-dominated government, lasted only about seven months before it 

was resolved. By contrast, the central government in Sudan has been at war with various 

rebel groups almost continuously for the past three decades in a conflict that has 

consumed an estimated two million lives.  

Scholars have proposed numerous theories to explain such variation in civil war 

duration. One set of explanations focuses on a rebel group’s capacity to resist the state. 

Scholars working from this point of view show that variables such as the military 

strength of the rebels and whether the rebels have external sources of support affect war 

duration. A different school of thought highlights the state’s ability to target rebel 

groups. Factors that enhance or limit state capacity, such as economic development and 

mountainous terrain, are used to explain conflict duration. Yet another set of arguments 

explores the nature of the bargaining environment between the government and the 
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rebels. A key finding from this perspective is that civil wars tend to last longer when 

there are multiple veto players that can block the implementation of a peace agreement. 

The argument advanced here does not directly contradict or seek to undermine 

any of the theories in the existing literature. The factors mentioned above are 

doubtlessly important in many cases. The existing literature, however, is missing an 

important dynamic that influences the incentives of belligerents to keep fighting or 

make peace. By focusing on the international environment (impunity era vs. 

accountability era) and leader characteristics (culpable leaders vs. nonculpable leaders), 

my argument generates a new set of predictions that help us understand patterns of civil 

war duration. 

Evaluating an explanation of conflict duration—why some civil wars last so long 

while others end quickly—presents a tricky set of empirical challenges. One option is to 

specify a threshold for what constitutes a “long” civil war (say five years). This is 

problematic, however, because the choice of the threshold is arbitrary. Additionally, it 

would treat a conflict that lasts only a couple weeks the same as a conflict that lasts a 

couple years. Another option is to draw a distinction between wars that have been 

resolved and wars that are still ongoing. Yet this is also a dubious technique because it 

does not handle “censored data” well. Civil wars that are still ongoing now may 

continue for a very long time or they may be nearly over. At this point, however, it is 

impossible to know.  
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To avoid the aforementioned problems, I turn to event history models 

(sometimes called duration models or survival models). Originally developed by 

statisticians to determine how medical interventions (e.g., various cancer treatments) 

influence patient health (e.g., time until the next relapse), event history models have 

several advantages. First, they are designed specifically to estimate how independent 

variables influence the length of time something lasts. Second, duration models handle 

censored data well because they explicitly incorporate uncertainty about how long 

something will last into the future. Thus, in the context of this dissertation chapter, I use 

event history analysis to investigate how leader culpability affects the duration of civil 

wars. I find compelling support for my hypothesis: civil wars last significantly longer 

when culpable leaders are in power during the post-1998 period only. 

 

4.1 Data 

The dataset for this test has an event history structure and includes all civil 

conflicts between 1960 and 2010. The dependent variable, of course, is war duration. I 

identify civil conflicts with the widely used UCDP/PRIO armed conflict dataset. This 

dataset defines a civil conflict as “a contested incompatibility that concerns government 

and/or territory where the use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one 

is the government of a state, results in at least 25 battle-related deaths” (Gleditsch et al. 

2002). Each subject in the data is a conflict dyad, meaning that the unit of analysis is a 
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specific government-rebel group dyad, not the country as a whole. This approach 

follows recent advances in modeling conflict duration and usefully differentiates 

between several contemporaneous conflicts in the same country.  

As before, I disaggregate the data into the impunity era (1960-1997) and the 

accountability era (1998-2010).1 For the impunity era, I use data on conflicts that begin 

anytime between the start of 1960 and the end of 1997. The dyads enter the data when 

the conflict starts and exit when the conflict ends (the dyad “fails”). Some dyads never 

experience failure during the observation period and are right censored at the end of 

1997. For the accountability era, I use data on conflicts that begin anytime between the 

start of 1998 and the end of 2010. Dyads enter the data in the same process just described 

and are right censored at the end of 2010 if the conflict is still ongoing at that time.2  

The independent variable of interest once again is leader culpability. Leader 

culpability is defined in the same manner as in the previous chapter. As a reminder, 

culpability simply refers to whether leaders have previously committed mass atrocities. 

                                                      

1 Estimating a single model for the entire 1960-2010 period that interacts leader 

culpability with a dummy variable for the post-1998 period yields similar results (see the 

Robustness Checks section). 
2 To be clear, long-running conflicts that began in the pre-1998 period (e.g., the Tamil 

Tigers in Sri Lanka) are not included in the post-1998 sample. This is important because 

including such conflicts in the post-1998 sample might bias the results if particularly 

intractable conflicts are more likely to generate mass atrocities and are less likely to 

terminate before 1998. Limiting the accountability era sample to conflicts that begin after 

1998 mitigates this concern. Also note that I exclude conflicts that are largely 

extraterritorial and thus outside the scope of my theory (e.g., the USA-al Qaeda dyad).  
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To create my leader culpability variable, I measure state-sponsored atrocities using 

Ulfelder and Valentino’s (2008) Mass Killing Dataset. They define mass killing as “any 

event in which the actions of state agents result in the intentional death of at least 1,000 

noncombatants from a discrete group in a period of sustained violence” (Ulfelder and 

Valentino 2008, 2). In my data, a leader becomes culpable starting in the year in which 

the mass killing episode begins and the culpability lasts throughout the rest of the 

leader’s tenure. Thus, in the event history analysis performed in this chapter, Culpable 

Leader is dummy variable that equals 1 for conflict dyads with a culpable leader and 0 

otherwise. Note that the leader culpability variable can change over the course of a 

conflict dyad depending on the specific leader in power. More broadly, I use time-

varying covariates to account for the fact that the values of some independent variables 

change over the course of the same conflict.  

In addition to the leader culpability variable, I also control for several factors that 

are thought to influence civil conflict duration. One set of explanations for war duration 

focuses on a rebel group’s capacity to resist the state. Almost by definition, a rebel group 

must possess the capability to resist the state’s coercive forces for a conflict to continue. I 

proxy Rebel Strength with the Non-State Actor dataset’s (Cunningham, Gleditsch, and 
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Salehyan 2009) measure of the military strength of the rebels relative to the government.3 

Additionally, rebel groups can continue fighting when they would otherwise face defeat 

if they receive war materiel and cross-border sanctuary from foreign states (Salehyan 

2009). Therefore, I include External Support, a dummy variable from the Non-State Actor 

dataset indicating whether each rebel group receives support from the government of a 

foreign state. 

Another set of explanations for conflict duration involves the state’s capacity to 

target rebel groups. The classic indicator for state capacity in cross-national research is 

GDP per capita, which is thought to reflect a state’s military, financial, and bureaucratic 

competencies (Fearon 2004; Fearon and Laitin 2003).4 As a result, Development measures 

each country’s GDP per capita (in thousands of dollars) using data from Gleditsch 

(2002). Rough terrain, by contrast, is expected to increase conflict duration because it 

limits the reach of the state and offers insurgents geography that is conducive to 

asymmetrical warfare. Consequently, I include Mountains, a variable that measures the 

percentage of each country’s territory that is mountainous (Fearon and Laitin 2003).  

                                                      

3 The Non-State Actor dataset (Cunningham, Gleditsch, and Salehyan 2009) supplements 

the standard UCDP/PRIO armed conflict data with information on the characteristics of 

all rebel groups involved in intrastate conflicts. 
4 Interpreting the meaning of GDP per capita in conflict studies is controversial. Note 

that others believe it captures the opportunity cost of engaging in rebellion (Collier and 

Hoeffler 2004). 
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Lastly, the bargaining environment during a conflict might influence war 

duration. Cunningham (2006), for example, shows that civil wars tend to last longer 

when there are multiple veto players that can block the implementation of a peace 

agreement. To control for this dynamic, Multiparty War is a dummy variable indicating 

whether each conflict dyad is part of a multiparty civil war involving more than one 

rebel group. 

The summary statistics for the independent variables used in this chapter are 

reported in Table 9.  

Table 9: Summary Statistics for Variables in Civil War Duration Models 

Variable Mean S.D. Min. Max. 

Culpable Leader .62 .49 0 1 

Multiparty War .76 .43 0 1 

Mountains 25.56 23.33 0 82.20 

Development  3.59 4.71 .34 43.43 

Gov’t. External Support .59 .49 0 1 

Rebel External Support  .52 .50 0 1 

Rebel Strength .62 .64 0 3 

 

4.2 Main Results   

Of the various event history models available, I estimate Weibull models to 

evaluate my predictions on conflict duration. The advantage of the Weibull is that it 

gives the most precise estimates in relatively small datasets (Box-Steffensmeier and 

Jones 1997, 1434), making it a popular choice in studies of civil conflict (e.g., Balcells and 

Kalyvas 2014; Fortna 2008). However, the Weibull model assumes that the underlying 
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hazard rate in monotonic. To ensure that my findings do not rely on this assumption, I 

confirm that the results hold using a Cox proportional hazards model in the Robustness 

Checks section. Additionally, I account for the possibility of dependence among conflict 

dyads that are part of the same civil war by clustering standard errors on the 

UCDP/PRIO war identification code.  

I report coefficient estimates rather than hazard ratios. A negative coefficient 

means that increases in the independent variable decrease the likelihood of failure (i.e., 

increase conflict duration). Conversely, a positive coefficient means that increases in the 

independent variable increase the likelihood of failure (i.e., decrease conflict duration). If 

my argument is correct, Culpable Leader should be insignificant in the pre-1998 period 

but statistically significant and negative in the post-1998 period.  
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Table 10: Weibull Models of Civil War Duration 

 (1) (2) 

 1960-1997 1998-2010 

Culpable Leader -0.321 -1.124** 

 (0.215) (0.301) 

Multiparty War 0.189 -0.362 

 (0.254) (0.339) 

Mountains -0.002 -0.003 

 (0.004) (0.006) 

Development 0.005 -0.097** 

 (0.031) (0.024) 

Gov’t. External Support -0.189 0.072 

 (0.203) (0.259) 

Rebel External Support -0.510** -0.087 

 (0.174) (0.303) 

Rebel Strength 0.261** -0.171 

 (0.113) (0.255) 

Constant -5.055** -5.223** 

 (0.496) (0.841) 

N 1005 201 

Subjects 192 73 

Log lik. -337.810 -106.697 

Standard errors clustered by UCDP war code in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 

 

The results are reported in Table 10. Model 1 assesses the relationship between 

leader culpability and conflict duration in the impunity era. I find that Culpable Leader is 

statistically insignificant even at the 90 percent level. In other words, the impact of 

leader culpability on conflict duration is statistically indistinguishable from zero during 

this time period. Model 2 examines whether leader culpability influences conflict 

duration in the accountability era. As predicted, Culpable Leader is negative and 
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statistically significant, meaning that civil conflicts last longer when culpable leaders are 

in power.  

To understand the substantive effect of leader culpability on civil war duration, I 

estimate Kaplan-Meier survival functions for the impunity and accountability eras, 

respectively. These survival curves show the probability of a civil war lasting beyond a 

specific point in time. The results, presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4, are striking. Before 

1998, the survival estimates for culpable and nonculpable leaders look remarkably 

similar, suggesting that leader culpability has virtually no effect on conflict duration. 

After 1998, by contrast, the effect of leader culpability is substantively large. For 

example, the survival curves imply that the likelihood of a conflict with a culpable 

leader lasting more than two years is about 50 percent, whereas only about 15 percent of 

conflicts with nonculpable leaders last beyond that point. Thus, the effect of leader 

culpability on civil war duration is not only statistically significant but also substantively 

meaningful.  
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Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier Survival Estimates, 1960-1997 

 

 

Figure 4: Kaplan-Meier Survival Estimates, 1998-2010 
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Taken together, the results lend considerable support to the second hypothesis. 

In the impunity era, leader culpability does not influence conflict duration because exile 

was an attractive exit strategy for all leaders. In the accountability era, however, 

culpable leaders fight longer wars because they have constrained exit options. In other 

words, a credible threat of international justice undermines conflict resolution.  

 

4.3 Robustness Checks 

The regressions reported in Table 10 present arguably the most straightforward 

manner in which to model the relationship between leader culpability and civil war 

duration. However, a number of different modeling strategies and variable definitions 

offer reasonable alternatives. To the extent that these various quantitative techniques 

produce similar results, our confidence in my findings should increase. Therefore, I 

subject my results to several robustness checks.  

First, I ensure that my findings are not sensitive to the choice of event history 

model. In the results reported above, I used the Weibull model because it gives the most 

precise estimates in relatively small datasets like the one used here (Box-Steffensmeier 

and Jones 1997, 1434). The Weibull model, however, assumes that the underlying hazard 

rate in monotonic. To ensure that my findings do not rely on this assumption, I test 

whether the results hold using a Cox proportional hazards model, which makes no 

assumption about the shape of the baseline hazard rate. My results with the Cox model 
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are consistent: leader culpability has no effect on conflict duration before 1998, but 

conflicts with culpable leaders last significantly longer after 1998 (see Table 11).  

Second, I investigate whether my results might simply pick up a post-Cold War 

effect. Kalyvas and Balcells (2010) show that the end of the Cold War fundamentally 

altered the “technology of rebellion” used in civil wars, and subsequent research finds 

that the technology of rebellion influences the duration of civil conflicts (Balcells and 

Kalyvas 2014). To parse out the effect of the end of the Cold War from the justice 

cascade, I limit the impunity era sample to the 1989-1997 period.5 I once again find that 

Culpable Leader is statistically insignificant, confirming that there is no relationship 

between leader culpability and conflict duration during the impunity era (see Table 12).  

Third, instead of using period subsamples, I estimate a single model for the 

entire 1960-2010 period that interacts leader culpability with a dummy variable for the 

post-1998 period. By virtue of estimating a separate coefficient for every variable across 

the two time periods, the subsamples approach approximates a fully interactive model 

(i.e., it is equivalent to using the full temporal span and interacting every variable with a 

post-1998 dummy, but it has the advantage of obviating the difficult task of interpreting 

such a model).6 The interaction model reported here, by contrast, only includes the 

                                                      

5 For this model, I use data on conflicts that begin anytime between the start 1989 and 

the end of 1997. The dyads enter the data when the conflict starts and exit when the 

conflict ends. Dyads are right censored at the end of 1997 if the conflict is still ongoing. 
6 For more on this point, see Marinov and Goemans (2014). 
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interaction of theoretical interest and forces the other covariates to be consistent across 

the time periods. Restricting the effects of the other variables across the two periods may 

be dubious since many other factors might change over time, but nonetheless my results 

hold in this interaction model (see Table 13). 

Fourth, I use an alternative definition of the independent variable. Specifically, I 

employ data on genocides and politicides from the Political Instability Task Force 

(Marshall, Gurr, and Harff 2014) to generate an alternative leader culpability variable. 

This dataset codes genocides and politicides as events that “involve the promotion, 

execution, and/or implied consent of sustained policies by governing elites or their 

agents…that result in the deaths of a substantial portion of a communal group or 

politicized non-communal group” (Marshall, Gurr, and Harff 2014, 14). The difference 

between the two categories rests on the identity of the victimized group. Genocide 

victims include ethnolinguistic or religious groups, whereas politicide victims are 

marked by their political opposition to the regime. This robustness check ensures my 

findings produced with the Ulfelder and Valentino (2008) mass killing data are not 

confined to one definition of leader culpability. Using this alternative measure, I reach 

similar conclusions (see Table 14). 
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Table 11: Cox Proportional Hazards Models of Civil War Duration 

 (1) (2) 

 1960-1997 1998-2010 

Culpable Leader -0.314 -0.937** 

 (0.222) (0.296) 

Multiparty War 0.114 -0.149 

 (0.254) (0.359) 

Mountains -0.003 -0.003 

 (0.004) (0.006) 

Development 0.007 -0.077** 

 (0.029) (0.024) 

Gov’t. External Support -0.160 0.116 

 (0.197) (0.245) 

Rebel External Support -0.499** -0.117 

 (0.179) (0.252) 

Rebel Strength 0.256** -0.181 

 (0.109) (0.272) 

N 1005 201 

Subjects 192 73 

Log lik. -686.042 -185.368 

Standard errors clustered by UCDP war code in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 12: Weibull Model of Civil War Duration, 1989-1997 

 (1) 

 1989-1997 

Culpable Leader -0.560 

 (0.435) 

Multiparty War 0.124 

 (0.457) 

Mountains -0.004 

 (0.008) 

Development -0.021 

 (0.062) 

Gov’t. External Support -0.454 

 (0.423) 

Rebel External Support -0.505* 

 (0.285) 

Rebel Strength 0.296 

 (0.249) 

Constant -5.508** 

 (0.881) 

N 177 

Subjects 70 

Log lik. -102.712 

Standard errors clustered by UCDP war code in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 13: Interaction Weibull Model of Civil War Duration 

 (1) 

 1960-2010 

Culpable Leader * Post-1998 -0.539* 

 (0.310) 

Culpable Leader -0.236 

 (0.213) 

Post-1998 0.658** 

 (0.260) 

Multiparty war -0.091 

 (0.214) 

Mountains -0.005 

 (0.004) 

Development -0.031 

 (0.019) 

Gov’t. External Support -0.051 

 (0.158) 

Rebel External Support -0.418** 

 (0.154) 

Rebel Strength 0.114 

 (0.113) 

Constant -4.996** 

 (0.393) 

N 1414 

Subjects 270 

Log lik. -479.751 

Standard errors clustered by UCDP war code in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 14: Weibull Models of Civil War Duration (Alternative Leader Culpability 

Definition) 

 (1) (2) 

 1960-1997 1998-2010 

Culpable Leader 0.065 -1.150** 

 (0.219) (0.294) 

Multiparty War 0.110 -0.390 

 (0.266) (0.373) 

Mountains -0.003 -0.004 

 (0.004) (0.008) 

Development 0.019 -0.064** 

 (0.034) (0.026) 

Gov’t. External Support -0.264 -0.204 

 (0.213) (0.307) 

Rebel External Support -0.484** -0.194 

 (0.174) (0.294) 

Rebel Strength 0.286** -0.055 

 (0.128) (0.276) 

Constant -5.180** -5.275** 

 (0.499) (0.788) 

N 1022 212 

Subjects 195 78 

Log lik. -344.012 -116.702 

Standard errors clustered by UCDP war code in parentheses 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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4.4 Conclusions 

This chapter evaluated my theory’s hypothesis on the relationship between 

leader culpability and civil war duration. I previously argued that if culpable leaders in 

the accountability era are reluctant to go into exile because they anticipate post-tenure 

international punishment, they should also be more willing to gamble for resurrection 

during civil conflicts. Put differently, removing the exit guarantee that exile affords 

gives culpable leaders an incentive to cling to power because they have no other way 

out. In such a scenario, culpable leaders have a strong motive to keep fighting—even 

when the prospects for victory are slim—and hope to turn the tide of the conflict.  

The results are consistent with my expectations. The effect of leader culpability 

on conflict duration is statistically indistinguishable from zero during the pre-1998 

period. In the post-1998 period, however, leader culpability has a negative and 

statistically significant effect on civil conflict duration, meaning that wars last longer 

when culpable leaders are in power. Simply put, the evidence suggests that a credible 

threat of international justice increases civil war duration. The results are also 

meaningful in a substantive sense. In fact, the Kaplan-Meier survival estimates imply 

that in the post-1998 period conflicts with culpable leaders are about 35 percent less 

likely to end within two years than conflicts with nonculpable leaders. When we 

consider the staggering death tolls associated with many civil wars—for example, the 
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Syrian civil war has killed over 200,000 in the last four years—it is easy to see that the 

recent push for global accountability comes with a steep price.  

This depressing result highlights the need to think critically about the 

unintentional consequences of policies. All too often, researchers focus exclusively on 

whether interventions produce their intended objectives. But it is important to 

remember that new policies—especially international ones designed to shape domestic 

politics—interact with preexisting political circumstances featuring strategic actors that 

may not respond as advocates hope. Scholars have made advances in this regard by 

showing that foreign aid can stifle economic growth (e.g., Easterly 2006) or that 

humanitarian interventions can encourage rebellion (Kuperman 2008). The evidence 

presented in this chapter suggests that the quest for global justice—despite the good 

intentions of advocates—produces a perverse effect on civil conflict resolution. Yet, the 

story is more complicated. In the next chapter, I will show that the justice cascade also 

deters atrocities for exactly the same reason that it produces perverse effects.  
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5. The Positive Effect: Mass Killing Onset Large-N 

This chapter tests the third and final observable implication of my theory. It 

builds explicitly on the results already reported. In previous chapters, I provided 

evidence of two main findings. First, a credible threat of international justice makes the 

availability of a safe post-tenure exile conditional on a leader’s behavior while in power 

(Chapter 3). Second, the justice cascade produces a perverse effect. By undermining the 

possibility of a safe exile for culpable leaders, the pursuit of international justice 

incentivizes such leaders to cling to power and gamble for resurrection during conflicts 

when they would otherwise flee abroad (Chapter 4). This chapter, by contrast, examines 

an interrelated and positive effect of the justice cascade. Precisely because leaders know 

that committing massive human rights abuses will decrease their exit options if they 

need to flee abroad, international justice effectively increases the cost of atrocities and 

creates a deterrent effect.  

Understanding mass atrocities is disheartening but necessary because state-

sponsored mass killing is arguably the gravest threat to human life in modern history. 

To give a recent example, during an approximately one hundred day killing spree in 

1994, Rwanda’s Hutu-led government and state-sponsored militias killed an estimated 

800,000 Tutsis and moderate Hutus. Despite the shocking nature and scale of the 

violence, the death toll in Rwanda was small compared to other campaigns of mass 

killing such as the Holocaust, the Armenian Genocide, and China’s Cultural Revolution. 
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Indeed, Rummel (1995) estimates that in the past century the number of civilians killed 

by their own governments exceeds the number of combat deaths in all international and 

civil wars combined. 

There is a voluminous academic literature on the origins of mass killing. While 

there is a popular perception that an act as brutal as mass killing must be the product of 

irrational or sadistic leadership, the political science literature suggests the opposite. 

Large-scale violence against civilians is rarely “wanton and senseless,” to borrow 

Kalyvas' (1999) popular phrase. Instead, mass killing typically is a strategic decision that 

elites make in pursuit of specific political or military objectives (Arreguin-Toft 2005; 

Balcells 2010; Downes 2008; Kalyvas 1999, 2006; Valentino 2004; Valentino, Huth, and 

Balch-Lindsay 2004). Consequently, much of the political science literature on mass 

killing focuses on country-level factors that generate incentives to use overwhelming 

violence or exercise restraint. While there is no widely accepted model of mass killing 

onset, a few points of consensus have emerged. For instance, democracy, economic 

development, and international integration are thought to inhibit mass killing, whereas 

ethnic polarization, exclusionary ideology, civil conflict, and political instability are 

expected to encourage mass killing. 

At a first glance, my claim that international justice deters mass killing may seem 

intuitive, even obvious. After all, of the many possible justifications for international 

criminal accountability (e.g., Drumbl 2007), deterrence is probably the most salient. As 
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former ICC prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo put it, “My mission is to end impunity for 

these crimes in order to contribute to the prevention of future crimes” (Council on 

Foreign Relations 2010). But does international justice actually succeed in deterring mass 

killing? Despite the importance of the topic, there is little academic literature addressing 

it. In fact, a recent review article of the political science literature on mass atrocities 

(Valentino 2014) contains only a single reference to work explicitly addressing the 

potential deterrent effect of international law. Scholars working from an international 

criminal law perspective also have little to offer in the way of empirical research on this 

topic. One scholar goes so far as to note, “The study of the practical impacts of 

international criminal law is, in general, characterized by an absence of empirical 

evidence…On the question of deterrence, specifically, there has been almost no work” 

(Cronin-Furman 2013, 435). 

In a sense, though, the dearth of empirical literature on deterrence is not 

surprising. Estimating deterrence of any kind is a notoriously difficult task, and 

measuring the deterrent effect of international justice may be particularly challenging. 

For example, examining differences between states that held trials and those that did not 

may seem like a reasonable empirical approach. However, endogeneity is a notable 

threat to causal inference because states strategically decide to hold or forgo human 

rights trials. If states only hold trials when human rights abusers are already weak, the 

estimated effect of prosecutions will be biased. Another approach might look for 
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differences between states that ratified particular international agreements (e.g. the 

Genocide Convention or the Rome Statue of the ICC) and states that did not. Yet, the 

theoretical connection between ratification and deterrence is tenuous because 

international courts lack independent enforcement mechanisms to apprehend and 

punish war criminals. 

Moreover, in the small empirical literature on deterrence, there is a notable 

mismatch between how deterrence is often theorized to work and how scholars typically 

attempt to measure it. Existing work primarily examines the effect of prosecutions on 

subsequent behavior within the same state. But if, as many policymakers argue, high-

profile trials are effective because they send “shockwaves into the homes of other 

leaders” (Goldstone 2000, 136), then deterrence should operate across borders. If correct, 

a leader could be deterred from committing mass atrocities even though his country has 

not yet experienced a single human rights prosecution. 

In this chapter, I build on the empirical strategy used throughout my dissertation 

to avoid the aforementioned problems in the deterrence literature. As before, I exploit 

variation over time in the threat international justice poses to leaders afforded by the 

justice cascade. Specifically, I examine the arrest of former Chilean leader Augusto 

Pinochet in the United Kingdom in 1998—the first time a head of state was arrested in a 

foreign state for international crimes—as the watershed moment in a transition from an 

era of impunity to one of accountability. This rapid change in the likelihood of 
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enforcement provides a unique opportunity to estimate the deterrent effect of 

international justice. Indeed, Kim and Sikkink (2010, 944) speculate that “the 

international realm may provide some kind of natural experiment for deterrence theory, 

because a major change in the key variable, the likelihood of sanction, has occurred in a 

relatively short period of time.” Controlling for a host of factors believed to influence 

mass killing, I estimate several interrupted time-series models to show that leaders are 

less likely to commit mass atrocities after 1998 than they were previously. 

 

5.1 Data 

To investigate patterns of mass killing onset, I use a large dataset of all states 

between 1960 (the first year for which data on all the control variables are available) and 

2010. Specifically, the unit of analysis is the country year. I use the list of independent 

states in Gleditsch and Ward (1999) to identify the universe of country years.  

The dependent variable is the onset of a state-sponsored mass killing event. I 

focus on onset rather than incidence for theoretical reasons. The question is whether the 

threat of international justice can deter leaders from initiating a campaign of mass 

killing. After atrocities begin, however, there is no marginal cost to continuing them 

since the leader is already culpable. I measure state-sponsored mass killing using 

Ulfelder and Valentino’s (2008) dataset. Note that this is the same dataset used to create 

the leader culpability variable from the previous two chapters. The authors define mass 
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killing as “any event in which the actions of state agents result in the intentional death of 

at least 1,000 noncombatants from a discrete group in a period of sustained violence” 

(Ulfelder and Valentino 2008, 2). The onset of a mass killing episode is coded as the first 

year in which at least 100 intentional noncombatant fatalities occur.1 

The independent variable of interest is Post-1998, a dummy variable that takes a 

value of 1 for all country years beginning in 1998 and 0 otherwise. This variable simply 

captures the more credible threat of international punishment reflected in the shift from 

the impunity era to the accountability era. 

I also control for several factors that are believed to influence mass killing. One 

prominent explanation for patterns of mass killing is regime type. Many argue that the 

structural characteristics and normative values of democracies make them less likely to 

resort to mass atrocities. This hypothesis is most closely associated with the work of 

Rudolph Rummel (e.g., Rummel 1995). Though Rummel discusses several reasons why 

democracies should be less likely to use mass violence against civilians, his central point 

addresses the distribution of power across regime types. Since power is diffuse in 

democratic states, there are several possible checks against mass killing. By contrast, in 

nondemocratic states, power is often highly concentrated in one individual or group. 

This leaves rulers unchecked when considering the use of mass killing to eliminate 

opponents or carry out a revisionist agenda. In addition to the evidence presented in 

                                                      

1 There are 87 mass killing onsets in the 1960-2010 period.  
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Rummel’s body of work, several other studies find that democracies are less likely to 

engage in state-sponsored mass killing (e.g., Harff 2003; Valentino, Huth, and Balch-

Lindsay 2004).2 Therefore, I include a dichotomous measure of Democracy from Geddes, 

Wright, and Frantz (2012). 

A second factor thought to influence mass killing is the extent to which a country 

is integrated into the international system. In a widely cited study, Harff (2003) shows 

that higher levels of trade openness decrease the likelihood of mass atrocities. The logic 

used to explain this relationship is that the leaders of highly isolated states are more 

likely to believe they can kill their own citizens without international repercussions. In 

other words, international integration can act as a powerful restraint against killing 

civilians. Consequently, I control for Trade Openness using data from the World Bank 

(2013). 

Another common explanation is that highly polarized societies with “ancient 

hatreds” are more likely to witness mass killing (e.g., Kaplan 1993). In this view, 

discrimination and deep social cleavages between ethnic groups are a permissive 

condition encouraging mass killing. The ethnic character of violence in several high-

profile cases, such as Rwanda and Yugoslavia, seems consistent with this view. 

Additionally, at least one quantitative study finds that ethnic polarization increases the 

                                                      

2 For a counterpoint to the claim that democracy inhibits civilian victimization, see 

Downes (2008). 
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probability of political mass murder (Montalvo and Reynal-Querol 2008). To account for 

this possibility, I include Ethnic Polarization using data from Montalvo and Reynal-

Querol (2008).  

Others see a role for elite ideology in civilian victimization. Leaders who 

propagate an exclusionary ideology, “a belief system that identifies some overriding 

purpose or principle that justifies efforts to restrict, persecute, or eliminate certain 

categories of people,” may be more likely to engage in mass killing (Harff 2003, 63). 

Regimes that adhere to strict variants of communism and sharia law, in particular, are 

sometimes linked to violence against civilians. Regarding communism, for instance, 

Valentino (2004) shows that mass killings in the Soviet Union, China, and Cambodia 

were largely a result of efforts to impose radical, ideologically motivated agricultural 

policies on resistant peasant populations. Hence, I add a dummy variable for regimes 

with an Exclusionary Ideology.3 

Yet another factor thought to influence mass killing is economic development. 

Indeed, nearly every study of political violence—including but not limited to mass 

killing—finds that wealthier states are more peaceful. To address this fact, I include 

                                                      

3 In line with previous literature (e.g., Harff 2003; Valentino 2004), I code strict variants 

of communism and sharia law as exclusionary ideologies. Data on communist regimes 

are from Wright (2008). Coding countries that adhere to sharia law is an admittedly 

difficult task, but I include Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Mauritania, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi 

Arabia, Sudan, and Yemen as sharia law countries.  
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Development, which measures each country’s GDP per capita (in thousands of dollars) 

using data from Gleditsch (2002). 

While the factors described thus far explain which types of states are likely to 

experience mass killing, they tell us little about when mass killing occurs. To understand 

the timing of mass killing onsets, Krain (1997, 335) argues for a focus on situations that 

“create ‘windows of political opportunity’ during which elites may and must more 

freely act to consolidate power and eliminate the opposition.” Consistent with this view, 

perhaps the most robust finding in the existing literature is that mass killing usually 

occurs during times of instability such as civil war or political upheaval (Harff 2003; 

Krain 1997; Ulfelder and Valentino 2008). I capture this dynamic in two ways. First, I 

control for the level of violence in each country year using battle deaths data from the 

UCDP/PRIO armed conflict dataset.4 The variable Conflict Intensity equals 2 if there are 

over 1,000 battle deaths in a given year (full-scale civil war); 1 if there are between 25 

and 999 battle deaths (civil conflict); and 0 otherwise.5 Second, to control for the degree 

of Political Stability in each country, I include data from on regime age from Geddes, 

Wright, and Frantz (2012). 

                                                      

4 Importantly, state-sponsored violence against civilians is excluded from this measure.  
5 Other datasets attempt to code the exact number of battle deaths (e.g., Lacina and 

Gleditsch 2005). These datasets, however, have two limitations for my purposes. First, 

none of them cover the entire period under study here. Second, there is a substantial 

amount of missing data for the “best estimate” of battle deaths. Therefore, I use the 

ordinal variable provided in the UCDP/PRIO dataset, which avoids both problems.  
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Lastly, since the data have a Binary Time-Series Cross-Sectional (BTSCS) 

structure, the dependent variable may exhibit temporal dependence. For example, 

countries that recently experienced mass killing may be more likely to relapse into it 

again compared to countries that never experienced mass killing. Following Beck, Katz, 

and Tucker's (1998) advice on BTSCS data, I control for the number of years since the last 

mass killing onset and the associated cubic splines.6 

The summary statistics for the independent variables used in this chapter are 

reported in Table 15.  

Table 15: Summary Statistics for Variables in Mass Killing Onset Models 

Variable Mean S.D. Min. Max. 

Post-1998 .29 .45 0 1 

Conflict Intensity .21 .51 0 2 

Political Stability 27.78 33.51 1 269 

Democracy .40 .49 0 1 

Ethnic Polarization .52 .24 .02 .98 

Exclusionary Ideology .12 .32 0 1 

Trade Openness 58.47 48.53 4.53 986.65 

Development 6.97 8.31 0 84.41 

Years w/o Mass Killing 24.97 16.54 0 64 

 

5.2 Main Results 

To evaluate my hypothesis on mass killing onset, I estimate several interrupted 

time-series (ITS) models. The ITS approach, which is sometimes considered a quasi-

                                                      

6 Using the method for modeling temporal dependence developed in Carter and 

Signorino (2010) yields nearly identical results.  
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experimental design (Campbell 1969), is ideal for data with an intervention at a specific 

point that “interrupts” the time-series. ITS analysis is commonly used in the social 

sciences to estimate the impact of a new law, policy, or high-profile event. For example, 

scholars have examined the effects of new traffic laws on car accidents (Campbell 1969), 

US Supreme Court decisions on public opinion (Johnson and Martin 1998), and oil 

booms on regime survival (Smith 2004). In the context of this paper, the intervention is 

the Pinochet arrest in 1998.  

When using the ITS framework, a reasonable first step in investigating whether 

an intervention had an effect is to graph the outcome variable over time (Campbell 1969; 

Lewis-Beck 1986). If I am correct, there should be a noticeable decrease in the rate of 

mass killing around 1998. To check, I calculate the proportion of countries experiencing 

a mass killing onset for every year in the sample and then use a loess function—which 

employs a locally weighted nearest neighbor smoothing method—to estimate a line on 

either side of the interruption in 1998.7 The black line represents the estimate, and the 

shaded area captures the 95 percent confidence interval. The results, shown in Figure 5, 

are consistent with my prediction.  

 

                                                      

7 This graph uses Ulfelder and Valentino's (2008) mass killing dataset as the outcome 

variable. To estimate the loess functions and their confidence intervals, I used the 

ggplot2 package in R (Wickham 2009), employing a first degree polynomial and the 

default span.  
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Figure 5: Mass Killing Onset by Year 

 

This evidence, however, is preliminary because the simple relationship shown in 

Figure 5 does not account for potentially confounding variables. To offer a more 

systematic test, I turn to regression analysis. Since mass killing onset is a binary 

outcome, I estimate logit models with robust standard errors clustered on the country 

because observations of the same country are not independent. The coefficient of interest 

is Post-1998, which estimates the difference in the likelihood of mass killing onset in the 

impunity and accountability eras conditional on covariates. If my theory is correct, Post-

1998 should be negative and statistically significant.  
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Table 16: Logit Models of Mass Killing Onset 

 (1) (2) 

 1960-2010 1960-2010 

Post-1998 -1.835** -1.694** 

 (0.521) (0.530) 

Conflict Intensity 1.595** 1.100** 

 (0.201) (0.396) 

Political Stability -0.008 -0.007 

 (0.010) (0.010) 

Democracy 0.125 0.096 

 (0.312) (0.381) 

Ethnic Polarization -0.102 -1.532* 

 (0.619) (0.869) 

Exclusionary Ideology -0.109 0.097 

 (0.372) (0.364) 

Trade Openness -0.001 -0.000 

 (0.004) (0.005) 

Development -0.172** -0.181** 

 (0.049) (0.075) 

Years w/o Mass Killing -0.065 -0.042 

 (0.114) (0.111) 

Constant -4.391** -3.057** 

 (0.562) (0.730) 

N 5079 954 

Country Years Included All Conflict Only 

AIC 548.29 345.44 

BIC 633.22 408.63 

Standard errors clustered by country in parentheses 

Cubic splines included but not reported 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 

 

The main regression results are reported in Table 16. I find strong support for my 

hypothesis. The statistically significant and negative coefficient on Post-1998 in Model 1 

indicates that leaders are less likely to initiate a campaign of mass killing after 1998 even 

when controlling for the intensity of conflict, political instability, regime type, ethnic 
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polarization, exclusionary elite ideology, trade openness, development, and the 

temporal dependencies associated with mass killing. Model 1 includes all country years 

and controls for the level of conflict, if any. An alternative method is to limit the sample 

to country years with ongoing civil conflicts (using the UCDP/PRIO definition of over 25 

battle deaths per year). In fact, this is an important test because it addresses the critique 

that the decline of mass killing after 1998 might be due to a decreased stock of civil 

conflicts rather than an increased likelihood of punishment for mass atrocities. Model 2 

shows that Post-1998 remains significant and negative when the sample is limited to 

country years with ongoing conflicts. 

The models reported in Table 16 show that after the Pinochet arrest in 1998, 

leaders are significantly less likely to initiate campaigns of mass killing than they were 

previously. Since the models are nonlinear, however, it is difficult to interpret the 

magnitude of the effect through regression estimates alone. Hence, I calculate 

substantive effects using the estimates obtained in Model 1 of Table 16.8 These 

simulations compare the predicted probability of a leader initiating a mass killing event 

in the impunity and accountability eras during otherwise identical country years. In this 

specific simulation reported here, all of the control variables are held at their median 

values except for the conflict intensity variable, which is held at the value of a full-scale 

civil war. The results, which are shown in Figure 6, are compelling. The predicted 

                                                      

8 The simulations are conducted using Clarify (King, Tomz, and Wittenberg 2000). 
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probably of mass killing onset during a civil war year before 1998 is .16, but it falls to 

only .03 after 1998. In other words, leaders are over five times less likely to commit 

atrocities after 1998.  

 

Figure 6: Predicted Probability of Mass Killing Onset by Time Period 

 

Overall, the results—both the regression estimates and the substantive effects—

offer convincing support for the third hypothesis. Leaders today are significantly less 

likely to initiate campaigns of mass killing than they were previously. Moreover, the 

deterrent effect of international justice is not only statistically significantly but also 

substantively large. 
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5.3 Robustness Checks 

I also conduct several robustness checks. First, because mass killing occurs 

infrequently, I guard against rare events bias. Rare events bias can occur in datasets with 

many times more zeros (i.e., nonevents) than ones (i.e., events) and causes the standard 

logistic regression model to underestimate the probability of the rare events. Since there 

are only 87 cases of mass killing onset in the Ulfelder and Valentino (2008) dataset 

during the time period under study here, it is possible that my analysis suffers from rare 

events bias. Therefore, I reestimate the models in Table 16 with a rare events logistic 

regression technique that corrects for this potential bias (Tomz, King, and Zeng 2003). 

My results are consistent (see Table 17). 

Second, I investigate whether my results simply pick up an end of the Cold War 

effect. The pre-1998 era mostly consists of country years during the Cold War, whereas 

the post-1998 era contains only country years after the Cold War. Hence, it is conceivable 

that the end of the Cold War—and not the justice cascade—drives the decline of mass 

killing. The most direct link between the end of the Cold War and mass killing involves 

the relationship between system polarity and the nature of warfare. Kalyvas and Balcells 

(2010) argue that the end of the Cold War fundamentally altered the “technology of 

rebellion” used in civil wars. Specifically, insurgencies were common during the Cold 

War, but they are relatively rare in the post-Cold War period. This change in the nature 

of warfare could influence mass killing if different types of warfare create different 
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incentives for civilian victimization. In fact, Valentino, Huth, and Balch-Lindsay (2004) 

find that guerilla insurgencies create stronger incentives for mass killing than other 

forms of civil conflict. To ensure that changes linked to the end of the Cold War do not 

distort my findings, I limit my analysis to the post-Cold War period. In effect, this 

empirical strategy compares the likelihood of mass killing onset in the 1989-1997 period 

to that of the 1998-2010 period. I find that Post-1998 remains statistically significant and 

negative (see Table 18). Thus, we can be confident that the end of the Cold War does not 

drive the findings. 

Third, I use an alternative definition of the dependent variable. I employ data on 

genocides and politicides from the Political Instability Task Force (Marshall, Gurr, and 

Harff 2014) to ensure my finding is not limited to the Ulfelder and Valentino (2008) mass 

killing data. The PITF dataset codes genocides and politicides as events that “involve the 

promotion, execution, and/or implied consent of sustained policies by governing elites 

or their agents…that result in the deaths of a substantial portion of a communal group 

or politicized non-communal group” (Marshall, Gurr, and Harff 2014, 14). The 

difference between the two categories rests on the identity of the victimized group. 

Genocide victims include ethnolinguistic or religious groups, whereas politicide victims 

are marked by their political opposition to the regime. Using this data, my results are 

consistent: genocides and politicides are significantly less likely after 1998 (see Table 19).  
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Table 17: Rare Events Logit Models of Mass Killing Onset 

 (1) (2) 

 1960-2010 1960-2010 

Post-1998 -1.733** -1.579** 

 (0.520) (0.523) 

Conflict Intensity 1.584** 1.073** 

 (0.200) (0.390) 

Political Stability -0.005 -0.003 

 (0.010) (0.010) 

Democracy 0.158 0.120 

 (0.311) (0.376) 

Ethnic Polarization -0.125 -1.511* 

 (0.617) (0.857) 

Exclusionary Ideology -0.088 0.113 

 (0.371) (0.359) 

Trade Openness 0.001 0.002 

 (0.004) (0.005) 

Development -0.168** -0.172** 

 (0.049) (0.074) 

Years w/o Mass Killing -0.070 -0.050 

 (0.114) (0.110) 

Constant -4.394** -3.047** 

 (0.561) (0.721) 

N 5079 954 

Country Years Included All Conflict Only 

AIC . . 

BIC . . 

Standard errors clustered by country in parentheses 

Cubic splines included but not reported 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 18: Logit Models of Mass Killing Onset (Post-Cold War Sample) 

 (1) (2) 

 1989-2010 1989-2010 

Post-1998 -1.993** -1.713** 

 (0.601) (0.605) 

Conflict Intensity 1.842** 1.397** 

 (0.387) (0.636) 

Political Stability -0.015 -0.007 

 (0.017) (0.020) 

Democracy -0.221 -0.141 

 (0.475) (0.575) 

Ethnic Polarization -0.238 -0.904 

 (1.176) (1.551) 

Exclusionary Ideology -0.589 -0.252 

 (0.501) (0.561) 

Trade Openness 0.001 0.003 

 (0.002) (0.004) 

Development -0.380** -0.334* 

 (0.168) (0.200) 

Years w/o Mass Killing 0.026 0.031 

 (0.145) (0.158) 

Constant -4.645** -3.861** 

 (0.886) (1.229) 

N 2379 504 

Country Years Included All Conflict Only 

AIC 203.26 156.11 

BIC 278.33 211.01 

Standard errors clustered by country in parentheses 

Cubic splines included but not reported 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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Table 19: Logit Models of Mass Killing Onset (Alternative Dependent Variable) 

 (1) (2) 

 1960-2010 1960-2010 

Post-1998 -1.151** -1.388** 

 (0.465) (0.618) 

Conflict Intensity 1.657** 1.308* 

 (0.342) (0.678) 

Political Stability -0.017 -0.017 

 (0.017) (0.016) 

Democracy -0.045 -0.373 

 (0.469) (0.511) 

Ethnic Polarization -0.545 -1.230 

 (0.688) (0.833) 

Exclusionary Ideology 0.386 0.232 

 (0.441) (0.360) 

Trade Openness 0.003 0.005 

 (0.003) (0.003) 

Development -0.123 -0.048 

 (0.080) (0.084) 

Years w/o Mass Killing -0.136 -0.082 

 (0.132) (0.157) 

Constant -4.795** -4.223** 

 (0.952) (1.207) 

N 5079 954 

Country Years Included All Conflict Only 

AIC 292.55 218.90 

BIC 377.47 282.09 

Standard errors clustered by country in parentheses 

Cubic splines included but not reported 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05 (two-tailed) 
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5.4 Conclusions 

This chapter asked whether international justice deters leaders from launching 

campaigns of mass killing. Building on the previously reported results on patterns of 

exile and civil war duration, I examined deterrence as an interrelated and positive effect 

of the justice cascade. I argued that because leaders know committing human rights 

abuses will decrease their exit options if they need to flee abroad, international justice 

effectively increases the cost of atrocities, thereby creating a deterrent effect.  

Estimating deterrence is a notoriously challenging endeavor. No research design 

is perfect, but I developed an empirical strategy that minimizes the problems that plague 

the existing literature. Instead of examining cross-case variation in human rights trials or 

the ratification of international legal agreements, I leveraged variation over time in the 

threat international justice poses to leaders afforded by the justice cascade. This 

remarkable variation provides a unique opportunity to estimate the deterrent effect of 

international justice. After estimating interrupted time-series models of mass killing, I 

found robust support for my argument. Using a variety of model specifications, samples 

of cases, and definitions of the dependent variable, I demonstrated that leaders are 

significantly less likely to initiate campaigns of mass killing after 1998 than they were 

previously. Moreover, the deterrent effect of international justice is substantively large, 

with leaders today being over five times less likely to engage in mass killing than they 

were in the past. 
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Stepping back, it is important to recognize how important this finding is given 

the devastating history of state-sponsored mass killing. Indeed, in the past century, the 

number of civilians killed by their own governments exceeds the number of combat 

deaths in all international and civil wars combined (Rummel 1995). What might prevent 

such brutality? Human rights advocates have long hoped that international justice 

would deter atrocities, but existing scholarly work has yielded mixed results. This 

chapter makes a contribution to the literature by producing some of the strongest 

evidence to date of a deterrent effect. Simply put, my results indicate that a credible 

threat of international justice can stay the hand of would-be mass killers. 
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6. Case Studies 

The previous results demonstrate the generalizability of my theory by showing 

that the predicted patterns of exile, civil war duration, and mass killing onset hold 

across a large number of cases. This section, by contrast, delves into a small handful of 

cases in greater detail. If my argument is correct, we should see leaders reasoning and 

behaving in a manner consistent with my theory’s expectations. Therefore, to probe my 

theory’s causal mechanisms, I examine three cases of embattled leaders weighing how to 

respond to challenges against their rule.  

The first two cases I examine are consistent with my theory’s predictions. I 

examine Idi Amin in 1979 as a case of a culpable leader during the impunity era. The 

noteworthy thing about the Amin case is that the threat of international punishment was 

a nonfactor. When the opposition became sufficiently threatening, Amin simply fled 

abroad without fear of facing any kind of international justice. The next example I 

investigate, Muammar Gaddafi in 2011, is a case of a culpable leader during the 

accountability era. The Gaddafi case clearly illustrates the dramatic change over time in 

the international justice landscape. Unlike Amin, Gaddafi worried about international 

justice enough to risk fighting to the death rather than flee abroad.  

The third case I examine, Charles Taylor in 2003, is (partially) inconsistent with 

my theory’s expectations. Taylor represents a rare case of a culpable leader fleeing into 

exile during the accountability era. By exploring why Taylor thought exile was a viable 
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option, I am able to establish scope conditions on my argument. Yet, because Taylor’s 

decision to go into exile ultimately resulted in his arrest and conviction in an 

international tribunal, the case also offers supportive evidence of how international 

actors can successfully impose costs on host states sheltering culpable leaders.   

Admittedly, qualitative evidence is difficult to obtain in the context of this 

project. It unfortunately is not possible to get inside the heads of leaders while they 

weigh the costs and benefits of fleeing into exile. Moreover, leaders rarely stop to write 

down their thoughts during moments of acute regime crisis, leaving a relatively thin 

historical record. This makes it unlikely that we will find indisputable “smoking gun” 

evidence. Nonetheless, by turning to creative sources of data such as interviews with 

exiled leaders, the testimonies of apprehended leaders, and the accounts of killed 

leaders’ top deputies, it is possible to reconstruct the basic decision-making processes of 

embattled leaders.  

 

6.1 Idi Amin 

Idi Amin was born in an obscure northern corner of colonial Uganda in 1925 to a 

Muslim father and a Christian mother. His father separated from the family shortly after 

Amin’s birth, leaving young Idi and his mother to live a life typical of Uganda’s rural 

peasantry. With only a couple years of primary education under his belt, the semi-

literate Amin had few options for advancement other than the military. For lack of a 
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better career, Amin joined the British colonial regiment, the King’s African Rifles, in 

1946. Though he originally joined as a lowly cook, Amin rapidly ascended the ranks of 

the King’s African Rifles. In the words of Decalo (1989, 95), “Unschooled, with a 

smattering of five languages but a total command of none, Amin nevertheless advanced 

in the army due to his physical prowess. He became Uganda’s heavyweight boxing 

champion—retiring undefeated after holding the title for nine years—and endeared 

himself to his British officers by virtue of his athletic proclivities.” After successfully 

serving in several parts of British colonial Africa, Amin in 1961 became one of only two 

native Ugandans to be commissioned as officers in the British army.  

When Uganda achieved independence the next year, Amin’s appointment as a 

commissioned officer placed him in a position to succeed in the new regime. Indeed, 

Amin forged an alliance of convenience with Uganda’s first post-independence leader, 

Milton Obote. After Amin helped put down an anti-Obote mutiny in 1964, Obote 

elevated Amin until he eventually took charge of Uganda’s military in 1966. By 1970, 

however, a rift fueled by policy differences and personal estrangement emerged 

between the two men. As they became increasingly wary of each other, Obote attempted 

to ease Amin out of power with a bogus promotion that would have stripped Amin of 

operational control of the army. Seeing the writing on the wall, Amin preemptively 

launched a coup on January 25, 1971 while Obote was traveling to a conference in 
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Singapore. With Amin installed in power, Obote settled into exile in neighboring 

Tanzania and waited for a chance to strike back.  

Initially, hopes for the new Amin regime were high in Uganda. According to two 

observers, “Ironically, the crowds in Kampala which celebrated Amin’s seizure of power 

on January 25, 1971 were as large as those that filled the streets to cheer his ouster in 

1979” (Avirgan and Honey 1982, 4). Amin, however, quickly dashed any hope of setting 

Uganda on a path to peace and prosperity. Amin’s first step was to change the ethnic 

composition of the army. At the time of his coup, ethnic Acholi and Langi—two groups 

seen as loyal to Amin’s former rival Obote—had a disproportionate amount of influence 

within the army. Amin moved quickly to counter a potential challenge from these 

groups by systematically slaughtering Acholi and Langi soldiers in Jinja, Moroto, and 

Mbarara (Mutibwa 1990, 88). As one Ugandan scholar put it, “the standard practice of 

eliminating the thousands of unwanted soldiers, especially from Acholi and Lango, was 

to decimate them in military exercises…Others are known to have been locked up in 

buildings, which were then blown up with explosives” (Ibingira 1980, 272). Amin’s 

brutal purges of segments of the army that might conceivably challenge his grasp on 

power would continue throughout his tenure.  

The repression was not long confined to Amin’s rivals within the army. In 1972, 

Amin signed Decree No. 8, which gave his security forces the authority to “shoot on 

sight” anyone suspected of being a criminal and granted the security forces blanket 
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immunity for any of their actions (Ibingira 1980, 270). In other words, Amin’s security 

forces, primarily composed of loyal Nubians and West Nilers, were placed above the 

law. Not surprisingly, Amin’s men initiated a reign of terror on the civilian population. 

The violence often took on an ethnic character, with the Acholi and Langi targeted most 

often at the outset of Amin’s tenure. However, “by the time Amin was ousted, every 

ethnic group, including his own, had been ravaged and alienated” (Decalo 1989, 102). 

The precise number of Ugandans killed during Amin’s eight years in power is still 

debated, but most sources put the number somewhere near 250,000 individuals.  

Amin also controversially expelled two groups of foreigners from Uganda, the 

Israelis and the Asians. Of the two, the expulsion of the Asians was perhaps less 

surprising. Uganda’s Asian community, which had been in the country since the early 

1900s, was an easy target for Amin. Though they numbered only 80,000 people, the 

Asian community by some accounts controlled up to half of the country’s wealth 

(Mutibwa 1990, 93). By kicking out the Asians, Amin was able to expropriate their 

property and gain favor with Uganda’s black population, which had long been envious 

of the Asian community’s disproportionate share of the country’s wealth.9 The expulsion 

of the Israelis, by contrast, shocked many both inside and outside Uganda. The presence 

                                                      

9 Despite the short-term boost to the government coffers, the long-term term effect of 

expelling Uganda’s Asian population and expropriating their property was deleterious 

to the economy. Indeed, this move would create serious problems for Amin in the late 

1970s when the Ugandan economy collapsed.  
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of Israelis in Uganda started only in the 1960s, with the Israelis playing a substantial role 

in training Uganda’s military and police. In fact, Amin himself received part of his 

military training from the Israelis. Within a year of taking power, however, Amin had a 

falling out with the Israelis, reportedly because the Golda Meir administration declined 

to sell Amin some of the military hardware he sought. In response, Amin declared that 

Israel was sabotaging Uganda’s security and forced out all Israelis by the end of 1972. 

Due to the controversial expulsions more than his overwhelming brutality, 

Amin’s foreign policy saw a dramatic shift away from the Western democracies, some of 

his early backers. Indeed, there are rumors and a good deal of circumstantial evidence 

that Britain and Israel even helped Amin plan the coup that brought him to power 

(Avirgan and Honey 1982,10). However, the British were furious with Amin because 

most of Uganda’s Asians fled to Britain as refugees, leading the British to cut off 

diplomatic relations with Uganda. Israel, not surprisingly, also ended relations with 

Uganda after the Israeli expulsion. Without his two main foreign backers, Amin looked 

elsewhere for international friends. He soon found two. The Soviet Union, long shut out 

of the Anglo-American dominated East Africa, was eager to build a relationship with 

Amin and sold him arms when the West would not. By 1975, Uganda was receiving 

huge amounts of Soviet-made weaponry including tanks, artillery, MIGs, anti-aircraft 

guns, and AK-47s. Amin also forged a friendship with Libya’s Muammar Gaddafi that 

would last throughout his tenure. In return for denouncing imperialism and Zionism 
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and supporting Muslim causes, Gaddafi sent Amin massive amount of foreign aid, 

military hardware, and military advisors. Hence, within only a few years of taking 

power, Amin shifted Uganda’s foreign policy from pro-Western to pro-Soviet and pro-

Arab.  

As Amin’s tenure continued, he acquired a reputation for eccentric behavior. For 

instance, Amin was infamous for adopting absurd honorific titles (including “Conqueror 

of the British Empire”), having an insatiable sexual appetite (as a polygamist, he 

fathered several dozen children with his seven wives), and reportedly engaging in 

cannibalism (he encouraged this rumor while in power but denied it after his ouster).10 

At other times, however, Amin displayed a sharp intellect. For example, he effectively 

exploited the rivalries between Uganda’s various ethnic groups in a classic divide and 

conquer strategy. In the words of Ibingira (1980, 283), “In this way, Amin was able to 

liquidate one group’s leadership at a time, often while other groups looked on 

unconcerned, with indifference, or even with secret satisfaction, until their own turn 

came…” Moreover, Amin had an uncanny ability to overcome threats to his rule and 

stay in power. By one account, Amin survived over a dozen attempted coups or 

assassinations. The fact that Amin avoided such a fate “is testimony to the field 

marshal’s effective intelligence network and personal cunning, which permitted him, 

                                                      

10 Amin’s former physician attributed his erratic behavior to an advanced case of syphilis 

(Ibingira 1980, 290).  
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time and again, to reshuffle, purge, or kill his military opponents just before they could 

strike” (Avirgan and Honey 1982, 30). Thus, while Amin was clearly ruthless and 

eccentric, he was hardly the irrational buffoon sometimes portrayed in the international 

press.11 

By 1978, Amin’s grasp on power was slipping. The Ugandan economy was in a 

freefall since most of the country’s business elite and intelligentsia had either voluntarily 

relocated abroad or had been expelled by Amin. Moreover, Amin’s purge of the army in 

1978—a tactic which traditionally had helped him consolidate power—backfired when 

he sacked some of his longtime associates including Vice President Mustafa Adrisi. 

Adrisi in particular had developed sections of support within the army that now seemed 

on the verge mutiny. In an attempt to generate a “rally around the flag” effect and 

reunite his army against an external enemy, Amin invaded neighboring Tanzania in late 

1978. This risky move, which Time Magazine labeled “Idi-otic,” would prove to be the 

beginning of the end of the Amin regime.12 

The invasion initially caught the Tanzanians by surprise, allowing the Ugandan 

army to annex the Kagera Silent, a disputed piece of territory between the two nations. 

But Amin’s success was short lived as the superior Tanzanian army pushed the 

                                                      

11 In fact, some have speculated that Amin purposefully cultivated his image as a 

buffoon in the international press to distract Western leaders from his massive human 

rights abuses and controversial economic policies. See Charles Moore, “Obituary: Idi 

Amin,” Daily Telegraph, 17 September 2003.  
12 “An Idi-otic Invasion,” Time Magazine, 13 November 1978.  
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Ugandans back across the border. More importantly, Tanzanian President Julius 

Nyerere—who had previously granted Amin’s old rival Milton Obote sanctuary but did 

not allow Obote to use Tanzanian territory as a base of operations—now allowed Obote 

to mobilize his supporters and publicly call for an uprising within Uganda. With Amin’s 

forces on their heels, Nyerere and Obote quickly launched a joint invasion consisting of 

the Tanzanian army and Ugandan dissidents in order to oust Amin.    

Their march on the Ugandan capital, Kampala, progressed rapidly. Much of 

Amin’s army deserted as the invaders approached, and the local Ugandan population 

for the most part greeted the Tanzanians and Ugandan dissidents as liberators. By early 

April 1979, the anti-Amin forces reached the outskirts of Kampala. In a crucial move, 

Nyerere ordered that his forces not completely surround the city. Fearing the 

internationalization of the war, Nyerere instead dictated that the eastern road leaving 

Kampala should be left open so that international diplomats could leave the city 

unmolested (Avirgan and Honey 1982, 124). It was a shrewd political move in the sense 

that it ensured none of Amin’s backers in the Arab world intervened in the conflict. Yet 

it also provided an escape route for Amin. After failing to rally his supporters by 

declaring on the national radio that he was “prepared to die in the defense of the 

motherland” (Avirgan and Honey 1982,121), Amin and his family quietly boarded a 

plane for exile in Libya. By the time the Tanzanians and Ugandan dissidents entered 

Kampala, Amin and his loyalists had already escaped.  
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After a brief stay in Libya, Amin and his family settled into a long-term exile in 

Saudi Arabia. The Saudis officially granted Amin the right to an “extended pilgrimage” 

in their country so that Amin, a Muslim, could worship at holy sites such as Mecca and 

Medina. In reality, the more likely story is that the Saudi royal family worried Amin was 

hurting the image of Muslim rulers worldwide and hoped they could buy his silence. 

The Saudi plan succeeded. In exchange for Amin’s pledge to stay out of politics, the 

Saudis provided Amin with a villa in Jeddah and paid him a massive monthly income. 

Apparently Amin enjoyed spending the money. According to Riccardo Orizio, an Italian 

journalist who interviewed Amin in 1997, the former dictator lived a life of comfort, 

spending most of his time frequenting Jeddah’s finer hotels (Orizio 2003). Indeed, Orizio 

found that “[Amin] had spent the previous years taking a morning swim in the pool of 

the local Hilton, having his back massaged by an Egyptian masseur at the 

Intercontinental, and finally having lunch at a third hotel.”13 Amin continued to live this 

life of luxury until he died in exile in 2003. 

The remarkable thing about the story of Idi Amin is what is missing. Unlike the 

Muammar Gaddafi and Charles Taylor cases that follow, there is no evidence 

whatsoever that Amin feared facing any kind of international justice. In line with my 

theory’s expectations, Amin, a culpable leader in the impunity era, simply fled into exile 

                                                      

13 Riccardo Orizio, “Idi Amin’s Exile Dream,” New York Times, 21 August 2003. On Idi 

Amin’s life in exile, see also Orizio (2003, 7-32). 
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abroad when it became clear he could not defeat the opposition. In other words, the 

threat of international punishment was a nonfactor for Amin. Moreover, there was no 

international pressure on Saudi Arabia to turn over Amin or bring him to justice. As was 

the norm for the impunity era, powerful states refrained from going after the deposed 

dictator, human rights groups failed to bring attention to Amin’s luxurious lifestyle, and 

universal jurisdiction prosecutions never materialized. Once Amin fled into exile, he 

was safe. 

To recap, the Idi Amin case illustrates the ease with which a culpable leader in 

the impunity era could escape to the safety of exile when his regime ended. The fact that 

a brutal leader like Amin could retire to a quiet and comfortable life after killing some 

250,000 Ugandans during an eight year reign of terror is doubtlessly infuriating to 

anyone who values accountability and justice. But the easy exit option for Amin came 

with a benefit: Amin had no incentive to cling to power and gamble for resurrection 

when his Ugandan and Tanzanian adversaries marched on Kampala. It is a travesty that 

Idi Amin never faced justice for his crimes, but it is a blessing that peace came to 

Uganda when he fled abroad.  

 

6.2 Muammar Gaddafi 

Little is known about Muammar Gaddafi’s early years. Even his year of birth is 

debated, with most sources placing it somewhere between 1940 and 1943. We do know 
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that Gaddafi was born into an impoverished Bedouin family in a desert oasis outside of 

the city of Sirte. Gaddafi’s father was an illiterate goat herder, but he apparently was 

determined that his son receive an education, something quite unusual for a poor 

Bedouin youth. After progressing through a series of elementary and religious schools, 

Gaddafi joined the military, the primary source of upward mobility in Libya at the time.  

While at the Royal Military Academy in Benghazi, Gaddafi formed the Free 

Unionist Officers Movement, a secret group of young military officers opposed to the 

rule of Libya’s King Idriss. In their view, Idriss was little more than a Western lackey 

because he allowed the American and British militaries to use Libyan territory for their 

Mediterranean bases and permitted Western companies to control Libya’s oil. 

Eventually, the Free Unionists decided Libya was ripe for a revolution. When Idriss 

traveled to Turkey for specialized medical treatment, Gaddafi and his group of 

likeminded officers launched a bloodless coup. On September 1, 1969, Gaddafi took to 

the national radio to announce the beginning of a new regime in Libya. He would rule 

with an iron fist for another 42 years. 

Anti-imperialism and pan-Arabism—two of Gaddafi’s preferred ideologies—

dominated the early years of the Gaddafi regime. Gaddafi began his longstanding anti-

imperialist stance by expelling the last of the Italian settlers, Libya’s former colonial 

masters, from the country. He next shut down the British military base at Tobruk and 

the American base at Wheelus. Finally, Gaddafi nationalized the holdings of all foreign 
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oil companies working in Libya and created the new National Oil Company, which 

would later finance much of his foreign adventurism. Thus, by the early 1970s, all the 

main signs of imperial power in Libya were gone. Gaddafi also promoted pan-Arab 

nationalism throughout the region. Inspired by the earlier efforts of his hero, Egyptian 

President Gamal Adbel Nasser, Gaddafi aimed to establish a single Arab nation 

spanning North Africa and the Middle East. Within a year of taking power, he sought 

political unification with Egypt and Syria, but the plans never materialized as other 

Arab leaders grew wary of Gaddafi. Eventually, Gaddafi’s relationship with some other 

Arabs leaders became so bad that Gaddafi supported (unsuccessful) attempts to 

assassinate two of them, Jordan’s King Hussein and Morocco’s King Hassan. 

Searching for purpose after his failed attempt at Arab unification, Gaddafi 

delivered a speech in 1973 that would define the rest of his tenure. In the famed Zuwara 

speech, Gaddafi proclaimed that the spirit of the 1969 Libyan revolution was in danger 

and announced the start of a new popular revolution. In the words of one scholar, “This 

speech—which was to serve as a blueprint for the rest of his four decades in power—

represented the real beginnings of the intense personalization of politics that was to 

characterize Libya under the endlessly eccentric Gaddafi” (Pargeter 2012, 78). This new 

popular revolution essentially eliminated the preexisting political bureaucracy in Libya 

and marginalized any potential challengers to Gaddafi. Instead of the old bureaucracy, 

Gaddafi established thousands of “popular committees,” an effective mechanism to 
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spread Gaddafism at the local level. The creation of the popular committees unleashed a 

wave of repression across Libya, leading to the arrests and sometimes of summary 

executions of sectors of society, such as university students and underground political 

groups, whose loyalty to Gaddafi was questioned.  

Gaddafi also sought to export his popular revolution abroad. During the 1970s, 

newly flush with oil money, Gaddafi became one of the major funders of terrorism 

worldwide. Indeed, the list of terrorist groups that Gaddafi supported is astounding. In 

addition to a host of the more radical Palestinian groups, Gaddafi extended his largesse 

to the Italian Red Brigades, the Irish Republican Army, the Nicaraguan Sandinistas, the 

Basque Country ETA, the Moro National Liberation Front in the Philippines, and 

Venezuela’s Carlos the Jackal. The fact that some of these groups shared little in 

common in terms of goals or ideology mattered little. To Gaddafi, they all fit into his 

narrative of revolutionary actors challenging the forces of imperialism. 

Gaddafi’s support for international terrorism put him on a collision course with 

the United States. During the Carter administration, Libya joined North Korea and Cuba 

on a new list of enemy states, and the US refused to sell Libya weapons. The US-Libyan 

conflict, however, came to a head during the Ronald Reagan administration. The two 

leaders engaged in an entertaining war of words, with Reagan famously labeling 

Gaddafi “the mad dog of the Middle East,” and Gaddafi in turn referring to Reagan as 

“that second rate actor” (Pargeter 2012, 137). The conflict also had a more serious side. In 
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the early 1980s, the US shot down two Libyan planes over the disputed Gulf of Sirte and 

instituted an embargo on Libyan oil. The conflict escalated again in 1986, when Gaddafi 

carried out a terrorist bombing at a discotheque in Berlin, killing two American military 

members. Reagan responded by sending US fighter jets to bomb military targets in 

Libya and, more controversially, Gaddafi’s Bab Al-Aziziya residential compound.  

The Reagan administration may have been ahead of the game in labelling 

Gaddafi an “international pariah” almost immediately after entering office, but Gaddafi 

acquired true international pariah status with the Lockerbie bombing. On December 21, 

1988, a passenger airline flight from London to New York blew up over the Scottish 

town of Lockerbie, killing all 259 passengers. Investigators linked the terrorist attack to 

Libya, and the Gaddafi regime was universally condemned. As punishment, the UN 

Security Council passed Resolution 748, which imposed harsh international sanctions on 

Libya that significantly weakened its economy. 

In the early and mid-1990s, Gaddafi also started to face trouble domestically. A 

number of underground Islamist groups were formed in opposition to Gaddafi’s rule. 

Of these, the most consequential was the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG), which 

pulled together Libyan Islamists of all stripes in order to launch a rebellion against 

Gaddafi. The LIFG began with attacks against influential members of Libya’s security 

apparatus, including at least one failed assassination attempt on Gaddafi. Soon, 

however, Gaddafi’s forces uncovered the group’s network of cells and routed them in 
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their Green Mountains redoubt using the Libyan air force (Pargeter 2012, 169). In the 

aftermath of the uprising, the Gaddafi regime rounded up anyone with even the 

slightest connection to the Islamists and threw them into the Abu Salim prison. Then, on 

June 28, 1996, the suspects—many of whom were innocent civilians—were marched into 

the prison’s courtyard and mowed down by machine gun fire. An estimated 1,270 

political prisoners were massacred that day in Abu Salim, making it arguably the most 

brutal crime of Gaddafi’s tenure (Hilsum 2012, 8).  

Facing enemies at home and abroad, Gaddafi realized in the late 1990s that he 

needed to change the status quo. He therefore began to rehabilitate his international 

image. He started by handing over the Lockerbie bombers to face trial under Scottish 

law at a specially convened court at The Hague in 1999. As a reward for Gaddafi’s good 

behavior, the UN dropped the imposing sanctions package that had ravaged the Libyan 

economy for the past several years. Gaddafi also provided a massive settlement to the 

families of the Lockerbie bombing victims, a move that helped him get Libya removed 

from the US State Department’s list of State Sponsors of Terrorism. The terrorist attacks 

of September 11, 2001 provided yet another opportunity for Gaddafi to improve his 

standing in the West. He immediately shared counter-terrorism intelligence with the US 

and the UK, which not only put him in the good graces of the Western powers but also 

provided an opportunity to reframe his regime’s brutal repression of Islamist extremists 

as part of the larger global war on terror.  
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The final sticking point in Gaddafi’s international rehabilitation was his weapons 

of mass destruction (WMD) program. As early as 1987, the US strongly suspected that 

Gaddafi was building a chemical weapons program using a facility at Rabta (St. John 

2011, 201). Even more troubling, the Gaddafi regime developed a relationship with A.Q. 

Khan, the father of Pakistan’s nuclear program turned rogue scientist, who sold 

technology—including centrifuges for highly enriched uranium and blueprints for a 

nuclear warhead—to the Libyans (Hilsum 2012, 129-130). In 2003, shortly after the 

United States invaded Iraq partly to destroy Saddam Hussein’s alleged WMD program, 

Gaddafi decided to come clean by dismantling his own program and allowing 

international inspections.14 With that move, Gaddafi’s international rehabilitation was 

complete. Tony Blair shook hands with Gaddafi and declared that Gaddafi was a man 

“with common cause with us against Al Qaeda, extremists, and terrorism.”15 Similarly, 

George W. Bush noted that, “Old hostilities do not need to go on forever.”16 

With a new group of international friends, things looked good for the Gaddafi 

regime throughout the rest of the 2000s. Moreover, a new generation of technocratic 

                                                      

14 Many argue that Gaddafi’s decision to give up his WMD program was a direct result 

of the Iraq invasion. According to former Secretary of State Colin Powell, “And then 

[Gaddafi] takes a further look around and sees that the Bush administration comes in 

with a strong foreign policy and with a determination to respond to threats. And so he 

watches that a little bit, and then he sees what happens in Afghanistan and Iraq. And he 

says to himself, you know, it’s time to get out of this.” See St. John (2002, 399). 
15 “Blair Hails New Libyan Relations,” BBC News, 25 March 2004. 
16 “Bush’s Remarks on Arms Agreement with Libya,” New York Times, 19 December 

2003.  
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reformers attained positions of moderate influence in Libya, which at least offered the 

hope that the regime might start to reform itself from within. Most important in this 

group was Gaddafi’s son Saif, who held a doctorate in political science from the London 

School of Economics and was openly critical of the regime’s previous human rights 

violations. The regional tumult associated with the Arab Spring, however, would soon 

upend this period of relative calm in Libya.  

On December 17, 2010 a distraught Tunisian youth set himself on fire after police 

confiscated his fruit stand. This event sparked mass uprisings against the regime of 

Tunisian leader Ben Ali, eventually forcing him to flee into exile on January 14, 2011.17 

Inspired by events in Tunisia, activists in Egypt launched a campaign of civil resistance 

on January 25 that forced longtime Egyptian leader Hosni Mubarak to resign on 

February 11. The upheaval soon spread to Libya, where longstanding grievances against 

the Gaddafi regime had simmered for decades. Emboldened by the successes of their 

regional counterparts, Libyan activists planned a “Day of Rage” for February 17. The 

Day of Rage actually started a day earlier than planned when the Gaddafi regime 

arrested Fathi Terbil, a protest organizer and lawyer representing the families of the Abu 

Salim victims, in Benghazi. Anti-Gaddafi demonstrations erupted throughout the city as 

                                                      

17 Unlike Gaddafi, Ben Ali refrained from using overwhelming force against civilians 

during the months of street protests in Tunis. Consequently, he was confident that he 

could safely flee into exile when key figures from his regime defected to the opposition. 

Ben Ali thus represents a case of a nonculpable leader going into exile in the 

accountability era.  
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the protestors waved the flag of pre-Gaddafi Libya, which was to become a symbol of 

the revolution. 

Gaddafi’s security forces responded with a heavy hand. The precise numbers are 

debated, but the Gaddafi regime killed at least 50 civilians after it fired on unarmed 

protestors in Benghazi. The next day, the government opened fire on mourners leaving 

the funeral of those killed during the Day of Rage, bringing the death toll in Benghazi 

alone to over 100 (St. John 2011, 283). In the surrounding environs, Human Rights Watch 

documented the killings of at least 233 civilians during the first four days of anti-

Gaddafi demonstrations (Human Rights Watch 2012, 16). The protests, which quickly 

morphed into an armed rebellion, were not long confined to Benghazi. Other towns in 

Eastern Libya rose up against Gaddafi in solidarity with the people of Benghazi. Indeed, 

the more the Gaddafi regime repressed the revolution, the more civilians seemed willing 

to join the fight. By the end of February, a number of key cities in Eastern Libya—

including Benghazi, Tobruk, and Misrata—were “liberated” from the Gaddafi regime.  

With large swaths of Eastern Libya under their control, opposition forces needed 

a mechanism to govern the liberated territory and a leadership to interact with the 

international community. Thus, the various localized rebel groups that had sprung up 

seemingly overnight coalesced loosely under the National Transitional Council (NTC). 

Much of the NTC’s leadership, perhaps surprisingly, consisted of former Gaddafi 

regime technocratic reformers—such as Mustafa Abdel Jalil and Mahmoud Jibril—who 
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defected to the opposition early in the uprising. As the NTC was organizing in late 

February, a parallel development was occurring at the international level. Responding to 

the Gaddafi regime’s brutal response to the protests, the UN Security Council passed 

Resolution 1970 on February 26. This resolution referred the situation in Libya to the 

International Criminal Court (ICC), giving the ICC the authority to open an 

investigation of the “widespread and systematic attacks” on Libyan civilians.18  

As this was happening, Gaddafi decided to regroup his forces in Tripoli. In 

March, the regime launched a successful counteroffensive to retake the lost territory. As 

they marched eastward, the Gaddafi forces initiated a siege of rebel-held Misrata. The 

siege was brutal. Gaddafi’s men indiscriminately shelled the city for months using 

mortar-fired cluster munitions (Human Rights Watch 2012, 18), which pulverized entire 

neighborhoods, killed thousands, and prevented humanitarian medical teams from 

entering the city. Continuing eastward, the Gaddafi forces in mid-March reached the 

outskirts of Benghazi, the very heart of the uprising.  

At this point, the international community intervened. Remembering Gaddafi’s 

nationally televised zenga zenga speech of February 22 in which the leader compared the 

opposition to “cockroaches” and “rats” and promised to “cleanse Libya house by 

                                                      

18 Libya was not a state party to the Rome Statute of the ICC. Therefore, the UN Security 

Council referral was required for the ICC to open an investigation of the bloodshed in 

Libya.  
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house,” Western leaders began to fear a bloodbath in Benghazi.19 Then, as his forces 

encircled Benghazi on the night of March 17, Gaddafi terrifyingly proclaimed on the 

state radio: “I will finish the battle of Benghazi tonight.”20 The international community 

sprang into action. The UN Security Council immediately passed Resolution 1973, which 

imposed a no-fly zone over Libya and authorized member states to take “all necessary 

measures” to protect civilians. In less than 48 hours—and just after Gaddafi’s forces 

started to move on Benghazi—French Rafale fighters rained missiles down on Gaddafi’s 

tanks and armored vehicles in Operation Odyssey Dawn. The expected massacre in 

Benghazi was averted, and the tide of the war began to turn as NATO took over 

responsibility for the UN-mandated no-fly zone. 

As international assistance to the NTC expanded to include airstrikes, 

intelligence, and weapons, the rebels gained the upper hand in the war and marched on 

Tripoli in the summer of 2011. At this point, Gaddafi had three options: strike a 

negotiated settlement with the rebels, flee into exile, or gamble for resurrection. The rest 

of this section addresses these possibilities. If my argument is correct, we should observe 

that the threat of international justice undermined the exile option for Gaddafi, which in 

turn generated incentives to gamble for resurrection. 

                                                      

19 “Libya Protests: Defiant Gaddafi Refuses to Quit,” BBC News, 22 February 2011.  
20 David D. Kirkpatrick and Kareem Fahim, “Qaddafi Warns of Assault on Benghazi as 

U.N. Vote Nears,” New York Times, 17 March 2011. 
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First, Gaddafi had the option to make a deal with the rebels. A negotiated 

settlement might have taken one of two forms. On the one hand, Gaddafi could have 

granted policy concessions in exchange for the opposition laying down their arms. On 

the other hand, Gaddafi could have given up power in exchange for a promise of 

protection from the NTC. Both types of settlement, however, were problematic due to 

the familiar credible commitment problem in civil war termination (e.g., Walter 1997).  

Specifically, the failed bargaining attempts between the two sides show that any 

settlement that kept Gaddafi in office was unacceptable to the opposition, and any 

agreement that brought the opposition into power was unacceptable to Gaddafi. For 

example, as the tide of the war turned against Gaddafi, the leader made several offers to 

negotiate with the opposition under the auspices of the African Union. Yet every 

ceasefire the regime proposed kept Gaddafi in power. Not surprisingly, the opposition 

rejected such offers since Gaddafi would be able to renege on any concession or power 

sharing agreement once the opposition disarmed and demobilized. Such fears were 

likely pervasive because Gaddafi had a history of killing disarmed regime opponents.21 

As a result, the NTC insisted that Gaddafi give up power as a precondition for peace. 

From Gaddafi’s perspective, however, such an outcome was unacceptable because the 

NTC could cheat on any promise of protection it gave him once he stepped down. 

Indeed, there would be nothing to prevent the rebels—individuals risking their lives to 

                                                      

21 Most notable is the Abu Salim massacre. 
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overthrow Gaddafi—from settling old scores once Gaddafi was powerless. Thus, a 

negotiated settlement to the war was problematic regardless of whether it kept Gaddafi 

in office or transferred power to the opposition. 

Second, Gaddafi could have fled into exile in a third-party state. Given the 

credible commitment problems at the domestic level, this may have seemed like the best 

course of action for Gaddafi. In fact, Saif Gaddafi, Muammar’s son and former heir 

apparent, reportedly tried to convince his father to go into a “respected retirement” 

abroad on several occasions (Chorin 2012, 185). In March, Saif went so far as to dispatch 

his top aide to London to see if British authorities might accept a plan in which Saif 

would oversee Libya’s transition to democracy, while his father would leave Libya in 

exchange for immunity from international prosecution (Pargeter 2012, 238). While this 

plan never gained traction, it is noteworthy because it signals that Gaddafi at least 

entertained the possibility of exile. Given the relationship between father and son, it is 

highly unlikely that Saif would have initiated such a bold proposal without Muammar’s 

approval.   

Moreover, several states recognized the value of giving Gaddafi an exit option. 

For instance, Uganda and Burkina Faso both publicly offered to give Gaddafi a safe exile 
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“in the name of peace.”22 Some powerful members of the international community 

seemed to approve tacitly of a peace-for-exile deal as well. British officials, for example, 

acknowledged that letting Gaddafi escape to a comfortable exile could be acceptable if it 

brought an end to the Libyan conflict.23 Similarly, US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 

hinted that exile was a possibility when she said, “If the violence could be ended by his 

leaving…that might be a good step.”24 

The threat of international justice, however, complicated this option. By June, 

ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo amassed enough evidence of the regime’s 

brutality to issue an arrest warrant for Gaddafi for crimes against humanity.25 Perhaps 

even more troubling from Gaddafi’s perspective, powerful Western states sent 

decidedly mixed messages about whether they would tolerate the exile option. Though 

Western powers wanted a quick end to the Libyan conflict and appeared willing to live 

with Gaddafi’s exile in another African state, they also made it clear that Gaddafi should 

face justice eventually. Indeed, Clinton qualified her statement on the exile option by 

adding, “But of course, we believe accountability has to be obtained for what he has 

                                                      

22 “Burkina Faso Offers Gaddafi Exile,” Reuters, 24 August 2011. Additionally, there is 

speculation that other states, most notably Venezuela, offered Gaddafi sanctuary 

privately, though this has not been confirmed officially.  
23 Julian Borger and Richard Norton-Taylor, “Diplomats Discuss Libya's Future as Italy 

Plots Gaddafi's Escape Route,” The Guardian, 28 March 2011. 
24 Andrew Quinn, “Clinton Says Gaddafi Must Go,” Reuters, 28 February 2011.  
25 The ICC also issued arrest warrants for Gaddafi’s son, Saif, and his intelligence chief 

Abdullah al-Sanussi. 
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done.”26 Similarly, the same British officials who acknowledged that letting Gaddafi go 

into exile might help resolve the conflict also made it clear that they would rather see 

Gaddafi face trial.27 In more general terms, Gaddafi faced a time inconsistency problem: 

Western powers might encourage him to give up power now only to bring him to justice 

later.  

While it is impossible to know exactly what went on inside Gaddafi’s mind, the 

available evidence suggests he was highly cognizant of the threat international justice 

posed. As he witnessed a slew of leaders from Augusto Pinochet to Laurent Gbagbo face 

international justice, Gaddafi became a vocal critic of the justice cascade, framing it as a 

form of neo-imperialism. Perhaps most relevant from Gaddafi’s point of view, his 

former protégé, Liberia’s Charles Taylor, was extradited to Sierra Leone’s Special Court 

after going into a supposedly safe exile in Nigeria. After Taylor’s arrest, Gaddafi 

lamented, “This means that every head of state could meet a similar fate. It sets a serious 

precedent.”28 By the summer of 2011, this precedent had caught up with Gaddafi. It 

therefore is not surprising that Gaddafi spurned offers of sanctuary from relatively weak 

states like Burkina Faso and Uganda. Just as Nigeria failed to shelter Taylor, Burkina 

                                                      

26 Andrew Quinn, “Clinton Says Gaddafi Must Go,” Reuters, 28 February 2011. 
27 Julian Borger and Richard Norton-Taylor, “Diplomats Discuss Libya's Future as Italy 

Plots Gaddafi's Escape Route,” The Guardian, 28 March 2011. 
28 “How the Mighty are Falling,” The Economist, 5 July 2007. 
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Faso and Uganda could not credibly offer to protect Gaddafi over the long haul.29 Thus, 

as Libyan expert Dirk Vandewalle put it, the anticipation of international prosecution 

“further complicated the issue [of Gaddafi’s post-tenure fate] for it meant that the 

possibility of exile for the Libyan leader had become more problematic” (Vandewalle 

2012, 207). 

Third, Gaddafi had the option to keep fighting. While this option is inherently 

risky, my argument suggests that culpable leaders have an incentive to gamble for 

resurrection—even when the prospects for victory are slim—when they believe there is 

no other way out. Gaddafi’s general behavior conforms to my argument’s predictions. 

Once the extent of the NATO intervention in support of the rebels became clear, it was 

unlikely that Gaddafi’s forces would win the Libyan civil war. Yet Gaddafi decided to 

risk it all on the battlefield. When Tripoli fell to the rebels, Gaddafi and his loyalists 

retreated to Sirte, Gaddafi’s ancestral homeland, to make a last stand. On October 20, 

rebels killed Gaddafi while he was attempting to hide in a drainage pipe outside of Sirte 

                                                      

29 Protecting Gaddafi would have been costly for Burkina Faso and Uganda for at least 

two reasons. First, both states signed the Rome Statute of the ICC, meaning that 

sheltering Gaddafi would have required breaking their legal obligations. Second—and 

perhaps more important—both states would have faced a deluge of international 

pressure from powerful Western states and NGOs interested in bringing Gaddafi to 

justice. As an interesting extension, future work could consider the motivations of 

potential host states in more detail. Given that it is increasingly costly for third-party 

states to shelter culpable leaders, it is perhaps surprising that some states still offer to do 

so. One plausible explanation is that potential host states balance the anticipated costs 

against their desire to end intractable conflicts in their region. 
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and then publicly displayed his mutilated body in the freezer of a local meat market. It 

was an inglorious end for the Brother Leader. So why did Gaddafi fight to the death? 

Unraveling Gaddafi’s decision-making process is a complicated task, but 

interviews with Gaddafi loyalists who survived the war provide unique insight into 

Gaddafi’s mindset. Most notably, Gaddafi’s security chief and close confidant, Mansour 

Dhao Ibrahim—who was with Gaddafi during his final days—gave a series of revealing 

interviews at the Misrata detention center shortly after Gaddafi’s death. According to 

Dhao, Gaddafi justified his decision to fight until the end by telling his loyalists, “I am 

wanted by the International Criminal Court. No country will accept me. I prefer to die 

by Libyan hands” (Bowen 2012, 251). More remarkably, Dhao even described Gaddafi’s 

thinking using gambling for resurrection language: “Gaddafi believed he was rolling the 

dice for the final time” (Bowen 2012, 252). Priscilla Hayner of the Centre for 

Humanitarian Dialogue, who had the opportunity to interview Dhao, reached a similar 

conclusion. When summarizing what she learned about Gaddafi’s state of mind, Hayner 

notes, “Gaddafi was extremely aware of, and clearly felt trapped by, the ICC warrants, 

and did not seem to understand what his options might be other than to continue to 

fight” (Hayner 2013, 4). Of course, this evidence is tentative since it is based on the 
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testimony of one individual, but it is also exceptionally valuable because Dhao’s account 

offers a rare glimpse inside Gaddafi’s last stand.30  

To recap, the available evidence suggests that both Gaddafi’s general behavior 

and the specific reasons he chose to fight to the bitter end are consistent with my 

theory’s expectations. The threat of international justice undermined the exile option for 

Gaddafi, creating incentives to risk it all on the battlefield. 

 

6.3 Charles Taylor 

Born in the Republic of Liberia in 1948, Charles Taylor lived a largely 

unremarkable childhood and adolescence. His father possessed Americo-Liberian 

heritage, whereas his mother hailed from a native ethnic group, the Gola. This mixed 

heritage would later become crucial for Taylor as he presented himself to the country as 

a leader who represented all Liberians. Taylor’s big break came when he was admitted 

to Bentley College in the United States, making him one of the few Liberians with 

Western education.31 After graduating from Bentley with a degree in economics in 1977, 

Taylor remained in the United States and became active in the politics of Liberia’s 

                                                      

30 There is no clear reason to doubt Dhao’s testimony. As Human Rights Watch points 

out, Dhao’s interviews took place in a private setting. Moreover, Dhao’s testimony fits 

with the accounts of other survivors not aligned with the Gaddafi regime: “While 

Human Rights Watch cannot independently confirm the details of events offered by 

Dhao, they are consistent with the accounts of other survivors who lived through the 

same experience in District Two [of Sirte].” See Human Rights Watch (2012, 20). 
31 On the topic of Western-educated leaders, see Gift and Krcmaric (Forthcoming). 
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expatriate community. Here, Taylor established himself as a vocal and charismatic critic 

of then-Liberian President William Tolbert. 

In April 1980, a military coup toppled the Tolbert regime and replaced him with 

Samuel Doe, a 28 year old illiterate army sergeant. Taylor, along with many others in the 

Liberian expatriate community in the United States, returned to their homeland. Since 

the newly installed Doe regime lacked advisors with expertise in politics and business, 

many of these expatriates initially were appointed to important positions in the regime. 

Taylor became the director of Liberia’s General Services Agency, a position that put him 

in charge of the country’s procurement policies. Eventually, however, the military 

power base on which Doe relied became suspicious of “imported” advisors such as 

Taylor. Taylor also angered several other ministers by applying at least a minimal 

threshold of financial accountability, which limited the ability of other ministers to raid 

the government coffers for their personal use. Hence, only a few years into the Doe 

regime, Taylor had already managed to make several influential enemies. In 1983, he 

was removed from his post at the General Services Agency as a result of a politically 

motivated (though probably accurate) embezzlement accusation. Realizing that he was 

no longer safe in Liberia, Taylor returned to the United States.  

At this point, the Taylor story takes an unusual twist that would contribute to the 

aura of invincibility he later held as a rebel commander and head of state. The Doe 

regime, which was brutally repressive but also a Cold War ally of the United States, 
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issued an arrest warrant for Taylor and asked the United States to extradite him back to 

Liberia. Taylor was quickly arrested and held in a prison in Massachusetts, but the 

extradition request proved more complicated. Taylor called on his powerful contacts in 

the United States, most notably former US Attorney General Ramsey Clark, to block 

extradition on the grounds that Taylor would be summarily executed upon his return to 

Liberia. As the extradition proceedings dragged on, Taylor somehow escaped from his 

maximum security prison. Moreover, Taylor managed to reacquire his passport and 

drive to the Mexican border, where he left the United States without any trouble. For 

many, Taylor’s escape seemed too miraculous to be an ordinary prison bust. Speculation 

was rife that the US intelligence community—with whom Taylor allegedly developed 

secret ties during the early 1980s—played a role in his escape.32 Years later at his Special 

Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) trial, Taylor would claim that the US Central Intelligence 

Agency (CIA) orchestrated his escape. This would not be the end of Taylor’s 

complicated relationship with the United States.  

Charles Taylor returned to Africa in 1985, where he stayed under the 

international radar for several years. But he was far from inactive. He travelled widely in 

West Africa—including a stint of guerilla training in Libya—as he built regional 

alliances and founded the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), a group dedicated 

                                                      

32 See Bryan Bender, “Former Liberian Dictator Charles Taylor Had US Spy Agency 

Ties,” Boston Globe, 17 January 2012.  
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to the overthrow of the Doe regime. On Christmas Eve 1989, Taylor’s NPFL forces 

entered Liberia from the Ivory Coast, starting the First Liberian Civil War. Doe’s forces 

crumbled against the NPFL onslaught, and the NPFL soon controlled the entire country 

except for the capital city, Monrovia. At this point, the conflict splintered from a 

straightforward government-rebel group conflict into a multiparty civil war. One of 

Taylor’s top commanders, Prince Johnson, broke away from the NPFL and formed his 

own rebel group, the Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL). 

Additionally, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) deployed a 

military unit called ECOMOG, which developed into an independent fighting force 

whose interests temporarily aligned with those of the Doe regime. In the chaos 

surrounding Monrovia in 1990, Prince Johnson’s INPFL forces captured and murdered 

Doe, but the war did not end. Instead, the various factions turned on each other and 

Liberia descended into warlordism, with each group able to control some but not all of 

Liberia’s territory.33   

The Liberian Civil War killed somewhere between 60,000 and 200,000 people 

depending on whose accounting is believed (Ellis 2007, 316). Atrocities were committed 

on all sides of the conflict, but the behavior of Taylor’s NPFL was particularly heinous. 

During the march on Monrovia and in the subsequent period of warlordism, the NPFL 

                                                      

33 On warlordism in Africa, see Reno (1998).  
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indiscriminately massacred civilians in towns and villages too numerous to list here.34 In 

the words of Waugh (2011, 137): 

“What had begun as sporadic incidences of atrocities against civilians by 

the advancing NPFL troops in the insurgency’s early days now became 

their horrific modus operandi. Unpaid, unruly and undisciplined, they 

had been promised by their commanders that they would have the right 

to loot in enemy areas as compensation, and many had by now been in 

the campaign for months—it was time to get paid. As the rampaging 

band of young fighters claiming affiliation to the NPFL approached the 

capital, their brutality against civilians intensified, and the rebels pillaged 

and raped their way southwards.”  

 

Liberia’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission, which attempted to document all war 

crimes at the conclusion of the hostilities, reports that Taylor’s NPFL was responsible for 

an astounding 63,843 violations of international human rights and humanitarian law 

(Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia 2009). While the specific number 

should be interpreted with a healthy dose of caution, the general conclusion is clear: 

Taylor’s forces committed war crimes on a massive scale.  

Taylor also intentionally brought the fighting across the border into neighboring 

Sierra Leone in order to destabilize it. Taylor’s hatred for Sierra Leone, particularly its 

leader Joseph Momoh, stemmed from the fact that Momoh allowed ECOMOG to launch 

its incursion into Liberia from Sierra Leone’s territory. Taylor thus viewed the Momoh 

regime as partly responsible for his failure to capture Monrovia outright in the early 

                                                      

34 See Waugh (2011, 132) for a more detailed description of precisely when and where 

mass killings took place.  
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phases of the Liberian conflict. As retaliation, Taylor announced that Sierra Leone would 

soon “taste the bitterness of war” (Ellis 2007, 93). Taylor made good on his promise by 

funding, arming, and at times directing the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), a rebel 

group in Sierra Leone led by Foday Sankoh. With Sankoh leading the charge against the 

central government in Freetown, Sierra Leone descended into the archetypal African 

resource war with so-called “blood diamonds” as the ultimate prize. The RUF quickly 

gained global notoriety for using tactics that were arguably even more brutal than those 

used by Taylor’s NPFL forces in Liberia. In addition to mass killings and rapes, the RUF 

was known for abducting youths to serve as child soldiers and cutting off the hands of 

civilians so they could not mine diamonds that might be used to support the 

government. The relationship between Taylor and Sankoh was one of mutual benefit. 

Both wanted to overthrow the Freetown government and get rich in the process, with 

Taylor receiving blood diamonds in exchange for the weapons he funneled to Sankoh’s 

forces.35 This close relationship with the RUF would later be crucial at Taylor’s SCSL 

trial.  

After several years of fighting, the various warring groups in Liberia eventually 

seemed ready to make peace. In August 1995, Taylor and other warlords signed the 

Abuja Accord, which created a Council of State to share power among the factions. At 

                                                      

35 The UN estimated that the arms-for-diamonds trade between Taylor and the RUF was 

worth between $25 million and $125 million annually (Tejan-Cole 2009, 209).  
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the last minute, however, Taylor surprised his adversaries by restarting the war and 

capturing additional diamond fields in the eastern part of Liberia. In August 1996, a new 

peace agreement that was more favorable to Taylor, the Supplement to the Abuja 

Accord, was struck. This time, peace really did come to Liberia. After a disarmament 

and demobilization program, an election was held in July 1997. In what international 

observers widely recognized as a free and fair election, Taylor won the presidency with 

an overwhelming 83% of the vote. The International Crisis Group speculated that many 

Liberians voted for Taylor because they feared the consequences of him losing, noting 

that “Liberians voted with their heads, not their hearts, in part because Taylor openly 

threatened to return the country to war if not elected” (International Crisis Group 2002, 

13). Indeed, the terrifying Taylor campaign slogan of “He killed my Ma, he killed my Pa, 

but I will vote for him” supports this claim.36 Thus, after being the most powerful man in 

Liberia for several years, Charles Taylor was now officially its president.  

Peace, however, did not last long. Taylor ran the country like a “personal 

fiefdom” (International Crisis Group 2002, 21), and discontent within Liberia began to 

build. More importantly, some of Taylor’s neighbors were no longer willing to put up 

with his meddling in regional affairs. Guinean President Lansana Conte responded to a 

major RUF incursion into his country by stepping up his support for a new anti-Taylor 

rebel group, Liberians United for Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD). In July 2000, 

                                                      

36 See Sarah Left, “War in Liberia,” The Guardian, 4 August 2003.  
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LURD invaded Liberia from Guinea and established a foothold in the northern part of 

Liberia. As LURD slowly began to move southward, it ranks were swelled by dissident 

Liberians ready to take up arms against Taylor. Another rebel group, the Ivory Coast-

backed Movement for Democracy in Liberia (MODEL), attacked from the south. By 

early 2003, with rebels controlling most of the country outside Monrovia, Taylor’s 

regime was in deep trouble.   

Moreover, the international community had finally had enough with Taylor. He 

embroiled not only his country, but also the entire region, in war. Moreover, blood 

diamonds had become a cause célèbre, and the Western powers were under enormous 

pressure from their own publics to end the war and stop the flow of blood diamonds. In 

May 2002, the UN Security Council adopted resolution 1408, which imposed sanctions 

on Liberia and prohibited the sale of diamonds. Additionally, the US and the UK 

seemed to move toward a policy of regime change in Liberia, albeit unofficially and 

indirectly. As one off-the-record US official explained, “You put Taylor in a box, drain 

his finances, and wait for somebody to remove him” (International Crisis Group 2002, 

22). Taylor clearly understood the importance of losing American support, lamenting 

that “when your master becomes your enemy, you are doomed”(Waugh 2011, 269). 

Another notable development at the international level was the creation in 2002 

of the UN-sponsored Special Court for Sierra Leone. The SCSL was established to 

prosecute the persons bearing the greatest responsibility for serious violations of 
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international humanitarian law that occurred during Sierra Leone’s recently concluded 

civil war. Many assumed incorrectly that the SCSL would not target Taylor in his 

capacity as Liberia’s president. In early March 2003, the presiding judge of the SCSL 

indicted Charles Taylor on 17 counts of war crimes and signed the concomitant arrest 

warrant. However, the SCSL kept the indictment sealed for strategic reasons. Therefore, 

at least initially, nobody outside of a select few at the SCSL knew that Taylor was now 

an indicted war criminal.  

Facing adversity at home and abroad, Taylor traveled to Ghana in June 2003 to 

participate in a peace conference with the two main rebel groups, LURD and MODEL. 

On the day Taylor and his entourage arrived in Accra, David Crane, the SCSL’s chief 

prosecutor, authorized the unsealing of the international arrest warrant for Taylor. 

Crane’s dramatic move proved controversial. On the one hand, it made sense to keep the 

indictment secret until Taylor was traveling outside of Liberia, creating an opportunity 

for another state to arrest him. On the other hand, unsealing the warrant on the day the 

warring parties finally entered negotiations all but doomed the peace process. It also put 

Ghana’s leadership in a difficult position since they invited Taylor to their country to 

participate in negotiations and now were ordered to arrest him. Exactly what happened 

with the communication of the arrest warrant from the SCSL to the Ghanaian authorities 

remains a mystery, but Taylor somehow managed to fly back to Monrovia before the 

arrest was executed. The SCSL said it gave the Ghanaians 24 hours’ notice before 
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unsealing the indictment, but the Ghanaians claimed the arrest warrant was not 

officially delivered in time for them to act.37 Regardless of whether the mistake was 

bureaucratic or intentional, Crane’s gambit failed. Charles Taylor escaped to the safety 

his own national borders provided.  

Upon his return to Monrovia, Taylor announced he would step down from 

power and depart Liberia only if the SCSL withdrew the international arrest warrant. 

Not surprisingly, the Court refused to budge on the issue of Taylor’s arrest. With 

diplomacy failing, fighting resumed between Taylor’s forces and the rebels on the 

outskirts of Monrovia. It was soon clear that Taylor’s army could not hold the capital for 

long. To prevent a bloody final battle for Monrovia, the international community went 

into overdrive to create a peaceful transition in Liberia. Most notably, Nigerian President 

Olusegun Obasanjo offered Taylor exile in Nigeria. Importantly, Obasanjo explicitly 

announced that he would not turn Taylor over to the SCSL or any other international 

court.38 US President George W. Bush publicly stated it was time for Taylor to go, 

implicitly suggesting that Taylor should accept the Nigerian offer. To make the 

seriousness of the US demand absolutely clear to Taylor, the US diverted an aircraft 

carrier returning from Iraq with marines and attack helicopters to the Liberian coast 

(Waugh 2011, 274). Facing the wrath of two rebel groups intent on his overthrow and 

                                                      

37 On the confusion surrounding the delivery of the SCSL arrest warrant to Ghana, see 

International Crisis Group (2003, 8). 
38 “Nigeria Would Shield Taylor from Trial,” CNN World News, 10 July 2003.  
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staunch pressure from the international superpower, Taylor decided it was time to go. 

On August 11, Charles Taylor resigned the presidency and boarded a plane for exile in 

Nigeria. 

Why did Taylor opt to go into exile? My theory suggests that when the threat of 

international justice is credible—as it was by 2003—culpable leaders should view exile 

as an unattractive post-tenure fate. Instead, such leaders should have incentives to cling 

to power in the hopes of turning the tide of the war. Thus, my theory incorrectly 

predicts the Taylor case. Of course, the claim I make is probabilistic and relative: the 

justice cascade makes exile less attractive than it once was, and, therefore, culpable 

leaders are more likely to fight to the bitter end. However, if a leader thinks he faces a 

certain death by staying at home, he still might decide to take a chance on exile. This 

may have been a part of Taylor’s calculation because his army was clearly spent. As one 

observer in Monrovia put it, “Taylor’s boys had no ammunition left, he could keep 

sending them to the front but then they had nothing left to fire at the rebels. It was 

over”(Waugh 2011, 276). That point aside, it is worth exploring in detail why I get the 

Taylor case wrong in order to establish scope conditions on my theory.  

Two factors made exile appear relatively more attractive to Taylor than my 

theory would expect. The first was Taylor’s faith in Nigerian President Obasanjo, which 

in turn was partly a product of the broader pan-African context in which they operated. 

Many African leaders viewed (and continue to view) international justice as a form of 
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neo-colonialism in which the Western powers infringe on the sovereignty of their 

weaker African counterparts. Taylor himself tapped into this dynamic when describing 

his indictment: “This is not about Taylor…it is about the question: can Africa be free? It 

sets an unhealthy precedent. Tomorrow it could be Museveni, Kagame, Mugabe, or 

Gbagbo.”39 Thus, when Obasanjo went out on a limb and publicly offered to protect 

Taylor from the SCSL, it carried a high level of credibility. As the International Crisis 

Group described it in 2003, “In a region where solidarity and brotherhood links are 

strong among heads of state, the scenario of one president handing another over to the 

Court was implausible” (International Crisis Group 2003, 9). Taylor himself clearly put a 

great deal of faith in Obasanjo’s offer of protection from the SCSL, proclaiming that “my 

brother will never betray me”(Waugh 2011, 284). 

The second factor was Taylor’s unique, complicated relationship with the United 

States. Though the United States made it clear that they favored regime change in 

Liberia in 2003, Taylor apparently believed the United States had little interest in 

bringing him to trial because doing so would reveal embarrassing and longstanding 

connections between the US intelligence community and Taylor’s brutal regime. For 

example, it is unquestioned that Taylor had links to the CIA during his time as a rebel 

leader, frequently keeping the Americans up to date on his progress via satellite phone 

                                                      

39 Quoted in Waugh (2011, 274). 
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and sometimes even following their military advice.40 Moreover, it is widely believed 

but not officially confirmed that Taylor was handsomely paid by the US Department of 

Defense in exchange for passing information about Libya to the Americans. According 

to the Washington Post’s former West Africa correspondent, Douglas Farah, “Taylor was 

a paid informant of the U.S. Defense Department intelligence service and reported 

regularly on his trips to Libya from at least 1992 to 1995… I know this from folks on the 

U.S. side and people on the ground in Africa. They delivered attaché cases of cash [to 

Taylor] in return. It was clearly a paid relationship. This was the period when the worst 

abuses were being committed by Taylor’s child soldiers in the war in Liberia” (Lizza 

2005, 11). Taylor clearly thought these connections were valuable given his predicament 

and rarely missed an opportunity to highlight them, even boasting that he could reveal 

evidence damaging to the United States if his case ever went to trial (Waugh 2011, 114). 

Additionally, Taylor had reason to believe his exile would be safe because the 

United States—along with other key players like the United Kingdom, the African 

Union, and ECOWAS—supported the Nigerian exile deal when it was struck. In his 

2004 Congressional testimony, Howard Jeter, the American ambassador to Nigeria at the 

time of the deal, stated that Nigeria “acted with our full knowledge and concurrence” 

(Lizza 2005, 10). This acknowledgement accords with Taylor’s claim at his SCSL trial 

                                                      

40 Taylor later stated, “During the war, there was full cooperation between me and 

Washington, and every move we took, we consulted Washington first.” See Baffour 

Ankomah, “A Pound of Flesh, but in Whose Interest?” New African, 3 May 2006. 
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that he discussed the exile deal with other heads of state in the region and the United 

States, obtaining consent from all of them before accepting Nigeria’s offer (International 

Justice Monitor 2010). Thus, while Taylor knew the United States wanted him out of 

power, he had good reason to doubt whether the United States and the international 

community writ large wanted a trial at the time he accepted the exile deal.    

While these factors may have made exile seem like a reasonable option for Taylor 

in 2003, it became clear he miscalculated as time passed. Indeed, subsequent events in 

the Charles Taylor saga provide support for my theory. Recall that I argued that third-

party states sheltering culpable leaders will have a low cost tolerance for international 

pressure. While a host state may prefer to shelter an old ally or ideological counterpart, 

an ex-leader provides few, if any, benefits to his host. Therefore, if international actors 

can generate even minimal costs of protection, the host state has little incentive to 

continue sheltering the culpable leader. This dynamic would ultimately be Charles 

Taylor’s undoing.  

Almost immediately after Taylor settled into a comfortable exile in a seaside villa 

in the town of Calabar, the Nigerian leadership began to face a torrent of international 

pressure due to their new guest. The SCSL desperately wanted to apprehend Taylor and 

sought ways to convince Nigeria to renege on the asylum deal. The Court reached an 

arrangement with Interpol in which it issued a high-profile “red notice” requesting that 

all national governments cooperate with arresting Taylor. The SCSL’s objectives also 
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overlapped considerably with international human rights groups such as Amnesty 

International, Human Rights Watch, and No Peace Without Justice, who brought 

international attention to Taylor’s situation by naming and shaming Nigeria. Moreover, 

local civil society groups in Nigeria, led by journalists who had suffered amputations at 

the hands of the RUF, initiated a civil lawsuit arguing that Nigeria’s international legal 

obligations meant the country had to turn Taylor over to the SCSL (Tejan-Cole 2009, 

216). 

Even more importantly, powerful Western states—including the same states that 

helped facilitate Taylor’s peace-for-exile deal—changed course and pressured Nigeria to 

hand Taylor over to the SCSL. The European Parliament and the US Congress both 

passed resolutions urging Nigeria to turn over Taylor so that he could face justice. The 

US Congress also authorized a $2 million dollar reward for Taylor’s capture. At the 

United Nations, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1638, which made the unusual 

move of expanding the mission of the UN peacekeeping force in Liberia to include the 

arrest and transfer of Taylor to the SCSL. Clearly, Nigeria was getting more than it 

bargained for when it offered to shelter Taylor as a way to facilitate a peaceful transfer of 

power in Liberia. The final straw occurred when rumors began to swirl that Taylor had 

disappeared from his villa in Calabar just days before Nigerian President Obasanjo was 

set to visit the United States. The United States threatened “consequences” for Nigeria if 
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Taylor was not immediately apprehended and transferred to the Court.41 Moreover, 

Bush administration officials told Obasanjo that his meeting with the American 

President—a prized opportunity for any foreign leader—would be cancelled if Taylor 

was not arrested (Tejan-Cole 2009, 218). At this point, the Nigerian government decided 

sheltering Taylor was not worth the cost. Speaking at the White House the next day, 

Obasanjo announced to the world that Taylor had been apprehended in Nigeria. Taylor 

was flown to Liberia, where he immediately boarded a UN helicopter that took him into 

the custody of the SCSL in Freetown. 

Taylor’s SCSL trial was ultimately relocated to The Hague in the Netherlands 

because of fears that a local trial might destabilize a region that had only recently 

reached a state of peace.42 The original indictment for Taylor included 17 counts of war 

crimes, crimes against humanity, and other serious violations of international 

humanitarian law, but the SCSL prosecution team reduced this to 11 counts by the 

opening of the trial. Given the Court’s mandate, Taylor was charged for his role in 

aiding and abetting RUF atrocities in Sierra Leone rather than for the violations 

associated with the NPFL in Liberia. The specific charges against Taylor included 

terrorizing the civilian population, murder and unlawful killings, rape and sexual 

                                                      

41 Felix Onuah, “Wanted Liberian Warlord Disappears in Nigeria,” Reuters, 28 March 

2006.  
42 Despite the relocation of the Taylor trial to The Hague, the trial was entirely a SCSL 

affair and was not affiliated with the ICC. 
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slavery, and the recruitment and use of child soldiers.43 In April 2012, the SCSL found 

Taylor guilty of all 11 counts and sentenced him to 50 years in prison, guaranteeing that 

Liberia’s “Big Man” will spend the rest of his life behind bars. 

To summarize, the complicated Charles Taylor saga offers mixed support for my 

theory. I initially examined the case because my theory, at least at a first glance, gets it 

wrong. As a culpable leader in the accountability era, my argument predicts that Taylor 

should have clung to power instead of fleeing abroad. To explain this anomaly, I 

examined Taylor’s decision-making in greater detail and argued that two factors outside 

the scope of my theory—Taylor’s faith in Obasanjo’s offer of protection and Taylor’s 

unique relationship with the United States—apparently made exile appear as a viable 

option. However, Taylor miscalculated. Subsequent events offer support for my 

argument. Indeed, the story of Taylor’s exile compellingly illustrates my point that 

international pressure on a third-party state sheltering a culpable leader can undermine 

that state’s offer of protection. In this case, Nigeria eventually decided that sheltering 

Taylor simply was not worth the high cost and turned him over to the SCSL. Thus, my 

theory was “wrong” about Taylor’s decision to go into exile in 2003, but was “right” 

more generally about the effects of the justice cascade.  

                                                      

43 For a legal analysis of the Taylor sentencing, see Heller (2013). 
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6.4 Conclusions 

To bolster the quantitative findings, this chapter delved into a small handful of 

cases in greater detail. Specifically, I examined three cases of embattled leaders weighing 

how to respond to challenges against their rule. Each case helped illustrate different 

aspects of my theory. The Idi Amin case showed how the threat of international justice 

was a nonfactor during the impunity era. In the past, even a notoriously brutal leader 

like Amin could flee abroad without fear of facing any kind of international punishment. 

The Muammar Gaddafi case demonstrates how the justice cascade altered the decision-

making of culpable leaders. Indeed, the evidence clearly reveals that Gaddafi worried 

about international justice enough to risk fighting to the death rather than flee abroad to 

an uncertain fate. Lastly, the Charles Taylor case highlights how the international 

pressure mechanism operates in practice. Though my theory failed to predict Taylor’s 

exile in 2003, it explains why Nigeria ultimately decided to turn Taylor over to the 

Special Court for Sierra Leone in 2006.  

The cases selected also allow me to rule out two potential alternative 

explanations for the observed empirical patterns. The first concerns the alleged regional 

bias of international criminal justice. For example, some argue that the international 

legal regime—especially the ICC—is biased against African leaders.44 If I examined cases 

                                                      

44 On potential bias against African leaders, see David Bosco, “Why Is the ICC Picking 

on Africa?” Washington Post, 29 March 2013 
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both within and outside of Africa, this might offer a reasonable alternative explanation. 

However, by limiting the cases examined here to Africa, I can rule out this possibility. 

The second alternative explanation is that Gaddafi fought to the death because 

he was crazy. Other leaders, this argument would go, went into exile because they were 

rational and chose to save themselves. To be sure, Gaddafi was an eccentric personality. 

But the “Gaddafi was crazy” argument fails when we view Gaddafi in relation to Idi 

Amin. Indeed, Amin is a perfect foil to Gaddafi because he also displayed some of the 

same strange behaviors during his time in power (e.g., adopting absurd titles like 

Amin’s “Lord of All the Beasts of the Earth and Fishes of the Sea” and Gaddafi’s 

“Universal Theorist”). Moreover, like Gaddafi, many Westerners considered Amin crazy 

during his time in power. Writing in 1973, the American ambassador to Uganda 

described Amin as “erratic and unpredictable, brutal, inept, bellicose, irrational, 

ridiculous, and militaristic.”45 Yet, with rebels marching on Kampala in 1979, Amin was 

anything but irrational as he saved himself by fleeing into exile. Thus, claiming that 

some leaders were rational because they went into exile and others were irrational 

because they fought to the bitter end is ad hoc and unpersuasive. A more convincing 

argument is that the justice cascade altered the incentives leaders face when making 

fight or flight decisions.  

                                                      

45 For this quote, see “Telegram 1 from the Embassy in Uganda to the Department of 

State, January 2, 1973,” in Foreign Relations of the United States, 1969-1976, Volume E-6, 

Documents on Africa1973-1976, Document 240. 
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7. Conclusion 

7.1 Summary of Findings 

How does international justice affect internal violence? In attempting to answer 

this question, most scholars offer unabashedly optimistic or pessimistic predictions. By 

contrast, my answer is mixed. The global accountability regime is helpful in some ways 

and harmful in others.  

Specifically, I argued that the justice cascade—the recent trend toward holding 

leaders accountable for massive human rights violations—produces both positive and 

negative effects by influencing the post-tenure fates of leaders. On the negative side, the 

justice cascade exacerbates conflict. By undermining the possibility of a safe exile for 

culpable leaders, the pursuit of international justice incentivizes such leaders to cling to 

power and gamble for resurrection during conflicts when they would otherwise flee 

abroad. On the positive side, the justice cascade deters atrocities. Precisely because 

leaders know that committing gross human rights violations will decrease their exit 

options if they need to flee abroad, international justice effectively increases the cost of 

atrocities. Taken together, these predictions form the justice dilemma: ex ante deterrence 

and ex post gambling for resurrection are two sides of the same coin. 

To develop testable hypotheses, I exploited remarkable variation over time in the 

threat international justice poses to leaders. Specifically, I examined the arrest of former 

Chilean leader Augusto Pinochet in the United Kingdom in 1998—the first time a leader 
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was arrested in a foreign state for international crimes—as the watershed moment in the 

push for international accountability for culpable leaders. Before 1998, leaders lived in 

an impunity era where the expected probability of international punishment for 

atrocities was virtually zero. Starting in 1998, the world shifted toward an accountability 

era in which a slew of culpable leaders have been arrested and transferred to 

international courts, causing other leaders to update their beliefs on the likelihood of 

facing international justice. 

The rest of the dissertation was devoted to evaluating my predictions regarding 

exile, civil war duration, and mass killing onset. Chapter 3 presented evidence on 

patterns of exile. I showed that the decision of leaders to flee into exile is conditional on 

their expectations of post-tenure international punishment. Whereas culpable leaders 

are no more or less likely to flee abroad than nonculpable leaders before 1998, culpable 

leaders are about six times less likely to go into exile after 1998.  

Chapters 4 and 5 examined the conflicting effects of the justice cascade. Chapter 

4 investigated how the recent push for international justice affects civil war duration. 

Rather than flee abroad, I showed that culpable leaders now have incentives to fight 

until the bitter end. Indeed, while there is no evidence of a relationship between leader 

culpability and conflict duration before 1998, I demonstrated that civil conflicts last 

significantly longer when culpable leaders are in power during the post-1998 period. In 

Chapter 5, I showed that precisely the same conditions that exacerbate conflict also 
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create deterrence. Specifically, because leaders want to keep the exile option open in the 

event they need it, leaders are about five times less likely to commit atrocities after 1998 

than they were previously.  

Chapter 6 examined three case studies—Idi Amin, Muammar Gaddafi, and 

Charles Taylor—to probe my theory’s causal mechanisms in greater detail. While the 

paper trail is admittedly thin at some points, the available evidence suggests the general 

behavior of Amin and Gaddafi, as well as the specific reasons they chose to flee or fight, 

is consistent with my theory’s expectations. Even the Charles Taylor case, which my 

theory predicts incorrectly, offers indirect support for my argument because Nigeria 

ultimately decided that sheltering Taylor was not worth the cost and extradited him to 

an international tribunal.   

One potential avenue for future research is to build off the results presented here 

by conducting a net welfare analysis. If the justice cascade saves lives by preventing 

mass atrocities but also leads to more deaths by prolonging civil wars, which effect is 

greater? Using data on the average number of lives lost in a mass killing event and the 

average number of lives lost during an average civil war year, it would be possible to 

generate a net value of lives saved/lost. Of course, the results would come with several 

caveats. First, by definition, the individuals killed in a mass killing event are civilians 

and the death counts for civil wars include only state or rebel combatants, so the two 

groups are not perfectly comparable. In fact, from an international law perspective, the 
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two are quite distinct: combatant deaths are generally viewed as legitimate (though still 

tragic), while the targeting of noncombatants is considered an illegitimate tactic. 

Nonetheless, such a comparison would be instructive on the net effect of the justice 

cascade. Second, the results would be tentative because they would apply only to the 

time period studied here. Going forward, the net effect of the justice cascade could easily 

change if the enforcement of international criminal law improves or weakens.  

 

7.2 Implications for Scholarship 

As mentioned at the start of the dissertation, the theory and evidence presented 

here shed light on three major puzzles in political science. First, why do some leaders 

choose to fight until they are killed or captured? Why not simply save oneself by going 

into exile? The recent behavior of leaders like Muammar Gaddafi and Laurent Gbagbo 

was particularly puzzling because both leaders had offers of asylum abroad, which 

appeared better for their physical safety and financial interests. Many journalistic 

accounts speculated that the refusal to go into exile was the result of delusional 

leadership, but my work suggests that it was a rational response to the changing 

incentives international criminal accountability creates. Thus, my theory helps explain 

why ousting a brutal leader occurs easily in some cases but requires the complete defeat 

of the ancien règime in others.  
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Second, why do some civil wars last so much longer than others? In the existing 

literature, most accounts of civil war duration examine characteristics of the state or the 

rebel group. One set of explanations for conflict duration highlights variables that are 

thought to augment or limit state capacity such as economic development, rough terrain, 

and the presence of foreign patrons. Another set of explanations for war duration 

focuses on a rebel group’s capacity to resist the state by examining the rebel group’s 

military strength, political and ethnic cohesiveness, and ability to secure funding. While 

these factors are certainly important, my dissertation makes a new contribution by 

examining how the pursuit of international justice affects the decision of embattled 

leaders to continue fighting or make peace.  

Third, why has state-sponsored violence against civilians fallen so drastically in 

recent years? Current explanations focus on psychology (Pinker 2011) and peacekeeping 

(Goldstein 2011), but many scholars believe these accounts are incomplete at best. As 

Valentino (2014, 91) argues, scholars have “failed to provide convincing explanations for 

the dramatic decline in the incidence and severity of political violence that has occurred” 

in recent years. The evidence reported here, however, supports an alternative account: 

the credible threat of international punishment can stay the hand of would-be killers.  

In addition to these specific empirical puzzles, my research more broadly 

touches on debates about how the actions of well-intentioned international actors can go 

awry. Indeed, this dissertation highlights the value of thinking about the unintentional 
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consequences of policies. All too often, researchers focus exclusively on whether 

interventions produce their intended objectives. But it is important to remember that 

new policies—especially international ones designed to shape domestic politics—

interact with preexisting political circumstances featuring strategic actors that may not 

respond as advocates hope. Scholars have made some advances in this regard, 

particularly in the study of foreign aid (e.g., Easterly 2006), military intervention (e.g., 

Kuperman 2008), and humanitarian assistance (e.g., Lischer 2003). This dissertation 

shows a similar effect may occur in the context of international criminal justice.  

 

7.3 Implications for Policy 

The implications for policy are stark and controversial. Since ex ante deterrence 

and ex post gambling for resurrection are two sides of the same coin, international 

justice creates a dilemma. On the one hand, strengthening the deterrent effect of the 

international criminal regime will exacerbate the perverse incentives leaders encounter 

after atrocities do occur. On the other hand, mitigating the perverse incentives leaders 

face after committing atrocities will weaken deterrence. Thus, there is an inherent 

tension between atrocity prevention and conflict resolution, two of the international 

community’s signature goals. 

This conclusion begs the question: are policymakers aware of the interrelated 

nature of deterrence and gambling for resurrection? Or, to put it another way (since 
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many policymakers simply assume international prosecutions produce deterrence), are 

the advocates of global accountability aware that international justice comes with a steep 

price? It seems many are not. Many international judges deliberately ignore the political 

effects of the indictments they issue. Others not only miss the trade-off between conflict 

resolution and deterrence, but they actually suggest the opposite. Peace and justice, 

according to this logic, reinforce one another. Former Secretary of State Madeleine 

Albright’s view is representative: “In the end, it is very difficult to have peace…without 

justice.”46 Albright is hardly alone. One prominent NGO is called No Peace Without 

Justice. As the name implies, this group takes the stance that punishing gross violations 

of human rights is the necessary foundation for peace. My research, by contrast, 

suggests the opposite. A more accurate—though certainly less appealing—name might 

be No Peace With Justice.    

To their credit, at least some policymakers recognize the tension between conflict 

resolution and atrocity prevention. For example, Louise Arbour, former Chief 

Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda, recently 

noted that, “We all repeat the mantra that there can be no lasting peace without justice; 

and that’s true enough. But I don’t think that we have yet resolved the inevitable 

tensions between the two in a workable fashion” (Arbour 2013). The architects of the 

                                                      

46 Norman Kempster, “Albright Queries Sierra Leone Peace,” Los Angeles Times, 19 

October 1999.  
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Rome Statute of the ICC also seemed aware of this trade-off when they wrote Article 16, 

which gives the UN Security Council the power to delay ICC prosecutions for one-year 

renewable periods in “the interests of international peace and security.” Though the UN 

Security Council has never used this authority, Article 16 suggests that the drafters of 

the Rome Statute were aware of the possible tension between peace and justice. 

However, simply acknowledging the trade-off between peace and justice does 

not make it any less stark. Some scholars have admirably taken the next step and offered 

proposals designed to mitigate this tension, but they ultimately are unconvincing 

because they fail to consider carefully the strategic calculus of leaders. Some, such as 

Ritter and Wolford (2012), argue for a more flexible global accountability regime that 

strikes bargains with culpable leaders to resolve intractable conflicts. In this scenario, a 

leader guilty of committing atrocities could be allowed to bargain away his indictment if 

he steps down peacefully and leaves the country. Yet this approach ignores the tradeoffs 

involved in international justice. If leaders know they can bargain away an indictment 

and find a safe haven abroad, the deterrent effect of international justice is undermined. 

Others, such as Macedo (2004), argue that all sitting heads of state should be granted 

immunity no matter how brutal they are, whereas former heads of state should not be 

granted such protection. But this distinction matters little in practice. Any forward-

looking leader will know that he is vulnerable to prosecution in an international tribunal 
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or foreign court once he is out of power and will adjust his behavior accordingly while 

still in office.  

To illustrate why such options fail to offer a way out of the justice dilemma, 

consider the case of Syrian leader Bashar al-Assad. Civil unrest in Syria began in the 

spring of 2011 as a part of the broader Arab Spring sweeping through the Middle East 

and North Africa. Over time, the popular protests against the Assad regime morphed 

into an armed rebellion as Assad’s forces brutally repressed the opposition. The 

opposition’s more moderate members coalesced behind the Free Syrian Army, although 

other more radical transnational groups such as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant 

(which is anti-Assad) and Hezbollah (which is pro-Assad) have also joined the fight. The 

conflict has claimed an estimated 200,000 lives to date, and the Assad regime has 

violated nearly every law of war—using tactics such as indiscriminate shelling and 

chemical weapons—to keep its hold on power.47 

At various points throughout the conflict, commentators have speculated that 

Assad was on the verge of giving up power and fleeing abroad. For instance, when 

Syrian rebels advanced to the outskirts of Damascus in late 2012, the New York Times 

published an article predicting that the embattled Assad would take the exile option as 

                                                      

47 The anti-Assad groups have also committed widespread atrocities.  
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his regime appeared ready to collapse.48 Some even argued that Western powers should 

encourage such a transition by signaling their willingness to forego international justice 

in exchange for peace in Syria. This option seemed to have support at the highest levels. 

British Prime Minister David Cameron, for example, advocated the creation of a “golden 

parachute” option for the Syrian despot despite Britain’s longstanding support of 

international criminal law. Specifically, Cameron stated that he was willing to do 

“anything, anything, to get that man out of the country and to have a safe transition in 

Syria.” He qualified that statement with, “Of course I would favor him facing the full 

force of international law and justice for what he’s done…I am certainly not offering him 

an exit plan to Britain. But if he wants to leave, he could leave; that could be arranged.”49  

Whether Assad views such an exit plan as a credible option, however, is another 

matter. As my argument suggests, there are good reasons for Assad to view exile as 

decidedly unattractive even though he does not currently face an indictment. Indeed, 

the Cameron quote neatly summarizes the mixed messages that the international 

community has sent to embattled leaders in recent years. Western democracies have 

attempted to pursue two objectives simultaneously: punishing brutal leaders for gross 

violations of human rights and convincing those same leaders to give up power without 

                                                      

48 Andrew E. Kramer, “In Russia, Exile in Comfort for Leaders Like Assad,” New York 

Times, 28 December 2012. 
49 Mohammed Abbas and Khaled Yacoub Oweis, “Bombings Rock Damascus, Brother of 

Parliament Speaker Killed,” Reuters, 6 November 2012. 
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a bloody fight to the end. Hence, even as Cameron suggested openness to a golden 

parachute option for Assad, he also expressed his preference for bringing Assad to 

justice. Similarly, then-US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton sent mixed signals by 

warning that an international prosecution might limit the space for a diplomatic solution 

while also asserting that Assad’s actions made him a war criminal. Given these signals 

from the major Western powers, why would Assad take the exile option? Assad has so 

far opted to take his chances on the battlefield, thus behaving in a manner consistent 

with my theory’s predictions. 

For the sake of argument, though, consider what would happen if Western 

powers somehow convinced Assad to give up power in exchange for leaving Syria. On 

the one hand, if the United States and its allies create a safe exile option for Assad, other 

leaders will realize that Western powers are not serious about enforcing international 

criminal law. As a result, other leaders will not be deterred when contemplating their 

own campaigns of mass killing. Yet, giving Assad a golden parachute would help 

resolve the devastating conflict in Syria. On the other hand, if the United States and its 

allies insist that Assad be tried as a war criminal, he will have incentives to fight until 

the bitter end. Consequently, the violence in Syria will continue longer than it might 

otherwise. However, prosecuting Assad will send the message to other brutal dictators 

that Western powers will not tolerate mass atrocities, creating a deterrent effect. 
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There is no easy solution when managing these trade-offs. Indeed, international 

justice presents a harsh dilemma. As unappealing as it may be, the injustice inherent in 

letting bad leaders escape to a safe exile is sometimes the price required for peace, and 

the sad reality of exacerbating conflict by demanding justice now is sometimes the price 

required for creating future deterrence. The justice cascade therefore is a far more 

complex and multifaceted phenomenon than previously acknowledged. Looking ahead, 

policymakers face difficult choices on whether to prioritize pursuing justice or ending 

intractable conflicts. 
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Appendix 

Table 20: List of Leaders Going into Exile, 1960-2010 

Year Leader Country Culpable 

1960 Lemus El Salvador No 

1960 Rhee South Korea Yes 

1960 Ponce Enriquez Ecuador No 

1960 Kong Le Laos Yes 

1960 Souvanna Phouma Laos Yes 

1961 Castillo El Salvador No 

1961 Velasco Ibarra Ecuador No 

1961 Quadros Brazil No 

1962 Balaguer Dominican Republic No 

1963 Arosemena Monroy Ecuador No 

1963 Villeda Morales Honduras No 

1963 Karamanlis Greece No 

1963 Ydigoras Fuente Guatemala Yes 

1963 Betancourt Venezuela No 

1963 Bosch Dominican Republic No 

1964 Minh Republic of Vietnam Yes 

1964 Goulart Brazil No 

1964 Paz Estenssoro Bolivia No 

1964 Saud Saudi Arabia No 

1964 Khanh Republic of Vietnam Yes 

1965 Khahn Republic of Vietnam Yes 

1965 Molina Urena Dominican Republic Yes 

1966 Mwambutsa Burundi Yes 

1966 Nkrumah Ghana No 

1966 Castro Jijón Ecuador No 

1966 Ntare Burundi Yes 

1967 Al-Sallal Yemen Arab Republic Yes 

1967 Grunitzky Togo No 

1967 Kollias Greece No 

1968 Rahmen Aref Iraq Yes 

1968 Belaunde Peru No 

1968 Robles Panama No 

1968 Arias, A. Panama No 

1969 Idris Libya No 

1969 Maghoub Sudan Yes 
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1969 Siles Salinas Bolivia No 

1970 Sa`id ibn Taimur Oman No 

1970 Sihanouk Cambodia Yes 

1970 Ovando Candia Bolivia No 

1971 Torres Bolivia No 

1971 Obote Uganda No 

1972 Busia Ghana No 

1972 Ahmed Ath-Thani Qatar No 

1972 Velasco Ibarra Ecuador No 

1973 Thanon Kittakachorn Thailand No 

1974 Caetano Portugal No 

1974 Makarios Cyprus No 

1974 Al-Iryani Yemen Arab Republic Yes 

1975 Gowon Nigeria Yes 

1975 Van Thieu Republic of Vietnam Yes 

1975 Lon Nol Cambodia Yes 

1975 Abdallah Comoros No 

1976 Micombero Burundi Yes 

1978 Banzer Suarez Bolivia No 

1978 Pereda Asbun Bolivia No 

1979 Malloum Chad No 

1979 Mohammad Reza Iran Yes 

1979 Romero Mena El Salvador Yes 

1979 Bokassa Central African Republic No 

1979 Amin Uganda Yes 

1979 Yusuf Lule Uganda No 

1979 Ould Sidi Mauritania No 

1979 Natusch Busch Bolivia No 

1980 Majano Ramos El Salvador Yes 

1980 Banaisa Uganda No 

1980 Gueiler Tejada Bolivia No 

1981 Garcia Meza Tejada Bolivia No 

1982 Ahidjo Cameroon No 

1982 Oueddei Chad No 

1982 Torrelio Villa Bolivia No 

1984 Tsedenbal Mongolia No 

1984 Ould Haidalla Mauritania No 

1985 Nimeiri Sudan Yes 

1985 Obote Uganda Yes 

1986 Karmal Afghanistan Yes 
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1986 Ali Nassir Hassani Yemen People's Republic Yes 

1986 Jonathan Lesotho No 

1986 Marcos Philippines Yes 

1986 Duvalier, Jean- Haiti Yes 

1987 Bagaza Burundi No 

1988 Manigat Haiti No 

1988 Namphy Haiti No 

1989 Stroessner Paraguay No 

1989 Bob Denard Comoros No 

1989 Aoun Lebanon No 

1990 Avril Haiti No 

1990 Jabir As-Sabah Kuwait No 

1990 Habre Chad Yes 

1991 Choonhavan Thailand No 

1991 Siad Barre Somalia Yes 

1991 Mengistu Marriam Ethiopia Yes 

1991 Gebre Kidan Ethiopia Yes 

1992 Momoh Sierra Leone Yes 

1992 Najibullah Afghanistan Yes 

1992 Gamsakhurdia Georgia Yes 

1992 Mojadidi Afghanistan Yes 

1992 Mutalibov Azerbaijan Yes 

1993 Serrano Elias Guatemala Yes 

1993 Espina Salguero Guatemala Yes 

1994 Jawara Gambia No 

1994 Salinas Mexico No 

1994 Cedras Haiti No 

1994 Sindikubwabo Rwanda Yes 

1995 Khalifah Ath-Thani Qatar No 

1995 Bob Denard Comoros No 

1996 Strasser Sierra Leone Yes 

1997 Kabbah Sierra Leone Yes 

1997 Lissouba Congo Yes 

1997 Bucaram Ortiz Ecuador No 

1997 Mobutu Democratic Republic of Congo Yes 

1997 Ranariddh Cambodia No 

1999 Konan Bedie Cote d'Ivoire No 

1999 Vieira Guinea-Bissau No 

1999 Cubas Grau Paraguay No 

2000 Mahuad Ecuador No 
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2000 Guei Cote d'Ivoire No 

2000 Fujimori Peru Yes 

2002 Ratsiraka Madagascar No 

2003 Taylor Liberia Yes 

2003 Gustavo Noboa Ecuador No 

2003 Patasse Central African Republic No 

2003 Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada Bolivia No 

2004 Alfonso Portillo Cabrera Guatemala No 

2004 Aristide Haiti No 

2005 Akayev Kyrgyz Republic No 

2005 Lucio Gutierrez Ecuador No 

2005 Sidi Ahmed Taya Mauritania No 

2006 Thaksin Shinawatra Thailand No 

2008 Musharraf Pakistan No 

2009 Marc Ravalomanana Madagascar No 

2009 Zelaya Honduras No 

2010 Bakiyev Kyrgyz Republic No 
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